CESS

ITS ALL IN THE NAME.
Zimbabwe,
is

a

strategically placed African country,

enjoying a healthy economic growth rate and its superb

infrastructure provides

ideal base for continued

an

development.
Zimbabwe

enjoys

enviable reputation for

an

honouring its international commitments and has
consistently serviced and repaid its external debt.
•

Crop intake

begins April of

year

one year to

March of the next

year.

PRJNCPAL AGRJCUITURAL CROPS (SALES)*
1987/88 (ZSTHOLfSAND)
COTTON
174 582

FLUE-CURED
TOBACCO

278 938

^

SUGAR
157 050
gjjjis

MAIZE
60 186
SOYABEANS
39 301

COFFEE
34 601

'

WHEAT

OTHER
38 954

75 442

T

STRUCTURE Of r«(CHAND(SE ET^OirrS

(H) 1987
MANUFACTURES

FOOD AND

33,9

BEVERAGES
43.3

MN^RALS. METALS
AND FUELS

OTHER PRtiARY
PRODUCTS

16.1

6.7
CZl INDUSTRIAL SHARES' INDEX (1966 = 100)
GO MINING SHARES' INDEX (1966 = 100)

The bank which has

played

a

major role in the

country’s growth is Zimbabwe’s own
banking

group,

that takes its

Zimbank. The bank

name

from the country.

Zimbank, young and dynamic, owes
its

success to an

un-matched know-

ledge of Zimbabwe, its people and all
sectors

y

of economic

Those interested in

activity,

executing

a

business

strategy in Zimbabwe need look no further
than Zimbank.

m

m

AfO/EUPTO

I
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BANK/NG AT/TS BEST

ZKEA0IVE BAIWNG COraWin LMTH)

Zimbabwe

Banking Corporation Limited. Head Office;- Zimbank House, 46 Speke Avenue, P.O. Box 3198, HARARE.
Telephone; 735011, Telex; 24163 ZW. Fax; 735600.
BARKER, McCORMAC ZIM 513
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EDITORIAL

The Peace Process in

Vol. 4, No. 5

O Processo de Paz

Mozambique
This is the third occasion for SAPEM to devote

Mozambique
an

issue to

Mozambique (SAPEM No. 2, November 1987 MOZAMBIQUE
WILL SURVIVE and

SAPEM, Vol. 2, No. 9, June 1989
MOZAMBIQUE IS RECOVERING). As iiiustrated in the cover
titles, a central theme in all these three issues is the fervent hope for
peace and recovery in Mozambique. Indeed, the period since we
asserted that Mozambique Will Survive to date, would appear to be
one that
represents that process torwards peace. For there had been
fear that Samora Machel’s death would herald the death of the

Mozambican state. The combination of economic recession, the
vicious war waged by the South African-backed MNR and an

imperialist

programme that was determined to turn the young
nation away from the goal of socialism, had Just about succeeded in

bringing Mozambique to its knees. It is too early to assess the human
and material losses

the

long-term effects of this carnage. One of
1980, the war has claimed 1,3
million Mozambican victims. That is only one piece of statistics in a
maze of destruction,
pain and suffering that the Mozambicans have
had to endure during the last 16 years.
That Mozambique has endured and survived is in no doubt now.
For this there can only be praise and gratitude to the Mozambican
leadership — particularly President Joaquim Chissano — for the
bravery and honesty with which the problem has been confronted.
The birth of a new constitutional order, including the institution of
a multi-party system, is not
only sufficient testimony of a
commitment to democracy, but also reflects the courage to exercise
self-critici.sm with respect to some of the mistakes of the past. As
Chissano declared in July 1990:
our

nor

writers herein states that since

The fundamental point

is that we believe that no-one has the
right to deny its citizens who want toform political parties within
the law.
And

now

Election that
considerable

1991, Mozambicans arc preparing for a General
might usher in a new dispensation, possibly with a
re-alignment of social forces, but most certainly, with

at lea.st the solid foundations for a

attendant to such

vibrant civil society.
vagaries and tribulations that

are

witnessing in
Mozambique. Indeed, it might be that the MNR are "buying time"
with a view to intensifying the a.ssault towards a military victory; or
that, being so amorphous in structure and direction, the MNR will
not be able to meet their side of the bargain established under the
December 1 accord. Be that as it may, Joaquim Chissano and his
a

peace process as we are

comrades have armed themselves with the best weapon through
which peace and democracy will also finally triumph: a new
constitutional order that will in due

course strengthen and expand
truly nationalist and patriotic. No
amount of military might and intimidation will defeat those whose
power and authority is derived from these essential elements of civil

the social base of those who

socictyO
2

L

Para

a

arc

tcrccira vcz, a nossa revista dcdica uma

edi^uo

a

Mozambique (ver SAPEM, no.2, Novembro dc 1987, cntitulada
"Mozambique sobrevivera"; c SAPEM, v.2, no.9, Junho dc 1989,
cntitulada "Mozambique estä a rccupcrar."). Como mostram os
titulos

cscolhidos,

uma

grande

esperanza cm

cada

uma

destas

edizöcs é a paz c a rcconstruzäo cm Mozambique. Uc facto, no
periodo desde quo afirmamos que "Mozambique sobrevivera", ate
agora, parcce ser uma cpoca do processo para a paz. A mortc do
Presidente Samora Machcl provocou preocupazöes sobre a
sobrcvivéncia do pröprio

Estado mozambicano. O conj unto da crisc
economica, a guerra deshumana de.scncadcada pcio MNR com
apoio sul-africano, c um projccto imperialista que vi.sava desviar a
jovem nazäodo caminho .socialista, tinha ja quase conseguido a pör
Mozambique aos jocihos. Ainda c cedo avaliar os custos humanos c
materials, ncm as consequcncias ao longo prazo desta guerra.
Ncstas

paginas, um dos

no.s.sos autorcs salienta que morreram ja na

guerra desde 1980, 1,3 milhöes dc mozambicanos. Fstc 6 um
ciemento so, no complexo cstatisticc que sc rcfcrc ä confusäo dc

dcstruizäo, dor,

c sofrimento, que os mozambicanos tcvcm que
suportar ao longo destes ultimos 16 anos.
Nao hä duvida hoje cm dia, que Mozambique conseguiu
sobreviver. Para cstc facto, a lidcranza mozambicana — e
cspecialmcntc o Presidente Joaquim Chissano — mercce gratidäo
para ter enfrentado os problemas com a coragem c a honc.stidade.
Nasceu

uma

manifesta
também
erros

do

nao

nova

s6

ordem constitucional

um

compromis.so

multipartiddria, que
dcmocracia, como

para com a

coragem dc fazerautocriticasnoqucdizrcspeitoaalguns
pas.sado. Como dcclarou o Presidente Chissano cm Julho

a

de 1990:
O ponto

fundamental é que acreditamos que ninguem deve
cidadäos o direito de estabelecerpartidospoliticos nos

negaraos
termos

in

We do not underestimate the

em

da leL

Agora, cm 1991, os mozambicanos estäo a preparar uma elcizäo
gcral, que c capaz dc criar um sistema bem diferente, taivcz em
conj unto com um adjustamento considcravcl das forzas socials, e de
certeza, pcIo menus com as bases stilidas dc uma sociedade civil
politicamente activa.
Tomamos cm conta as tribulazöesquc devem acompanhar um tal
processo de paz como cstamos a testemunhar cm Mozambique. De
facto, o MNR pode estar a "comprar tempo", aprovcitando uma
intcnsiflcazäo dosataquc.s, com vista ä vitöria militär; ou que, sendo
uma organizazäo pouco definida em termns cstruturais c da
direczäo, o MNR nao cstara capaz dc cfectuar os compromiss«>s
estabclecidos cm termos dc acordo de 1 dc Dezembro passadn. Seja
como for, Joaquim Chissanoc os scuscamaradas pegaram a mclhor
arma possivcl, para que a paz e a dcmocracia finalmente
triunfarem. Isto é, uma nova ordem constitucional que no fim das
contas reforzara e aumentara a base siKial dos verdadcirns
nacionalistas e patriotas. Ncm a forza militar, ncm a intimidazao
podem derrubar aqucics cuja autoridadc e podcr depende destes
clementos esscnciais de sociedade civiUH

Sape.m February, 1991
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COMMENT

On The Gulf Crisis
’Ilic

war

in the Gulf broke

going

out

just as

we were

■will be devoting

10 press;
number of pages to

a

this subject in its next issuer
In the meantime; we wish to ntake some

preliminary remarks

on a

Western media has

concealing

so

crisis which the

far succeeded in

the fundamental problem in the

Middle East Wc

concerned

are

which Third World countries in

at

the-extent

to

general and the

Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) in particular
have

so

fitr failed

to

provide

a

comprehensive

Kuwait aadj on the other, the impxtrialist designs

resolutions: in concert with: those many

of the US and its allies in the Middle East.

thai;su{)port the Palestinian cause,

Needless to add;

heart of

imperialism has been at the

Towards Third World

.

most wars

-—

the;

two

World Wars in

Tliere is need for Third World countries

;;

Now the USA romps
world

over

the struggles

;virtually unbridled the

(irtcluding the Soviet Union iiself),

to the chorus of a community
all of whom

are

for national liberation. Clearly, the

of Western nations

convinced of the righteousness;

of their mission in world affairs. Herein lies the

Ute idea

real

reconcilable

allies.

On the
:

Principle of Sovereignty

Regrettalily. the one-sided inlarpretaUon of:

the

principle of sovereignty has clouded the
fundamental question that should be the
Focus of those genuinely concerned about the
Gulf Crisis. The problem has been further
compounded by a propaganda and
(misjinfomiation campaign that is designed to
compel die world into believing that what is in
process in die Gulf is the restoration {the US and
more

its allies

now

call it "liberatitm!”) of Kuwait’s:

sovereignty. Of course, it is in keeping with their
mission that the US and its allies should seek to

conceal

behind

the apparent

commitment to the

principle of sovereignty.
principle been of such
serious concern and consistent application on
the part of the LlSAl? Remember Grenada,
Since when has this

Panama and

Libya? We hold the view
and
princip/« of
sovereignty of nations
that rto matter how
oppressive one government might be, this can
that is consistent with the

never

constitute

intervention

a

justifiable basis for

by anodier

Less still when
spurious and
hypocritical commitment to the so-called
international crasade for democracy. If the US
and its allies are so concerned about good
governance and democracy, why don’t they
begin to deal with such burning questions as
slate.

such intervention is based on some

tbose of Palestine and South Africa?
:::

So itä there be

one

a

distinction between,

danger of which the Gulf Crisis is only one
iliusiraiion: yesterday it was Grenada, Panama
and Libya; today it is Iraq, tomorrow it could be
any other Third World counay whose (political
and economic) ptrlicies might be viewed as ;
constituting eidter a threat to the interests of die
US; and its allies or, simply, an affront to;:
imperialist arrogance; Let ail Third World
countries (including those of the Middle East:
that have aligned with the US) realise just how
much more vulnerable they are today.
The intervention of the.US aitd us allies in the
Gulf has been prtrmpted by two factor.s tx)th of
which relate to the issue of imperialist

self-interesf. the desire

to maintain the

East as a zone under US

hegemony and tharefore

Middle

security for the Stale of Israel; and, more
important, OIL. As one observer has noted, it is
ensure

doubtful that the US would have intervenod if
Kuw. ail

was a producer of bananas. As it is, no
amounlof rationalisation wtU help to conceal the

essential

the

hand, Saddam Hussein’s sin in invading

of a

necessary,

continiängt if^^

antagonism (in the context
of 0 world in which imperialism remains

.::

dorrunant force)

between the interests
of the proletarian, non-Western and
predomtnartlly :'non-white’ colonial and:.
a

:

semi-colonial societies! In
: :

::

a sense,

;;
;

■

this

taking the contradiction between
imperialist countries and the colonial,

:means

'.iffi

the

peoples and insisting that it has priority
over

:The end of dte Gold War has

only

as

long

exposed NAM

organisation that it is, surviving

as

it claimed to be non-aligned in

the face of US-Soviet super^power:

NAM,

a

all other contradictions

for the weak

;

;

or any

rivalry.; If

other Tltird World lobby (like the

Soulh-Stoulh

Commission), is to; be come
appeal to the masses of our
countries, it will require a much more dynamic
relev ant and thereby

conception of the kind of polidcal and economic
counter-weight needed to fight imperiali.sm in
particular and the northern hemisphere in
gener .il.
For, unless Third World and NAM countries

hypocrisy of dte imperialist strategy in
world {xilitics; nor render invalid ;die; linkage
between peace in the Middle East and the
rcsolulion of ih^ Palestinian Questiom
Furthermore, the people of the Third World need
not be deceived by the apparent UN blessing

develop

with which the US and its allies have declared :

significant contribution: to: the: struggle of the
Third World peoples if all our governments and
people, undertake at least the following:

world so dominated by the
(panicularly Britain and
France), such international organisations as the
war

in the Gulf; In

a

US and its allies

United Nations itself will continue

to

reflect

predominantly the views of those who supervise
our world. For example, there have been so
many resolutions on the Palestinian Question in
the UN

on

to

post-irKlependence period and all its vagaries
has seen the erosion of that; solidarity; which
Thomas Hodgkin described as

and coordinated response to

the Gulf Crisis,
responsemight not have succeeded in
forestalling tltc crisis but it will have helped to
expose the imperialist aims of the US and. its

Solidarity

particular— in ihiscentury^ But this not-sornew ;
consider carefully the basis for a renewed
phenomenon has assumed a new dimension
solidarity of the kind : tliat was the midewife in
with;the decline of the USSR as a super-power;

Such

a

nations

^

over the last 40 years; but the US and its
allies have never found it necessary to wage war

against Israel, let alcme seek

to; enforce

framework of solidarity, the Norili
to Capitalise on our disunity and
weakness; intervening as they wish in our
disputes, : because we will have been seen to be
incapable of restilving our own problems and
a

will continue

contradictions. In the meanumc; it would be

.*

enjoin

;? insist
::

*

in

m

on

a

the call for a ceasefire in the Gulf:
linkage between peace

the ob'vious

the Middle East and die resolution of the

Palestinian Question;
desist from condemning

Iraq unless there is
equal condenmalion of the intervention of
the US and its allies in the Gulf.O

those

Sapem February, 1991
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REGIONAL NEWS
IMF to Boost Aid to Tanzania

T

HE IMF has

agreed to increase its

assistance to Tanzania

as

solidarity with their Tanzanian brothers
who are facing natural disasters.
SADCC Plans Tourism Office

a

reward for the

country’s success
in following an IMF and World Bank approved economic recovery programme.
Finance Minister Steven Kibona said the

T

Development Programme (UNDP),
Peter Simpkin, has warned of
widespread hunger in Mozambique.

Develop-

At Mozambique’s fourth emergency
conference in New York earlier last year,

ment Coordination Conference

donors pledged US$106 million out of a re-

(SADCC) is trying to set up a
promotion office in Europe to

quested US$136 million in emergency aid:

HE Southern African

about

IMF had

attract more tourists to the

said

The plan to set up the office will be discussed next month in Windhoek, Namibia.
A SADCC report said that it is now ncces-

according to EDICESA News, a
regional church group publication. Only
two-thirds of the food aid requested has
been pledged.
This is enough to cater for 400 000
people, yet 703 000 people are said to be
dependent on food aid in Zambezia
province alone. Worse still, only US$5 million out'of the US$34 million requested for
logistics has come through and this figure
has been thrown out of the sink by the Gulf
Crisis, which has led to huge increases in
the price of fuel in Mozambique.
According to Simpkin, it now costs
US$1 000 to transport one tonne of maize
compared to US$600 per tonne before —
where a tonne of maize itself is only worth
US$80 to US$90. Given the grave situation
in the country, relief workers may find
themselves having to make "hard and pain-

agreed in principle that the East
African nation qualified for an Enhanced
Structural Adjustment Facility (ES AF). He
exact

details would be worked out

during talks in early 1991.
"We are doing very well. We don’t
foresee many problems, but there are
demands which need

some

attention," Mr

Kibona said.
An IMF

which recently

visited
Tanzania, targeted the state-run banking
sector as a key area for liberalisation during
the next stage of a four-year-old recovery
team

programme.
The IMF is also

pushing for the restructuring and possible privatisation of state
monopolies, improved management of the
exchange rate and a tighter control of
monetary expansion.
The economic
once

described

the sick

man

of Africa,

has

improved dramatically since the
country entered structural adjustment in
1986 and broke with the socialist policies
of its first President, Julius Nyerere.
Market-oriented policies adopted by the
government of President Ali Hassan
Mwinyi have halted more than a decade of
economic decline.

With the

dismantling of rigid farm price
controls, agricultural production, the
mainstay of the economy, has increased an
average of 4,2% per year in recent years.
/

Zambia Donates Maize to
Tanzania

Z

AMBIA is to

give 20 000 bags of

maize to flood and famine victims
in southern Tanzania.

The maize consignment has already been
shipped to Tanzania and will be handed
over to the Tanzanian government by Zambian High Commissioner to Tanzania, Mr
A. Akapelwa.
A Zambian diplomat said the maize gift
from the Zambian people is an act of

4

sary to diversify the market segments
geographically and put up an exclusive
SADCC product on the market.
The estimated cost of setting up the offree is US$8,65 million and so far only

US$1,20 million has been secured.

Mozambique and Food Aid

M

OZ AMBIQUE will need more
a million tonnes of food

than

aid next year to avert mass
starvation, says the government and the
United Nations in a World Bank report.

Half the country’s estimated 1991
population of 16,3 million faces starvation
or

performance of Tanzania,

as

region.

serious deprivation.
The report, which was

jointly prepared
by the government and the United Nations,
said 354 000 tonnes of food were required
for free distribution and a further 687 000
tonnes were needed for sale in towns and
rural areas.

Cholera Hits

M

Mozambique

EANWHILE, the European

Community has provided
about

US$270 000 to assist the

fight against cholera in the central
Mozambican province of Zambezia.
Cholera has been raging in several parts
of Zambezia province since July. A total of
1 552

cases

have been confirmed in the

province and 75 have died. In addition to
the provincial capital, Quelimane, the disease has struck the districts of Mopeia,
Nicoadala, Mocuba, Gurue and Alto
Molocue. Nationally, there have been at
least 157 deaths from cholera this year and
over

3 500 confirmed

cases.

Maputo in Dire Straits
S A result of the low

pledges this
already skeletal emergency aid request, the Resident
Representative of the United Nations

A

year on an

one-

third of what

asked for last

tourism

was

year,

ful" choices about who receives food, tar-

geting those most easily and cheaply
reached first, the UNDP representative
said.

Self-generating growth badly
needed in SADCC
ACK of capacity

for self-generating growth in the Southern
African Development and Coordination Conference (SADCC) region
will always be a major constraint on

L

economic
The
tive

development.
engines of growth and the produc-

structures

will also remain unable to

respond appropriately to the changing intemational scene, especially the changes
taking place in Eastern Europe.
These remarks are contained in the
review of the region’s performance to be
tabled for discussion at the next SADCC
conference on industry and trade which
says the proposed creation of a single
European market in 1992 and the creation

of US-Canada free trade market will offer
serious competition to SADCC counuies
for investment resources.

Sapem February, 1991
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Mozambique å Caminho da Paz?
Sera que o

acordo de Roma significa

comego

de

Mozambique?

paz em

Agostinho. M. Zacarias
dia 1 de Dezembro de 1990, em

o

N

da

diferentes.

mediagao do

assinaram
governo

perante a

italiano, do

repre-

sentante da comunidade

religiösa de
santo Egidio e o arcebispo da cidade
mogambicana da Beira, o primeiro acordo

significativo, depois de

um processo

negocial encetado em Julho passado.
Eslc acordo refcre-se

ao

•

questoes politicas;

•

cessar-fogo geral.
a agenda, foi conseguido
depois de uma pausa de cerca de 2 meses
no processo negocial, motivada principalmente pcla recusa da Renamo em participar, alegando ser alvo de operagöes
militäres, por parte das forgas govemamenO acordo sobre

relagäo ao acordo mas por razöcs

A Renamo

ao

confinar

assinar

o

acordo tcria

cm

actuagäo das tropas do
Zimbabwe, bem treinadas e bem cquipadas
mente

a

que cm suces^ivas operagöes ajudaram a
derrubar as suas bases. O confinamento das

tropas do Zimbabwe nos corredores do

Limpopo

primeiro ponio
da agenda acordada na mesa das conversagöes. A agenda acordada nos princi'pios
de Novembro, compreende;
presenga das tropas zimbabweanas;
•

Renamo, manifestaram-se positiva-

mente em

Egi'dio, Roma, o governo
Republica de Mozambique e

Renamo

a

como a

Santo

da Beira, daria assim maior
forgas da Renamo para intensificarem ataques fora dos corredores c
reforgar a sua posigäo negocial através de
acgöcs militäres no terreno.
O governo, por scu tumo, manifcstou-sc
e

mobilidade

as

optimista porque garantiu que os projcctos
economicos que funcionam no ambito do
corredor da Beira e do Limpopo nao sejam
atacados, criando assim possibilidadcs para
minimizar

economicas

um
aos

pouco as

pressöes

quais o pais c alvo. O facto

^de tambem nao ter que se preocupar com a
defesa destes

projcctos

impediam de estar presente simultanea-

de poder atrai'r
populagöes a concentrarem-se junto das
areas protegidas abre possibilidadcs de dcs-

mente no

dobrar

tais. Estas operagöes,
campo

segundo

de combate

a

Renamo,

e em

Roma

a

negociar.
Contudo,
retomadas

as conversagoes

em

Novembro,

ronda conduziram

de Roma,

na sua

terceira

aquilo que o governo
mogambicano considerou de "acordo de
cessar-fogo parcelar". O acordo limita a
actuagäo das tropas zimbabweanas, apenas
no patrulhamento dos corredores da Beira
e do Limpopo, e estabelece zonas nao
atacaveis pelas forgas da Renamo ate um
raio de 3 Km, a partir dos limites exteriores
a

e

utilizar

as suas

e

tropas cm fungöes

diferentes. As duas partes, advertiram internacionalmcnte que a assinatura do acordo

significa o fim da guerra. Embora haja
lado, esperangas de que o acordo,
podcra ser ampliado para um acordo de ccssar-fogo geral, se a sua obscrvancia for encorajadora.
nao

por outfo

Contudo,

sao

assustadoras

as pos-

sibilidadcs que existem de ambas as partes
olharem para o acordo como uma possibilidade para

intcnsificarem

as suas

dos corredores. Uma comissäo inter-

acgöes militäres, com o objcctivo de

nacional de verificagäo que integra tambem

reforgarem as suas posigöes ncgociais. Tal,
levaria å conclusäo de que o alcance da paz
näo scria o motivo principal que Icvou ä
colocar para diseussäo, como primeiro
ponto da agenda, a presenga das tropas zim-

duas partes em conflito, foi

empossada
passado dia 18 de Dezembro e funciona
com sede no Maputo. Tanto o governo
as

no
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Fresidente

Joaquim Chissano: ao seu
Negociagöes
Estrangeiros Pascoal Mocumbi

lado

o

babweanas

Ministro das

Mogambique. Na verdadc,

cm

hå evidcncias de que a tentativa de reforgo
da sua posigao negocial sera o espirito que
terä conduzido
acordo

a

Renamo

ao

acordo. E, de

Radio

Mogambique, elevouse 0 numcro de ataques Icvadas a cabo pcla
Renamo as aldcias no interior do pais, bem
com a

como o numcro

de alvos

civis, desde

sinatura do acordo. Tambem

se tern

a as-

notado

intcnsificagao na sabotagem da linha
cnergia que abastccc a cidade de
Maputo, proveniente da Africa do Sul.
Dcsta feita, podc-sc ver tambem a inevitabilidadc de as forgas governamentais
langarcm contra-ofensivas para näo enfraqucccrcm as suas posigöes nas
negociagöes. Sc o pressuposto de reforgar
as posigöes militäres tiver conduzido as
partes cnvolvidas a assinarem taticamente
uma

de

0

acordo, näo teremos duvidas

cm

admitir

balango militar näo pender
mais para um dos lados, näo sb podc
vcrificar nenhum empenho para a paz.
que enquanto a

Até que ponto o
A

acordo sera cumprido?

primeira Icitura do acordo deixa im-

pressäo de que as uopas zimbabweanas
ficam confinadas

entre

duas linhas

5

paralelas

com urn

Todavia,

urn exame

diämetro dc 6 Km.

levar ainda

minucio.so

mo^ambicano.

pcrmitc cxlrair conclusöcs dc
cobcrta

ao

acordo

quc a zona

abrigo do acordo podc atingir
diamclros supcriores a 6 Km. Islo toma-sc
no

corridor da Beira. For

ex-

cmplo, a barragem dc Chicamba c a respccliva sub-cstagao dc
vital para o

encrgia dc Mavuze,

funcionamcnlo do olcodulo quc

fomccc combusli'vel

ao

Zimbabwe, é

um

protegido pclo acordo. A observagao

rigorosa

ao

militäres

entre as

acordo, Icvaria quc combates

formas govemamentais

a

chegar

ao

solo

O que resta na mesa das conversagöes

ao

mais notavcl

alvo

algum tempo

em

Roma?

erros.

Uma pergunta pertinente que deve scr
feita é: o quc 6 quc podc ainda constituir

A

tamento

economico

criaram

com a

FMI

e com o

Banco Mondial conslitutuiu

cumprimento do acordo prcssupöc quc as
formas da Renamo tenham bem prc.scntc o

o primeiro
grande mudanqa, que assinalou a
passagem, dc uma economia cenualmcnte
planificada para uma cconomia de mcrcados. A introduqäo do Programa para a
Rcabilitaqäo Economica (PRE) em 1987
destinava-se a corrigir a estratégia de
descnvolvimento, introduzida em 1977
com a iranslbnnaqäo da FRELIMO (frente)
num partido marxista-leninista. O PRE
inclufa um pacote dc medidas quc visava
rcaclivar a produ^äo atraves da rcduqäo
gradual dos dcsequilibrios financciros e
liberalizaqäo crcsccnte das forgas dc mcr-

conjunto dc alvos protegidos

cado. As reformas constitucionais que con-

a

Renamo

sc

vcrificassem apenas a

partir

dc 3 km, a sul dcsta central clcctrica

barragem
mente a

quc sc cncontram

50

cstrada quc

da

c

rcspcctiva-

30 Km da linha ferrea

e

e

da

a

liga Beira a Machipanda. A vila

dc Gondola ondc

sao

reparadas

as

locomolivas quc garantem o

U'afego ao
longo do corredor da Beira prolonga-sc por
mais dc 6 Km da linha ferrea. O

acordo, para

abrigo do
quc estc funcionc sem muitos

conflitos. Mesmo
vontadc da
com a

jd

prever a

quc o

sc

acreditar

na

boa

dircc?äo da Renamo cm acabar

guerra c

tccnica dc

sc

ao

atingir a paz, podc-sc desde

incapacidadc dc

cumprir com

o

acordo,

natureza
uma vez

cspi'rito das condiföes exigidas

acordo näo paicce

obscrvavcis

no

por uma

for^a, quc segundo os dados documcniados
por

varios autores, näo

tern programa,

ob-

jeetivos e conduta. Para al6m do facto dc a
sua
um

dircfäo ter demonstrado näo possuir
rigido das actividadcs dos scus

controlc

elementos. Acrescente-sc quc a falta dc
abastecimento

regular das for9as da

Renamo,. pela sua fonle UadicionaU

a

Africa do Sul, atenta quc centros dc

produfäo,

mesmo quc a sua protccfäo es-

teja prevista

no

acordo,

e a

popula^äo

cm

gcral sejam alvos dc ataques para a subsistcncia, dos elementos quc näo conhcccm
senäo

6

a

violcncia. Pclo quc a paz poderä

nen-

Mo9ambique, desde 1987
num programa dc reforassinatura do acordo de reajus-

Renamo em Roma?

O govemo dc
tern embarcado
mas.

Näo tinhamos ainda cometido

hum erro, mesmo em discurso,

quando a
estazäo da radio na antiga Lourenzo Marques foi tomada aos 7 de Setembro dc 1974,
pelo auto-intitulado ‘movimento livre’,
ncm quando a radio Africa Livre foi iniciada na antiga Rodcsia cm 1978. As mesmas pcssoas envolvidas na tomada da
Radio e na formazäo da voz Africa Livre-

ponto dc divergcncia substancial nas
ncgociagocs entre o govemo dc Mogambique e a

Guebuz^a, chefe de delegazäo govemamental em Roma: "Näo é por causa dos erros do
nosso govemo quc hä guerra cm Mozambiquc. Nos näo tivemos tempo dc cometer

dc

e armaram a

Todavia,

se a

Renamo."

historia for posta momen-

tancamente, de lado e as duas

propriedade, clcigöcs livres para o cargo
dc Presidente da Rcpiiblica e para membros

forzas
cima dc tudo, a
o desafio que sc
apresenta para a Renamo 6 se csta sera
capaz dc se desfazer da capa quc enverga
de "forza representativa de intcresses näo
nacionalistas, com fome dc podcr" e tornarse num movimento nacionalista, capaz dc
se compcnctrar com os objcctivos dc paz c
progresso economico do povo mozambicano, isto é, fazer esforzos para por dc
lado as armas e desempenhar o papcl dc
partido que a chance sc Ihc ofcrccc? Por scu
turno, ao partido Frelimo, aprcscnta-sc o
desafio dc aceitar o princi'pio da oposizao
leal, de podcr co-existir c trabalhar com os
outros partidos, na consagrazäo e respeito
dos prinefpios de democracia quc figuram

da Assemblcia da

nos seus estatutos c

marco

divisäo dc podcres em: administrativo, Icgislativo e judicial, o dircito
sagram a

å

Rcpiiblica, com ba.se no
sufragio adulto universal, a introduqäo do
multipartidarismo, liberdade dc imprensa e
de informaqäo, sao entre outras, medidas
que retiram reivindicaqöes de fundo,
plausi'vcis, por parte da Renamo, na mesa
das convcrsaqöcs em Roma. Rccordc-sc

bcligcrantcs colocarcm
paz e a rcconciliazao,

a

programas.

Neste sentido dois cenarios
tarn

para a

cenario,

a

se

apresen-

situazao dc Roma. No primeiro
Renamo scntir-sc-å

cm

dcs-

vantagem para jogar o papcl dc partido

politico,

partidos

como outros

quc emer-

iniroduqäo de sistema multipar-

gem no interior dc Mozambique, no quadro da lei rccentemente promulgada

tidario, de uma economia "capitalista" e o
fim do "comunismo", foi algumas vezes

caso, a Renamo tentara arrastar a guerra por

que a

apresentado

alguns membros da
Renamo como causas que a levavam ä lula
contra o govemo dc Mozambique. Sc tal é
verdade a argumcntaqäo principal para as
por

hostilidadcs fralricidas

em curso

em

Mozambique, perdeu a sua razäo dc scr. No
entanto, a argumcntazäo apresentada pela
Renamo nunca foi aceite px:lo govemo da
Frelimo que sempre acusou a Renamo dc
scr bastiäo de um projccto extemo quc
comeza Jå no tempo dc libcnazäo nacional,
com o objcctivo de U'avar os objcctivos
nacionalistas Icvados a cabo pela
FRELIMO. Como explica Armando

(PALMO, CONIMO, PADEMO). Neste
mais tempo e

utilizara as pres.söcs militäres
meio para conseguir objeetivos politicos, sem ter quc rccorrcr a
eleizöcs. Assim, o processo ncgocial
prolongar-sc-a por muito tempo, com risco
da dctcriorazäo do acordo alcanzado cm 1
no terreno como

de Dezembro dc 1990. Isto Icvara quc as

forzas govemamentais
volvam novamente

e a

Renamo

num

medizao dc forzas, ate

.sc cn-

processo

dc

quc sc encontre o

mais forte. Naturalmcntc, tal proccs.so c

dispendioso

e desgastantc c dc nada
bcncficia ao progresso, paz. c rcconciliazäo.
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Totnando

como

base

o

facto dc que as

prcssöcs externas jogaram urn papel impor-

dura quasc tres

Avaliado através de diversos in-

dieadores, Produto Nacional Bruto (PIB),
Taxa de Morialidadc Infantil, Nivel das Exportazöcs, Rendimento per Capita, etc. o
pafs encontra-se entre os cinco mais pobres
do mundo, apesar dc ter um potencial
enorme e competitive com os pafses da
regiäo.
Para que os investimentos fcitos
para
fortalecer a area dc transportes, energia,
sejam desfrutados, é ncccssårio que a guerra pare. Para que produzäo mincira, e a in-

babweanas, joguem urn papel mais activo
procura de paz para Mozambique. Tal
podcra impedir que a Renamo enverede por
uma tatica de "compra de
tempo" com
questöes pontuais, tais como: "Näo
aceitamos esta constitui^äo
porque é
uma criazäo da Frelimo" sem contudo
posi^öcs fundamentais dc discordia. Alternativamcntc, estc cenårio podc-sc vcrificar
sc a propria Renamo estiver
desejosa dc
na

.

.

.

alcanzar a paz.
Uma

vez

que o

ocidenie,

em

igreja e organizazöcs humaniuirias

geral,

a

como a

Amnistia Intemacional estao satisfeitos
o ni'vel das reformas politicocconomicas Icvadas a cabo pclo govemo dc
com

Mozambique, isto poderd conduzir a que sc
cric ambiente para que as convcrsazöcs se
uansformcm em acertos sobre emendas å

legislazäo proposta ou passada rcccntcmente no quadro das reformas,
questöes
tccnicas sobre o ccssar-fogo geral, questöes
relativas as cleizöcs e questöes increntes å
intcgrazäo na sociedade dos antigos
membros da Renamo. Nestc cenårio, podcprever a assinatura dc um acordo dc ces-

se

sar-fogo

meiados dc 1991. E o
processo dc paz serå facilitado c podc erescer a parti r da
confianza criada com o acorpara os

do dc 1 dc Dezembro.

pclas
Nazöcs Unidas como pcla SADCC
ilucidam que ao longo dc 8 anos dc guerra
; dc dcstabilizazäo movida pcla Africa do
Sul, os Raises da Linha da Frcntc (PLP^ indireeta

ou

prcjuizos avaliados

indircctamcntc

em

dölares amcricanos. Dos

60 biliöes dc

quais 45 foram

sofridos

por Mozambique e Angola.
Mozambique tem 1/3 da sua populazäo que
vivc como refugiados no cstrangciro ou
dcslocados pcla guerra no interior do pafs,
vivendo

na

dcpcndcncia da boa vontade

dos doadores estrartgeiros. A maior parte da
sua

infraestrutura industrial

e

söcio-

cconömica, que se encontra nas zonas
rurais, tal como pontes, centros de saude,
estradas

e

escolas encontra-se destruido

ou

paralisado. Direeta ou indireetamente esta
guerra vitimou desde 1980, um total dc 1.3
milhöes de mozambicanos. Acrescente-se
o facto dc que o povo
mozambicano estä
Sapem February, 1991

programa

de rccupcrazäo econömica

årduo. Quanto mais tempo o processo dc
paz kvar mais atiusado se toma o pafs c
mais diffcil serå rcconstruf-lo, com todas as
suas

instituizöcs polfticas e sociais.

Muitos observadores aereditam que a
direczäo da Renamo nao serå capaz dc controlar todas as suas forzas numa situazäo dc

ccssar-fogo. Alguns atc adiantam

numeros

necessårio

uma
abordagem mais
globalizante aos problemas dc Mozambique. Uma abordagem que näo vise apenas
o controlc dos instrumentos de
violcncia,
mas sim que ajudc cstabclcccr csUuluras dc
poder capazcs dc gerar c garantir o erescimento cconömico do pafs.

O Fenomeno

Naprama

Naprama é um fenömeno que se desenna provfncia da Zambczia c
que tem
despertado muito interesse no conflito existentc na Rcpiiblica dc Mozambique.
Trata-sc dc uma tcrccira forza que emergeu
volvcu

caraclcrfsticas militäres. Embora
invcstigazäo tenha sido fcila sobre
este fenömeno, sabc-sc que o factor
aglutinador entre os seus clementos c o
facto dc terem vivido alguns anos no
cativciro da Renamo. Trata-.se dc uma orcom

pouca

ganizazäo popular carcccndo dc qualqucr
idcologia polflica c com objcctivo unico dc
acabar

com o bandilismo na
provfncia da
Zambczia. A cvidcncia mostra que se irala
dc um fenömeno com iniciativa linica c

eåleulos, dizendo que a Renamo
poderå controlar no mäximo 60% das suas
forzas e estima-sc que 40% dos hornens da

simplcsmcntc popular, que surge pclo facto
de o povo tcr-sc apcrccbido que nada Ihc
resta .senäo a sua
pröpria defesa. As sua

Renamo institucionali/inam jå a violcncia
mcio dc sua subsistcncia. Naturalmentc isto c dcscncorajador, na medida
que

zagaias. A

nos seus

como

complica

os

mccanismos dc rcstaurazäo da

paz no pafs. Todavia, se as convcrsazöcs cm
Roma conseguirem rcduzir o conflito para
uma

situazäo dc "criminoso-polfeia" teräo
com o scu objective principal.

cumprido

convcrsazöcs. O que deve ser rcconhccido, todavia, é que Roma constituiu a
condizäo minima ncccssåria c que o verdadeiro desafio para a rcstaurazäo da paz
cm Mozambique cnconU'a-sc na fasc
pösRoma, quando as verdadeiras fontes do
estas

As cstatisticas fcitas circular tanto

correram

dustria turfstica se desenvolvam serå ncccssario que se alcancc a paz c se adopte um

Esta razäo mais do que qualqucr uma outra
é um motivo forte para prosseguir com

A Cre.scente Necessidade da Paz

I

guerra que

de reformas que se assis-

cm

a "comissäo mista de
verificagäo" do acordo de 1 de Dezembro, sobre as tropas zim-

j

uma

dceadas.

Mo9ambique, no segundo
cenario, preconiza-se que os mcdiadores e

tante no processo

tiram

1

cansado de

conflito existente em Mozambique forem
equacionadas para a resoluzäo
(rccupcrazäo econömica c social). A

questäo da paz näo podc ser separada da
questäo do desenvolvimento cconömico da
justiza social c dignidade humana. Nenhum

armas

båsicas säo machados, catanas c

sua forza moral tem raizes
animistas. Aereditam que depois dc terem
sido submetidos ao U'atamcnto ritual pclo

Naprama, tomam-sc invulncråvcis, impenetråveis ås balas da Renamo. Enquantb
as origens do fenömeno c o eulto
que .se tem
na forza dos seus aneestores c com
parå vcl
ao

bem conhccido

no

Uganda,

as

caso

da Alice Rakwcna

conscqucncias säo deveras

diferentes. Os clementos do grupo

Naprama näo foram ainda dizimados pclas
balas do inimigo. Com o scu annamento
obsoleto causaram Jå diversas baixas ä
Renamo que chega atc causå-los um

grande
Como näo existem rclatörios dc
Naprama combater as forzas govemamenpavor.
tais

a

Renamo considera que este

agrupamento resulta dc mais
da Frelimo. Hå
as

zonas

uma

manobra

igualmente indfeios dc

que
onde abundam clementos do

Naprama tomaram-sc inpenetråveis pcla

governo poderå sobreviver, por mais
dcmocraticamcntc tiver sido clcilo, se näo

Renamo. Uma vcz que as cvidcncias indicam que nao hå nenhum controlc por

conseguir garantir teto, facilidades
sanitårias, emprego, cducazäo, estabilidade

parte do governo c estando esta forza virada
csscncialmcntc contra a aetividade da

social e econömica para os seus cidadäos.
Muitos mozambicanos aereditam que paz
tambem significa isto. A dfvida externa, o

futuro, a parte que esta forza vai ocupar na
cquazäo da paz cm Mozambiquc.O

programa de rcajustamento estrutural c o
desafio da rcconstruzäo, näo facilitam
tarefa a qualqucr govemo, quer este represente ou näo as

todas

as

faczöcs da nazäo.

Por isso para uma verdadeira paz serå

Renamo, torna-sc urgentc considerar,

A. M. Zacarias é

Professor

na

no

Univer-

sidade Eduardo Mondlane em Maputo e
Director do Instituto Superior de

Relagöes fnternacionais.
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leads to the conclusion that peace was not

Mozambique

the main motive which led to the placing on

the Road

on

the

to Peace?

the

In fact, there
to

OES the Rome agreement mean
the beginning of peace in

Mozambique?

On December 1, 1990, at Santo

Egi'dio
in Rome, the government of the Republic
of Mozambique and the Mozambique National Resistance (MNR) signed the first
meaningful agreement, in a negotiation
process which had begun the previous July.
The agreement was mediated by the Italian
government, the religious community of
Santo Egidio, and the Archbishop of the
Mozambican city of Beira. The agreement
deals only with the first point on an agenda
which had been agreed at the negotiating
table. This agenda, decided upon in early
November, includes the following points;
The presence of Zimbabwean troops;
Political questions;
A general cease-fire.
Agreement about the agenda was
achieved after a break in the negotiating
process of about two months, arising mainly from the MNR’s refusal to take part in
the talks. The MNR alleged that it had been
the target of military operations by government forces. Such operations, according to
the MNR, prevented it from participating,
•

•

•

since it could not simultaneously wage war

ground, and at the same time
negotiate in Rome.

on

the

However, the third round of the Rome

There has also been

expressed positive attitudes towards the
agreement, but for different reasons.

sabotage attempts on the power line running from South Africa, which supplies
electricity to Maputo city.

up on

The MNR

signed the accord with the
restricting the operations of the
well-trained and well-equipped Zimbabwean army, which had earlier helped to
idea of

over-run

MNR bases in

corridors. An intemation-

al verification commission,

8

including

rep¬

a

series of engage-

Confining Zimbabwean troops to
the Limpopo and Beira corridors would
allow MNR forces greater freedom to step
up their attacks outside the corridors, and
to strengthen their negotiating position
through military action on the ground.
The government, for its part, expressed
optimism because of the guarantee that
economic projects in the Beira and Limpopo corridors would not be attacked. This
created the possibility of reducing, even by
a little, the economic pre.ssurcs to which the
country has been subjected. In addition, the
ments.

fact that the Government would not have to
worry

could

about defending such projects, and
the

population into concentrated settlements close to the protected
areas, opened up new possibilities for
releasing government troops to be used in
even attract

different functions. The two sides both

con-

firmed to the international

community that
signing of the agreement did not mean

the end of the

outer limits of the

was

Both the Government and the MNR have

set

was

resulted in what the Mozambican govern-

partial cease-fire agreement". The agreement restricts Zimbabwean uxxtps to patrol operations along the
Beira and Limjxipo corridors, and sets up
zones which may not be attacked by MNR
forces, extending three kilometers from the

negotiating position

which brought the MNR to

December 18, 1990, and
operates out of headquarters in Maputo.

resentatives of both sides in the conflict,

the

termed "a

reason

sign the agreement. According to Radio
Mozambique, both the number of attacks
mounted by the MNR on villages in the intenor, and the number of civilian victims,
have increased since the accord was signed.

talks, which reopened in November,
ment

is evidence that the attempt

reinforce their

the main

Agostinho M. Zacarias

D

agenda of the question of the presence
in Mozambique, as
main point for discussion.

of Zimbabwean troops

some

war.

Nevertheless, there

was

hope that the accord, if it was ob-

served, might be expanded into a general
cease-fire and

signs were encouraging.
are frightening pos-

However, there

sibilities that both sides will
ment as a

way

see

the agree-

of intensifying military ac-

tions, with the objective of strengthening
their

respective negotiating positions. This

a

rise in the number of

From this line of argument, one can
see

that it is inevitable that government

also
for-

will also launch counter-offensive

ces

operations, so as not to weaken their
negotiating position. If the desire to reinforce their military positions led the two
sides to sign the agreement for tactical
reasons, then there is no doubt that as long
as the military balance favours one side
more than the other, we will not sec any real
striving towards peace.
How far will the

agreement be

respected?
A first

reading of the agreement leaves
impression that Zimbabwean troops
will be confined inside two parallel lines,
six kilometers apart. However, a careful exthe

amination of the text leads to the

elusion that the

zone

con-

covered by the terms

of agreement might be wider than six
kilometers. This is most noticeable in the
case

of the Bcira Corridor.

For example, the Chicamba Dam and its
electricity sub-station at Mavuze, which

essential for the oil

pipeline which supplies fuel to Zimbabwe, arc protected targets under the agreement. Rigorous obscrvation of the agreement would lead to the
conclusion that military combat between
are

government

forces and the MNR could

only take place at a distance of three
kilometers to the south of the clccu-icity station and the dam, which arc, respectively,
50 and 30 km. away

from the railway line
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]

j
I

the

Assembly of the Republic, on the basis
the introduction
of a multi-party system; freedom of the
press and of information; all these were,
of universal adult suffrage;

among

others,

which dealt with

measures

basic and
MNR at

plausible demands made by the
the negotiating table in Rome.

The introduction of

multi-party

a

sys-

tern, and of a "capitalist" economy, together
with the end of "communism" were oc-

casionally presented by

members of
sUmgglc
against the Mozambican government. If
this is true, the main justification for the
fratricidal hostilities taking place in
Mozambique, no longer exists. However,
this justification put forward by the MNR
was never accepted by the Frelimo government, which always accused the MNR of
being a bastion for a foreign project, which
already existed during the liberation struggle, and with the objective of blocking
the MNR

No

objectives,

no

code of conduct: child victims of the war at

and the road which link Beira and

Machipanda.
Again, the town of Gondola, where
repair work is carried out on the locomotives which ensure the continuity of traffic
along the Beira Corridor, extends over six
kilometers from the railway. The agreement assumes that MNR forces are well
aware

of all the

terms

of the

protected targets under the
agreement, for the accord to

function without conflicts.
But

is impossible to
keep, for technical reasons. The spirit of the
conditions laid down by the agreement
seem impossible to observe by a force
which, according to facts well-documented
by various authors, has no programme, no
objectives and no code of conduct This is
apart from the fact that its leaijership has
shown that it docs not control the activities
of its members.
In addition, the lack of

regular supplies

MNR forces from their traditional

source.

quite a while to
Mozambican soil.
What is left

on

be established on

tion in Rome,

A relevant question

which must be asked
is: what substantive points of disagreement
are there which might remain between the
Mozambican government and the MNR in
Rome?
1
Since 1987, the Mozambican governon

a

reform

South Africa,

means

tion centres, even

that produc-

though they arc guaranimmunity by the agreement, and the
population in general, have been the targets
of attacks for subsistence, by people who
know nothing except violence. Peace could
teed
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"It’s

not

explained:

because of the mistakes of

bique. We haven’t had the time to make
mistakes. We hadn’t yet made any mistakes, even verbally, when the radio station
in old Louren90 Marques was captured on
7 September 1974, by the self-described
tion "Free Africa"

World Bank

Rhodesians in 1978. The

the first indication of

a

massive

change, which was marked by the
switch from a centrally-planned economy
to a market economy. The introduction of
the Economic Rehabilitation Programme
(ERP) in 1987, was intended to correct the
development strategy introduced in 1977,
when FRELIMO, the front, transformed itself into

Marxist-Leninist party.

The ERP
packet of measures which were
intended to reactivate production through
the gradual reduction of financial imbalances and greater liberalisation of market for¬
a

included

a

ces.

"Free Movement", nor when the radio sta-

were

was set

up

by the former

people who
capturing the radio, and in
the "Voice of Free Africa",
same

involved in

setting

up
created and armed the MNR."

Nevertheless, if history were to be put on
one

side for

a

ligerent forces

moment, and the two belwere to

reconciliation above

place

peace

and

everything else, the

challenge presently facing the MNR is
whether it is capable of ridding itself of the
label of "a power-hungry force representing foreign interests" and turning itself
into

a

nationalist movement able

to con-

vince itself of the

TTie constitutional reforms which

tioned the division of power

sane-

into ad-

ministrative, legislative and judicial
branches; the right to proprerty; free elections for the

our

government that there is a war in Mozam-

The signing of the structural
adjustment agreement with the IMF and the
programme.

was

for the

Guebuza, head of the government delega-

talks?

has embarked

some

reasons

Frelimo’s nationalist aims. As Armando

the table for the Rome

even

foresee that the agreement

to

makeshift school

still take

ment

accepting the good intentions
of the MNR leadership towards ending the
war and achieving peace, one can already

a

the

as

objectives of peace and
of the Mozambican
people, that is to say, to make the effort to
lay down its arms and assume the role of a
political party if the opportunity presents iteconomic progress

presidency and for deputies to
9

self? In its turn, the Frelimo Party

faces the
challenge of accepting the principle of a
loyal opposition, of being able to co-exist
and work with other parties, in establishing
and respecting the principles of democracy
which feature in its statutes and its

programme.
In this way, two

possible scenarios

may

develop in Rome. In the first of these, the
MNR will feel that it is at a disadvantage in
playing the role of a political party, like the
other parties which have emerged inside
Mozambique, in terms of the recently-approved law (PALMO, CONIMO,
PADEMO). In this case, the MNR will try
^

troduced

for the talks to

use

military pressure on the ground as

way of achieving its political objectives,
without having to win at the ballot box. In

a

this model, the negotiating process will be
greatly prolonged, with the risk that the
agreement signed on December 1 willTall
apart. This in turn would imply that government forces and the MNR will again
engage in a trial of force, until one of them
emerges the stronger. Naturally, such a
process is both expensive and wasteful, and
in no way benefits progress, peace or recon-

ciliation.

take, as a point of departure, the
fact that external pressures have played an
Let

us

important part in the reform process which
is taking place in Mozambique. In the
second scenario, it would be recognised
that the mediators and the "Joint Verification Commission" which monitors after
Zimbabwean troops

agreement,

active role
in Mozambique.

a more

in the search for peace

This could make it difficult for the MNR to

attempt to "buy time" for tactical reasons,
with non-substantive questions; for ex-

refusal to accept the constitution
because it was written by Frelimo, without,
ample,

a

however, there being any fundamental

changes to proposed or recent
legislation, technical questions of a
general cease-fire, questions related to
elections, and the essential question of the
reintegration into civil society of former
MNR members. In this scenario, the signing of a general cease-fire agreement might
take place as early as mid-1991. The peace
process would thus be helped along, and
might build on the basis of the confidence
created by the December 1 agreement.
The

growing need for

Statistics circulated both

Nations

well

the Frontline States since 1980, the cost to

those countries,

directly

10

indirectly, has

US$45 billion have been borne by

Mozambique and Angola. Mozambique has onethird of its population living as refugees in
other countries, or as

war-displaced persons inside the country, surviving on the
goodwill of foreign donor agencies. Most

falls, and the

more

difficult it

Many commentators believe that the
MNR

leadership is unable to control all its

forces in the event of
even

a

cease-fire. Some

cite numbers in their calculations,

control a maxiof its forces, and estimating that 40 percent of the MNR’s men
saying that the MNR
mum

of 60 percent

have

now

means

can

become used to violence

of survival. This is

insofar

course,

as

as a

discouraging, of

it complicates the

restoring peace in the

country.

Nevertheless, if the Rome talks succeed
in

reducing the conflict to the level of a

police action against gangsters, then they
will have achieved their main objective.
This reason, more than any
a

other, furnishes
strong motive for going on with the talks.

Nonetheless, what has to be acknowledged
is that the Rome talks

are

the necessary

minimum, and that the real challenge in res-

toring peace in Mozambique will be in the

of its industrial and socio-economic in-

post-Rome period, when the genuine sources of conflict existing in Mozambique will

frastructure in the rural areas, such as

emerge.

bridges, health centres, roads and schools,
has been destroyed or paralysed. Since
1980, directly or indirectly, this war has
claimed 1.3 million Mozambican victims.
The Mozambican

are tired of a war
which has lasted almost three decades.

people

In terms of various economic indicators,

whether GNP

(gross national product), in-

mortality rate, exports, return on capital investment, and so on, the country is
among the five poorest in the world, despite
having an enormous competitive potential
in comparison with the other countries of
the region.
fant

In order for the investments which have

energy sectors to

International are satisfied with the degree of political and economic reform in¬

or

been around USS60 billion. Of these costs,

itself wanted to achieve peace.

ty

by the United

takes, the further behind

becomes to rebuild it.

as

been made to

humanitarian organisations such as Amnes-

the country

mechanisms of

peace

by SADCC show that
throughout the eight years of the war of destabilisation waged by South Africa against
as

grounds for disagreemenL Alternatively,
this scenario might take place if the MNR
Once the West in general, the church, and

themselves with

reform

under the December 1

should play

concern

the peace process

details of

to drag out the war for a longer period, and
will

by the Mozambican government,

this could lead to the creation of conditions

strengthen the umisport and
bear fruit, the

war must

stop. In order for mining production and the

tourist industry to develop, it is necessary
to

have peace

and to adopt

a

tough

economic recovery programme. The longer

The

question of

peace cannot

be

separated from questions of economic
development, of social justice and of
human

dignity. No government can
vive, however democratically it
elected,'if it

cannot guarantee

surwas

shelter,

sanitation, employment, education, and
economic and social
citizens.
peace

stability for its

Many Mozambicans believe that

also means exactly this. The external

debt, the structural adjusunent programme,
and the challenge

of rcconstrucuon will not

make the ta.sk of any government

whether it represented all the

easier,
shades of na-

tional opinion or not. To achieve true peace,

tackle all of
Mozambique’s problems as a totality. It
will be necessary to tackle them in a way
which does not simply control the instruments of violence, but which also helps to

it will be necessary to
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establish power structures
and

ensure

able to initiate
national economic growth.

The NAPRAMA
NAPRAMA is a

phenomenon

phenomenon which has

developed in Zambézia province, and
which has attracted considerable interest in
the current conflict in the

Republic of
Mozambique. We are dealing here with the
emergence of a third force with military
characteristics.

Although there has been little research
on

the

phenomenon, it is known that the
is that

cohesive factor among its members

they have all lived for several years in MNR

dealing with a popular
movement, innocent of any political ideology, and with the simple objective of put¬
captivity. We

are

ting an end to banditry in Zambézia
province. The evidence shows that this is a
phenomenon with a purely and simply
popular origin, growing out of the fact that
the people understood that there was nothing left for them to do except defend themselves. Their basic weapons are

hatchets,

spears.

Their morale has

animist roots. They

believe that after

and

pangas,

lets. With their

antiquated weapons, they
enough casualties, for
them to be regarded with the greatest horror. Since there are no reports of combats
have cost the MNR

between

Naprama and government forces,
regards the group as yet another

the MNR

Frelimo trick.
There

also indications that

places
Naprama is thick on the ground ar^
becoming no-go areas for the MNR. Since
are

where

having been given ritual treatment by the

the evidence indicates that there is ab-

Naprama, they become invulnerable to

solutely

MNR bullets.

this force is essentially anti-MNR,

While the

origins of the phenomenon

and the cult is ancestor worship and

is comparable to the well-known case of Alice
Lekwena in Uganda, the results are truly
different. Members of the Naprama group
have not yet

been decimated by enemy bul-

control, and since
it has become an urgent question to consider, for the
future, what part this grouping will play in
no government

the Mozambican peace

A. M. Zacarias is

a

equation.D

lecturer

at

Eduardo

Mondlane University in Maputo and is
Director of the Higher Institute for International Relations.

Out-manoeuvering Renamo
I

The motives behind

Mozambique’s new constitution

Karl Maier
TANDING

s

platform in front of
people, President Joaquim
Chissano was explaining his
on a

5 000

The

rally in Maputo, the

scene was a

nation’s capital, a year ago as
veiled

a

new

Chissano un-

draft constitution which

Mozambique’s fundamental law, the
stitution

was

con-

fortified with the estab-

lishment of a multi-party democracy, some-

government’s proposal for a new con-

guaranteed a strict separation of powers,

thing that few Mozambicans believed

stitutional order ia Mozambique, one

freedom of association, habeas corpus

sible

which its citizens would

the

in
enjoy basic in-

right to strike.

dividual freedoms and would have the

right to choose their leaders in free elections, by secret ballot and universal suffrage. Many onlookers did not seem to
understand their President’s insistence
that

sovereignty would reside in the

people and no longer in the Mozambique
Liberation Front (Frelimo), the party
which has ruled the country
16 years.
fell

over

Suddenly,

the crowd

as

a

for the past

hush of disbelief

Chissano declared:

One year on,

any

longer; then I will gladly
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go.

the proposal has become

reality, bolstering President Chissano’s efforts to negotiate an end to the 16-year-old
war against the Mozambique National
Resistance
was

submitted to

debate
was

a

nation-wide

public

throughout the first half of 1990,

approved by the nation’s legislature,

then the

on

(Renamo) rebels. The proposal

People’s Assembly, in November,

finally entered into force at zero hours
November 30. Enroute to becoming

pos-

before. Today, Mozambique is at the threshold of its second revolujust

a year

tion since Frclimo led the nation

Public Debate

and

Ifyou do not want me to be President

and

to

indc-

pendcnce from Portugal in 1975.
In

just 18 months, Mozambique saw a

dramatic tum-around from being a counu'y
ruled
on

by Frelimo as a one-party state based

Marxist-Leninist

principles to a

democratic nation where

political power

be contested at the

polls. "The fun-

must

damental

point is that

we

believe that no-

has the

right to deny its citizens who
want to form political parties widiin the
law'," Chi.ssano said last July, when he announced that Frelimo’s 12-man politburo

one

11

had

agreed to establish

a

multi-party

sys-

lawyers. Today, there are about 100 lawyers
in the country,

tern.

The

new

206-article constitution limits

President to three

a

five-year terms. It also

nearly all of them in the capiFaculty at the Eduardo
Mondlane University, closed in 1983 by the

tal. The Law

drops the word "People’s" from the

late President Samora Machel who

country’s

it

new

official

name

—

The

Republic of Mozambique. A strict separation of the executive, judiciary and legislative branches is also promised, with the Assembly armed with veto
Presidential

powers over

appointment of the Supreme
vice president. The

Court president and
President also

appoints the Attorney-

General and his

deputy and the Attorney-

General’s office is

was too

and will
60-70

bourgeois,

was

alleged
opened in 1988

graduate its first class of between

only in 1992.

Although Chissano has credited a "new
psychological environment" in Mozambique for allowing the radical political
reforms, one of the principal targets of the
constitutional changes was to bring an end
to the war. However much some Frelimo

militants detested the

move

to

end the

financially autonomous
from government, answerable only to the
Assembly. Habeas corpus has been introduced and the death penalty, which has not

party’s monopoly on power and effectively its commitment to socialism, Chissano’s
plan to end the conflict was the only one on
the table. Government officials readily ad-

been used since 1986, has been abolished.

mitted that unless the conflict ended,

The constitution also guarantees
of the press,

monopoly

although the state will retain a

over

television and radio.

The movement towards

parallelled

freedom

a

political reform

rapid improvement in the

country’s human rights record, with the
Maputo government opening its security
jails to the International Committee of the

Mozambique, already

one

of the poorest

nations in the world with per capita income
of US$150, would continue its relentless

glide into the abyss. The

war has cost
hundreds of thousands of lives and billions

of dollars.

Speculation
While Prime Minister Mario

days of their detention. The Red Cross is

Machungo,
mectings^of the Frelimo Central Committec and the Assembly, boasted that the
Economic Rehabilitation Programme,
commonly known by its Portuguese
acronym PRE, would deliver annual Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) growth rates of
6%, development continued to be highly
distorted, fuelled by wild currency speculation and import credits from the World

also

Bank. Prices of food in the cities continued

Red Cross in 1988 and

increasing access to
human rights monitors such as Amnesty Intemational and Africa Watch. The government

has

ment to

begun making good on a commitbring long-term detainees to trial

and since October 1990, has allowed the

Red Cross

access to

detainees within six

running courses on humanitarian treatof

prisoners for army officers at
military academies in Bejia and the northment

em

provincial capital of Nampula.
Roadblock

A

major roadblock to reform of the

judiciary, however, is the country’s

in

rise

sharply, while the crisis in the Gulf
sent fuel costs soaring, with prices nearly
doubling in September. For the vast
majority of Mozambicans earning the minimum monthly wage of 33 000 meticais —
to

about US$30 at the official rate and US$15
the parallel

pendence, most of the Portuguese lawyers

market—it is becoming impossible to make ends meet. "We are
tightening our belts too much and now our

and

bodies

severe

shortage of lawyers and judges. At indejudges fled with the bulk of the 250

000-strong white community, leaving
Mozambique with fewer than ten qualified

12

on

are

about to be divided in two,"

Maria Horinda, an Assembly

deputy, said
debate in September. "We ask the
government to look for a way that will per-

during

a

"If you

do not want me

mit

us to

loosen

our

I’ll go":
rally

...

Chissano addresses

a

belts, at least by one

centimetre."
The new constitution has severely

under-

mined Renamo’s claims

against the
multi-party systern, freedom of worship and a free market
economy. For that reason, in early Decernber, the top Renamo negotiator at peace
talks in Rome, External Affairs Secretary
Raul Domingos, said he rejected the conFrelimo government for a

stitution because the rebels had not par-

ticipated in its formulation.

/

Ceasefire
On December 1, 1990, the Renamo

delegation headed by Domingos, and the
Frelimo team, led

by Transport Minister

Armando Guebuza, signed a mini-ceasefire

covering the Beira and Limpopo corridors
which committed the rebels

to

halt attacks

the two transport routes

in return for
000-strong
contingent in Mozambique to within three
on

confinement of Zimbabwe’s 7

kilometres of the corridors. While government officials expressed disappointment at

the limited scope of the accord,
marked the first agreement ever

the deal

reached

between the two sides. The fourth round of

scheduled to resume in
January and focus on the last remaining issues dividing Renamo and Frelimo;
the timing of general elections and the integration of the two warring armies.D

negotiations

was

late
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Manifesto Politico do Partido Liberal

e

Democratico
introdugäo do sistema pluralista em Mozambique nos fins do ano passado, jd aramcome a ser estabelecidas
partidos. Um dos primeiros manifestos politicos que se tornou publico, era da PALMO, o que transcrevemos a
seguir, sem comentdrios:

Ap6s

a

novos

A

s

mudangas profundas que se

estäo

a operar no mundo, especialmente nos paises onde

reinavam

e

ainda reinam

o

Comunismo

Apartheid, atingiram outrossim
Mozambique. O comunismo baqueou
porque se baseava na privagäo dos

e

o

direitos mais elementares do homen. Os

mogambicanos näo estäo alheios aos
contemporäneos.
A unifica^äo dos varies grupos politicos
que actuaram clandestinamcntc contra o
acontecimentos

colonialismo portugues em Mozambique,
foi a "conditio sine qua non" dificilmcnte

haveria

sucesso

na

luta pcla

nacional. Era necessdrio unir as

liberta^äo
forzas para

podcr derrubar o colonialismo portugués. Deste modo se jusiificava a
sc

existcncia dc

uma

frente dc

libcrtazäo

em

Mozambique. *
Näo restam diividas a ninguém, seja cm
Mozambique ou no estrangeiro, que a
Frente de Libcrtazäo dc Mozambique
(FRELIMO) teve o grande mcrito dc
aglutinar os mozambicanos dc varias
regiöes, com diferentes opzöcs politicas
quanto aos metodos a utilizar para a liberlazäo do pais, para criar uma forga avalassadora contra o colonialismo portugues. O
derrube do colonialismo portugues teria

sido muito dificil, sc cada movimento
lutasse sozinho, porque os portugucses

Segundo o PALMO, e.stas criancas deslocadas näo recebem
comida

do povo.

A Frelimo continuou

unidadc nacional

ate

a

que o

e

roupa,

lutar pcla
virus do

aproveitariam a divisäo no scio do povo
mozambicano para sufocar as aspirazöes
justas do povo. Durante a luta dc libcrtazäo
nacional estava todo o povo mozambicano

regionalismo e do racismo tornou conia do
Partido Frelimo apos o III Congres-so.
Um dos mcritos da FRELIMO (Frente)

unido

e

em tomo

da FRELIMO porque os

objectivos da FRELIMO
incqui'vocos.
A FRELIMO continuou
0

seu

cram

a

claros

cumprir

dever dc acabar duma

vez

e

com

para

Frclimo-Partido foi

tinuado

Smith. Um

apos a indepcndencia, até tomar-sc Partido.
O acto das nacionalizazöes foi uma das

corajoso.
Alcanzada

provas

dc

que a

Frelimo vinha

com

boas
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facto dc

ter con-

apoiar os movimentos dc libertazäo dos paises vizinhos c näo so. Mozambique quase que cometeu suici'dio ao
dcclarar sanzöcs contra a Rodcsia dc Ian

sempre com o colonialismo até alguns anos

intenzöes relativamente ä melhoria da vida

o

a

acto

vcrdadciramentc hcröico c

devido

a

os

donativos de

corrupzäo

Partido, pois a situazäo era jd oulra. Criado
partido marxista-lcninista cm Mozambique, nada havia a lamcniar senäo o que sc
seguiu depots. Ora vejamos;
Um partido c uma uniäo dc individuos
o

que

professam (comungam) as mesmas
com o desejo dc as por cm prdtica.
a propria definizao cxclui a
priori o

idcias,
Ora

conccito dc quo a FRELIMO É O PARTIDO
DO POVO MOZAMBICANO. Foi uma
autcntica demagogia, um erro politico,

cujas con.scqucncias rccacm sobre a propria

indepcndencia nacional a
Frente dc Libcrtazäo de Mozambique
(FRELIMO) tinha que sc transformar em
a

Frelimo.
A Frelimo
0

sistema de

impos ao povo mozambicano
partido comunista, como era
13

o caso

dos

paises comunistas, importando,
ideologias näo imple-

desta maneira,
mentäveis

na nossa

realidade. A Frelimo

ignorar o facto de que o povo näo assim ila ideias que näo se baseam na sua cultura e na sua pröpria Tilosofia. Compara-se
tentou

esta

atitude do Partido Frelimo

com a

dos

de tudo isto é haver

impör

cultura ao povo mo^ammcio da assimila^äo.

a sua

bicano por

O sistema

Partido Frelimo passou
a ser patemalista. Assim o Partido Frelimo
passou a ser patemalista. Assim o Partido
Frelimo passou a considerar o povo urna
crian^a acrcscida. Da o ler o povo perdido
a sua personalidade.
'
O Partido Frelimo
mente, o

escangalhou, realAparelho do Estado colonial,

todavia näo consU'uiu
menos

substituir

o

o seu

Estado, muito

Aparelho de Estado

destruido, porque pensou que o Partido era
o

Estado

dirigentes e institui^öes
Aparelho. A destrui9äo das

e os seus

compunham

o

infraestruturas econömicas

e

sociais foi

total.
O Partido Frelimo näo lutou contra

regionalismo

c o

Frelimo tolerou

o

e, em

muitos

racismo. O Partido
regionalismo e o racismo
inceniivou-os. A

casos,

Frelimo-Partido colocou
chaves do Partido

o

e

nos

sectores

do Govemo homens da

confian9a. Os hornens da conrian9a da
Frelimo tinham que ser do Sul, na sua
maioria, como a lögica manda. Os dirigentes do topo säo quase todos da rogiäo SUL.
Os do Cenuo e Norte de Mo9ambique estäo
entre os dirigentes do Sul por conveniéncia
destes, tendo como missäo principal
sua

tarefas de suicidas

como os

outros que desempenham
fun^öes de responsabilidade, as quais

deveriam

ser

atribuidas

nacionais.

a

Como é que a
de

sermos

Frelimo justifica o facto
govemados por estrangeiros?

Em que

geiro

pais a Frelimo viu um estranDirector Nacional, Director

a ser

Provincial

ou

Médico-Chefe Provincial.

Serå que a na^äo näo tem

sendo

o

segredos? Estå
Director Nacional ou
um

estrangeiro, este

estå

obrigado a colocar os seus irm-äos de
origem em lugares chaves da vida politica
do pat's. Eis aqui um grave erro que devcria
ser corrigido mas a Frelimo näo tem
forga
de

o

fazer.
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mulatos. O ctlmulo

com

Dölares

e

Rändes

INTERFRANCA

no

bolsos? Para

(agora

a

FNAC)

sobreviver tinha que haver urna classe social com direito ao acesso ao Dölar. Assim

introduziu-se
Dölar

com

pat's o mercado negro do
conivcncia do Partido Frelimo,
no

desvalorizando-se
As empresas

a

moeda nacional.

estrangeiras passaram

a

pagar os seus trabalhadores em moeda con-

Organiza9öes Näo Cover-

as

Frelimo sabe, por

oferecer

urna

cooperantes invadiram
busca de divisas como

guerra

meio de

pröpria experiéncia, que
de guerrilha näo se ganha por

armas.

Com

a sua

lentidäo

em

aos

acabar com a guerra a Frelimo denotou urna

fosse

prepoténcia irritan te e demonstrou que é in-

partir daqui

sensfvel

também

ao

sofrimento do povo, urna

atitude que contrasta os

objectivos que
levaram a Frente de Liberta9äo de Mo^ambique (FRELIMO) a lutar contra a
domina^äo portuguesa. Como se isto näo
bastasse

a

Frelimo intemacionalizou o con-

flito armado, convidando os seus aliados.
Entraram elementos que nas suas
terras näo

sabiam enfrentar

pröprias

nem

urna

individuos improdutivos, corruptos, ladröes, saqueadores, que se enrimosca,

å custa de
bicanos. Ladröes que

vidas de mo^amsö pensavam em
pedras preciösas e semi-preciosas,

queceram
roubar

marfim, camaräo, corruptos que se
dedicam
Os

ao

erros

fomeiTlo da prostitui9äo.
foram sucedendo-se

sem o

no

ou

topo, que come90u por corromper os

dirigentes måximos da dita revolu9äo
mo9ambicana. A Frelimo nunca dcfendeu a
moeda nacional. Como é que haveria de o
fazer se säo os pröprios dirigentes a andar

vertt'vel,

do INTERIOR

SUL ou säo brancos

com

namentais "ONGs" passaram a pagar
salårios em dölares e a Frelimo passou a

mmimo de conU'ole. A Frelimo introduziu

provincias säo
govemadas por homens do SLIL é se hå um
ou dois governadores nascidos nas
provincias onde estäo coloeados é para
defender os interesses dos que delém o
poder neste pais. Nos ministérios ou säo do

no

todos nos lembramos

O Partido Frelimo admitiu que a guerra
fratricida durasse a tempo que dura. A

Minislérios de

As

an-

provinciais, conselheiros de

DEFES A NACIONAL, da SEGUR ANC A,
e outros.

dos 33

e

Director Provincial

declarar-se unico repre-

o caso

ministros

bicano. Pois

ao

foi

directores

claro que

do povo o

como

repugnäncia. Coopera9äo que obrigou o
pat's a dcsprezar a sua pröpria moeda. Este
desprezo da moeda nacional que come9ou

politico imposto pela Frelimo
teve efeitos muito negativos. O primeiro
cfeito negativo do monopartidarismo foi a
desu^ui^äo da personalidade do mo^amsentante

humanos,

seres

dares de que

portugueses colonialistas, na sua lentativa
de

refugiados, servidores

cooperantes como directores nacionais,
médicos-chefes de provincias e cidades,
e

o sistema de coopera9äo internacional. Entraram deste modo, cooperantes

pat's

aventureiros, incompetentes, corruptos

ladröes.

Cooperantes

conaibuiram
em grande parte na destrui9äo dos valöres
morais do povo. Cooperantes que ensinaram o nosso povo pråticas indignas de
e

que

um novo

na

quadros Divisas. Os
Mo9ambiquc å

seus

os

se

Mo9ambique

"Far West" americano. A

mo9ambicanos ennaram

corrida

ao

Dölar.

As empresas

nacionais ficaram desfalcadas de quadros qualifieados, mesmo dos
formados ä custa dos or9amentos das
pröprias empresas e mesmo do Estado.
Deste modo as empresas nacionais näo
estäo cm condi9öcs de atingir a qualidade
necessåria dos seus produtos para concorrer com as produtos importados. E assim
que nascem quase diariamente, empresas
de importa9äo e cxporta9äo, as quais introduzem no pat's artigos com os quais os
mo9ambicanos näo estäo familiarizados.
Desta maneira gastam-se

di visas

na

impor-

ta9äo de equipamentos sofistieados que o
pröprio desenvolvimento näo justifica. Um
aeto, por

conseguinte, de esbanjamento de

divisas.
Ao

introduzir

LENINISMO
abertamentc

o

o

MARXISMO-

Partido Frelimo envereda

pelo caminho da dcstrui9äo

dos valöres culturais de todo

o

povo

mo9ambicano. Todas as manifesta9öcs culturais passaram a reflectir a nova ordern
politica imposta pela Frelimo. Poetas,
Sapem February, 1991
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musicos, pintores, escultorcs
saram a

escrever, canta,

lideres da Frelimo

os

e outros pas-

piniar e a esculpir
numa

auténtica

manifesta^äo de idolatria. O povo passou a
adorar os lideres da Frelimo, corruptos, am-

biciosos, em
A

surna,

religäo näo

incompetentes.

templadas. Andam esfarrapadas e sempre
junto de casas dc eooperantes å espera que
estes tenham compaixäo delas.
Quem mata mais, afinal, aquele que
corta örgäos sexuais, orelhas, viola mulheres ou aquele que atulha as eadeias de
cidadäos sem culpa formada,
os^abandona
å forne, å doenza e å prätica de actos im-

da catastrofe. A
Frelimo, além, de insultar os clérigos em
comicios, transformou os lugares sagrados,
as igrejas, em quarteis, escolas, aimazéns e
habita9öes, numa clara profanagäo

orais?

desenfreada. Näo contente

em

escapou

com

isto

a

Frelimo desterrou

mo^ambicanos pacatos,
SÖ porque professavam a religiäo de Jeovä.
Ao impör o

monopartidarismo a Frelimo

meteu-se no caminho onde a

corrup^äo, o

nepotismo e abuso de poder culminam na
incompeténcia.
Com a situa^äo da guerra a corrup^äo, a
nepotismo,

compadrio, abuso de poder e

o

subomo instalaram-se definitivamente

em

Mozambique. A Guerra criou muitos
parasitas no Aparelho do Estado exactamente

devido aos Donativos. Gerou muitos

ladröes. Assim
sou

a

ser

o desvio de Donativos paslinica actividade rentavel de

muitos, scnäo de todos os dirigentes do Partido Frelimo

(do Aparelho do Estado).
Quantos dirigentes partidårios näo estäo
ricos hoje devido ao desvios de Donativos,
senäo mesmo do Or^amento do Estado? A
comida näo é canalizada

aos

nccessitados.

A roupa

näo é distribuida aos que a necessitam. A comida, dada por organizaföcs
humanitärias da ONU
ha näo é canalizada
custa

fazcr

aqueles
scu

urna

ou

da Cruz Vermel-

aos

famintos. Assim

diferenza nitida entre

que matarn por näo

povo,

dar comida

causando, deste modo

a

ao

mal-

nutrizäo e a morte e, os que chacinam o scu
povo

É,

sob o pretexto de combater a Frelimo.

realmente dificil difercnciar

a

Frelimo

dä 33 a 66 gramas de cercais a cada
mozambicano por dia da Renamo que
mutila os seus pröprios entes queridos.
que

Entäo, quem mata mais?

Que dizer dos mutilados de

guerra

de

libertazäo nacional que a Frelimo abandonou-os ao scu pröprio destino? As criancas marginais que pululam nas ruas das
grandes cidades qué jä ninguem olha para
elas. Vem donativos

e

elas näo säo

Sapem February, 1991

con-

As eadeias tinham sido construidas para
determinado numero de reclusos. Hoje

um

dia estc

numero

foi

ultrapassado

em

1

000%.
A Frelimo deve

responder pelos crimes

Numa das

manifestazöcs dc falla dc
humanismo, falta dc respeito pelos direitos
humanos o Partido Frelimo dccidiu aumentar os seus erros que

ja bradavam ao céu,
deportando cidadäos paciTicos para terras
inöspitas, infestadas de feras, doenzas contagiosas e outros males, a pretexto dc limpeza das cidades dc prostitutas c marginais,
urna aczäo que serviu para engrossar as
fileiras dos que dccidiram exterminar o scu
pröprio povo, numa clara cumplicidadc
com a

A Frelimo deve informar

opiniäo
publica o paradeiro dos primeiros
prisioneiros politicos.
O POVQ exigirå que seja informado do
paradeiro dos que näo cometeram mais
crimes do que a Renamo.
merece

mais

sassinos da Renamo

a

Amnistia,

a

os as-

primeiros
prisioneiros politicos. Existem eles ainda?
Ao admitir

ou

scio

os

incompeténcia,
ganäncia e ambizäo pelo poder, a Frelimo
tomou o pafs desgovemåvel. Este facto permitiu que os govemantes deste pafs fossem
no seu

a

a

vitalfeios, havendo apenas movimcntazöcs
mesmas figuras no quadro do xadrez
administralivo, saindo dele apenas os mais
das

azarentos.

A Ofensiva Politica

e

Organizacional

empreendida pcla Frelimo na pessoa do seu
falecido Presidente Samora Machcl, alcm
de ter sido urna farsa, foi urna clara

demonstrazäo da inopcräncia do sistema. A
Frelimo,

numa

tentativa de encobrir

a sua

incapacidade,

recorreu a slogans como
"SÄO AS NOSSAS INSUFICIÉNCIAS".

Como

os

lideres do Partido Frelimo näo

queriam pör em causa o seu comodismo arquivavam os quadros mozambicanos para
justificar a presenza de eooperantes em
Mozambique. Deste modo passaram a
dispör do povo mozambicano como bem o
polflica econömica adoptada pcla

Frelimo foi de utilizar

o

Cenqo

e

Norte do

pafs como centros da produzäo de maiérias
primas e gcrazäo dc divisas para dc.senvol-

c

sö frulo

de

desestabilizazäo externa contra o nosso
pafs. A RENAMO c composla inicialmenlc
de elementos que estiveram nas fileiras da
FRELIMO durante

a

luta armada, como c

de Andre

Matsangaissa, Afonso
Dhlakama, Artur Janeiro da Fonseca, Filipc

o caso

Nhancale

e

muitos outros. Uns

indivi'duos ambiciosos

como

cram

muitos

membros da FRELIMO que conlinuaram
nas fileiras do pariido marxisia. Säo

elementos que a Frelimo bem conhccc. Säo

mozambicanos dcsconlentcs com a soric
liveram depois da indcpcndcncia ou
que sofreram pcrscguizöes dos seus
colegas da Frelimo. Ouu-os fugiram quando eram Icvados para campos dc concentrazäo. Portanto a Renamo c lambcm
produlo do monopartidarismo.
que

A RENAMO nunca foi

um

movimcnio

organizado e interessado em lutar pcla melhoria das condizöcs dc vida do povo. Se
fosse, como cxplicar os graves crros, os
crimes asquerosos que a Renamo comclcu
conU'a o scu

pröprio povo? O linico grande

mérilo da RENAMO

Frelimo

a

reconhcccr

c
a

ter

obrigado

a

futilidade do sis-

tema

comunista. Qucira a Frelimo rccon-

hecer

ou

näo

Renamo, com a suas aczöcs
armadas, conU'ibuiu para a mudanza dc
rumo na senda poh'tica c econömica dcsie
pafs por onde a Frelimo Icvou Mozambique
a

entenderam.
A

dila RENAMO.

A exislcncia da RENAMO näo

que cometeu.

Quem ä

infra-estruturas do SUL, ou enripunhado de malfeitores.

ver as

quecer um

a

derroeada econömica.
Nos

seus acios

armados a Renamo evitou

enfrentar o exército da Frelimo. Os
alvos dos ataques da Renamo foram sempre
as populazöes indefesas. A Renamo
utilizou sempre técnicas desumanas.
sempre
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ARcnamo rcvelou tcndcncias dc dividir
o

pai's

vcndc-lo

para

em

parcelas

•

A RENAMO deslruiu

o

pais

a ser
•

de lal

mancira quc nada mais hä a destruir. A

deslrui^äo das infra-cstruiuras econömicas
e sociais Icvou o pais a retrocedcr 100 anos.
Nisto a Rcnamo ultrapassa a Frelimo.
Senao vcjamos:

•

ceiras

e

maieriais

levara mais tempo

e

•

dificuldadcs finan-

acarretara enormes

levou para

que o tempo que

a sua

cometidos

pela Frelimo e os
crimes praticados pcia Renamo sao sobejamente conhecidos pelo povo e seräo denunciados

erros

•

devida altura.

na

Em face de todas as

inregularidades cometidas tanto pela Frelimo como pela
Renamo urn grupo de mo^ambicanos bem
csclarecidos, decidiu fundar um partido:
PARTIDO

LIBERAL

DEMOCRÄTICO

DE

E

•

partido

democratico baseado

nos

liberal

•

•

e
•

•

•

cria^äo,
•

libcrdade cxcessiva;

apoiando-se no
Mercado livre com minima intcrferencia
Restabclccimento da DEMOCRACIA

a

economia de mercado livre,

m'veis de vida incluindo
e

as

verdadeira libcrdade dc
imprensa, de expressäo e direito a informazäo;

esforzos

descnvolseja descenffalizado. Cada provi'ncia devera ter
autonomia na utili7.azäo dos sens recurSOS, permitindo, deste modo, a todas as
provi'ncias um dcscnvolvimcnto cqui-

racistas

e outras
a

•

Contra

a

manifcstazöes regionalistas,

injusUza social;
violazäo dos direitos humanos.
Outros

dc

formas divisionistas;

violcncia

os

a

m'vcl

maus

regiäo

e

Incentivar

lugarcs historicos;
movimento de

criazäo dc

Associazöes Culturais;
Incentivar

estudo das li'nguas moqaminnoduzao nas escolas das
li'nguas maioritariamente faladas nas

bicanas

e

o

processo

Mobilizar todos

os rccursos

humanos

nacionais para acabar com a

pilhagem

estrangeira. O Partido ha-dc, entre outros,

mobilizar

contram no

e

incentivar todos

quc

actualmcntc

exterior

a

investir

os

se enno scu

pröprio pai's;
•

Lutar permanentemente

SOBERANIA,
GENUINA

pela Defesa da

DEMOCRACIA
da UNIDADE DA

e

NAgÄO;
•

Cooperar com todos os partidos
nacionais que sc identifiquem nos objeetivos comuns, que sao

VIMENTO DO

de DESENVOL-

pai's, DEMOCRACIA

GENUINA E UNIDADE NACIONAL;
•

Diminuir

o

cfectivo das

madas, mclhorar

a sua

logi'stica, elcvar

o seu

Forzas Arorganizazäo c
m'vcl tccnico-

cicnti'fico;
•

com outros Partidos cstranba.se do rcspcito mutuo;
A poh'tica externa do Partido sera da
coopcrazäo com todos os paiscs do
globo na base dos principios universalmente accites c assentes no rcspcito
miituo e näo ingcrcncia nos assuntos intemos de cada Partido c Estado.O

Cooperar

geiros

aspectos dos mesmos;

•

•

da Rcconsuuzäo
maior rigorosidadc
Contfatazäo dc Cooperantes au-aves
no

do Sistema dc Concurso;
•

aspcctos mais pxisitivos

Salvar da ruina, os Monumentos e

o

do TRABALHO regera o

Integrazäo de todos os Quadros mozam-

na

global do desen-

de cada

dar maior

Economica do pai's e

mozambicano.

•

Lutar pela ccssazao

imediata de todos os
actos de violcncia e destruizäo no pai's,
para que sc rcstitua a paz e a libcrdade
ao povo mozambicano;

povo

usos e costumes

combateros

e

Objectives

o

Central para avaliazäo
volvimento do pai's.
Dcsenvolver

area

bicanos

econömico

criados mccanismos

como

favorccidas;
•

para que o

Mozambique e pelo bem-estar social;
Restabclccimento da personalidade do
•

Na

mozambicanos

Deveräo

as

mentais, assim

sibilidade dc apoio as camadas mais dcs-

esferas da

facto de todo

mozambicano;

e

e segundo as SUAS
CAPACIDADES; näo excluindo a px)s-

Lutar por uma

ser

e educar as crianzas
marginalizadas, orfäs,
diminuidos

TRABALHO

ensino;

Envidar

no

princi'pio dc CADA UM segundo a SEU

a

Defender

os mutilados de guerra
de RcconsU'uzdo do pai's;

Organizar,apoiar
fi'sicos

todos tenham

tativo. Assim havera UNIDADE de

Contra
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Envidar escorzos para quc

en-

apoio a velhice-,

para quc

Dcscnvolvimcnto economico dc todo

Contra

•

tccnico-

GENUINA;

•

•

e

integrar
proccsso

•

condizöcs

vimento

Abertura economica,

povo
•

ensino sccundario

sejam criados
Institutes, Escolas Superiors e Universidades pelo menos nas tres grandes
regiöes em que sc divide o pai's;
Envidar esforzos para quc todos tenham
acesso ao ensino medio e superior;

saude

do Estado;
•

Criar

as

•

opondo-se as ideias conservadoras, contra a reac^äo, contra a censura arbiträria

gulhado;
Criarcondizöcs para que oensinobasico
seja obrigatorio para todos;
Criar condizöcs para que todos tenham

maior

outras com

gajamento de jovens;
•

produzäo familiar, incentivar iniciativas
privadas, mista, cooperativas, cm todos

seguintes

Libcrdade de pensamento e de

quc se encontra mcr-

Desporto as areas
c apoiar o desen-

no

volvimento de

subsi'dio aos trabalhadores necessitados;

e

principios:

em

Profissionalizar

como

considcradas rentaveis

habitazäo incentivando a sua
construzäo no Pai's, apoiando com

MOCAMBIQUE

com caracter

mcndicidadc

direito

(PALMO)
Um

•

profissional;
•

dcstrui^äo.
Os

massacrado;

acesso ao

do

regiöes como disciplina c/ou
lingua veicular;

mais volte

Criarcondizöcsmatcriaisc sociais a fim
de que o povo possa produzir para
acabar com a fome e a nudez e por fim
a

A

rcconsirufäo de hospitais, escolas,
cstradas, pontes e outras infra-estruturas

pela manutcnzäo

de paz para quc o povo nunca

aos scus

apoiantcs cstrangeiros.

mentorcs e

Lutar incessantemente

•

na
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Democracy and Development
Themes for

a

reflection

on

Mozambique

Sergio Vieira

W

ITH the culmination of the

process launched two centuries ago by the French

revolution,

a

human being’s right to

Similarly, the development design must
perspective of serving, and
the interests of, the majority in society and
indeed humankind, for whom the planet is

accord with the

manage

their

dividual and collective

In short, we must know whether the
democratic superstructure is in any way

and fashion his destiny as an inbeing warrants
priority concern in contemporary perceptions.
However, simultaneously with the
programmatic affirmation of the rights of
the individual person, the gulf is widening
between the minority of humankind which
enjoys the fruits of society’s victories and
the planetary majority stagnating on the
brink of physical

survival.
"Democracy and
Development" symbolises the concerns of
the human community today and is shaping
This

binomial

common

achievable,
and at the

home.

on

damental criterion of economic progress

is
diametrically opposed to the objective of
democracy and implies the imposition on
society of tyrannical forms of governance.
The Pluralist

what material foundations

same

time, whether the designs

for economic and social

growth

serve man

and free him from alienation.
Economic growth in itself is likely to
bring in its wake inadmissible social
sacrifice, incompatible with the promotion
of Man, whom it is intended to serve. In ad-

dition, this growth could occur at the expense

progress of humankind. The elimination of
Man’s satisfaction and freedom as a fun-

of the planet’s fundamental equi-

libria, thus putting at risk the survival and

Space in Society

The essential dimension of
does not reside

so

ritual of elections

democracy
organised
real possibility

much in the

as

in the

of choice between ideas and programmes,

together with the effectively guaranteed
promotion of the human person’s rights and
dignity.
Democracy is based on the citizen’s real
participation in shaping and managing
society’s project, in benefiting from its

the international order and relations between states.

The Mozambican

from

society
castrating heritage of
colonialism and which during the current
century, has been smothered by 50 years of
fascism and victimised by three successive
comes

a

which bears the

decades of

war.

Society, its concerns and the
direction towards progress, must

possible
be seen
against this background. Other
methodologies only lead to mcchanicism
and voluntarism, which are as fatal in soas the forms of domination im-

cial terms

posed previously.
Consequently, the assertion and progress
of civil society, democracy and its determinants

over

economic and social

progress, requires an analysis that is pertinent to the parameters of what is real and
what is

possible rather than an approach
generalities.
We must probe the content and conditions, material included, of the triumph of
pluralism in ideas and organi.sational forms
and also their significance in the specific
dynamics of society.
couched in

A
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society victimi.sed by three decades of war:
\

a

destroyed dairy factory in Maputo
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central

government’s relationship and

power with regard to the states; it reflected
the industrialising North based on wage

labour and the South paralysed in a rural,

plantation economy based on slave labour.
There followed the long, painful so-called
fight for civil rights, once again, the result
of a lack of consensus on the quality and
rights of non-whites in society, since in the
period following the emancipation of the
slaves, they were restricted to the lowest
levels of social and economic activity.
The religious wars in Europe, as in
Ireland today, the ethnic and linguistic conflicts in the Balkans, Spain, Belgium and
Transcaucasia illustrate that these

problems

monopoly of the Third
they have not been resolved
the developed world. Underlying these
are not a

World and that
in

conflicts is the absence of consensus, the
Above: Lack of associative

FRELIMO: members of the

experience was one of the problems tackled by
Organisation of Mozambican Women at a conference

gulf of economic and hence social inequality.
African nations carry

results, rather than in the simple (but neces-

fives and so when secondary considerations

sary) act of placing a voting slip in the bal-

questioned, it is tolerated. In effect, the
living in
absolute poverty results in the expansion of
the active participants in social decision. If
we analyse the history of societies, we see
that among affluent strata there has always
been considerable discussion and pluralism
has always characterised internal relations
within the stratum. Leadership elites come

lot box.

numerical decrease of the strata

The democratic character of

society
gauged more from the pluralist
dimension of ideas than in pluralism of ex'ganisations. In the final analysis, it is
tolerance of the novel and the acceptability
can

are

a

be

of the innovative idea, that will furnish the

community with the capacity and
dynamism of movement and progress.

from these strata. It is within them that

Hegel said that truths are bom as heresy
as superstition.
Society always tends to cling to
yesterday’s heresy making it today’s super-

diverging interests led individuals to group
together to form centres of influence or to
wrangle over power.

stifion and sometimes fanaticism, which

pires of the Pharaohs, or Monomotapa. The

raises

French revolution did not aim to win the

and die

superstition to dogma and faith leads
man to strive to preserve them, to slaughter
and suicide.

Tolerant societies bear the dynamism of
democracy and development. They are
societies where the community as a whole
has already moved beyond the level of immediate survival, where social differentiafion has been

tempered such that there is a
enjoying relative
well-being. Consequently, broad majorities
vast, intermediate stratum
have

an awareness

sensus on
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and fundamental

the community’s

con-

form and objec-

So it

was

in Rome

or

Athens, in the em-

right to vote for the "population", only for
property holders, the bourgeoisie. The
various aristocracies could always enjoy a
certain popularism of discussion, cations,
promote alternate changes in power and yet
the hilots, slaves, serves and

plebeians alremained subjugated to that power.
Consensuses are possible between relatively homogeneous interests, not between antagonisfic interests.
ways

The civil

result of

a

war

in the United States was the

lack of

consensus

about the

from their past the
pre-industrial societies,
with social formations akin to patriarchy
and feudalism. The administrative unity
imposed by colonialism and later maintained by the power of the new sovereign
state, is recent, fragmented, with inadequate economic foundations and with a
tradition of rural,

#

fragility in its cohesion and in its feelings
as a community with a destiny. Religious,
linguistic and ethnic solidarities often
prevail

over

national

or

class solidarities.

Hierarchies inherited from the rural past are

frequently super-imposed

or assert themparallel to those of the State and
the emerging economic, social and political organisation.
—

selves in

This is the context of Mozambican

society. It is true that the brutality of the
Portuguese colonial fascist system in
Mozambique uprooted and physically
eradicated almost all the traditional hierarchies and

lineages. Unlike the in-

dustrialised colonial powers, which in-

tegrated local hierarchies into their spheres
of power, agricultural Portugal regarded
traditional structures as contenders and
rivals to be eliminated. It is true that the

fOTced labour system, incorporation into
the unified commercial and monetary
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market

damental aspects of the nrodel

cash crop cultivation,

France which took the country to the brink
of civil war in May 1968 just as in the past,

through the head tax and forced
made possible the appearance, although somewhat embryonic,
of a community of interests and objectives
within the dominated territory. The creation
of FRELIMO in 1962, the armed liberation

struggle, forged through the process of naemancipation a real mozambicanity,
an awareness of national unity which, triumphalist assessments apart, is nonetheless
tional

of notable distinction

on

the continent.

However, this configuration of national

unity, national

is still taking

awareness,

shape and the extreme devastation and
misery imposed by racist aggression, in
particular, has to some extent unsettled the
cohesion that had been achieved. Conse-

quently, it is cause for reflection whether a
pluralism, reduced to its formal aspect of a
multiplicity of political and social organisations, might not easily degenerate
into a multiplier for the fragmentation of
society. Exploiting racial, ethnic, linguistic,
regional, religious and other divisions,
egoistically inclined individuals and minor
forces,

can create

social bases of support,

albeit artificial and temporary, to
ment of the real interests

the detri-

of these bases.

Such

negative outcomes become even
more likely, with the possible play for alliances of appetites between these forces
and sectors outside the country. African experience in Katanga (Chaba), Biafra,
Sudan, Ethiopia, Somalia and throughout
Southern Africa, has amply demonstrated
that all ethnic or religion-based secessionist
enterprises have found wide, open support
outside the continent, contrary to similar
undertakings in Europe, for example.
The basic models for economic and

cial relations within the
also

community must

arouse a consensus, so

be created for

some

so-

that space can

element of dissension.

The assertion of

republican and
Europe, the evolution
of workers’ struggles in the developed

democratic ideas in

countries since the mid-nineteenth century,
women’s legal emancipauon and achieveof full

citizenship, were a source of
profound disagreement and provoked innumerable confrontations, many of them
bloody. It was dissension over the funment
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of society in

the

different social organisations, has this
reality as its setting,
The formation of FRELIMO in 1962

repression of the Commune in 1870,
and during the Second World War rightist
sectors were led to ally with the occupying

resulted from the absence of any legal

invader. On the international front,

derground movement until 1964 and from
then on, with the armed struggle, it emerged
as the only force effectively opposing^
foreign domination. This was the reality

Vietnam’s socialist

option in the fifties,
Cuba’s in the sixties, that of Nicaragua in
the seventies, like the options of Guatemala
and Hungary in the fifties or the Dominican
Republic and Czechoslovakia in the following decade, resulted in foreign intervention contrary to International Law, just
because these popular choices jeopardised
the interests of the great powers, which
considered them their spheres of influence,
When viewed from this standpoint, the different treatment accorded to the Red

Brigade

or

Palestine guerrillas

on

the

one

hand, and the genocidal agents of
RENAMO

or

the Khmer

Rouge,

on

the

other, is understandable.
The emergence and

pluralism

assertion of

developments in written or common law which eventually create
a legal space for the affirmation of particularities and differences. The heritage of
a tradition of patriarchal or feudalistic
authority, as also the habits of social discipline imposed by the colonial-fasdist systern, or even a certain rigidity and inflexibility inherent in military life during
the guerrilla struggle, do not facilitate the
right to divergence of positions.
When analysing the rise of pluralism of
ideas or organisations, it is noteworthy that
presumes

associations
ones,

or

clubs,

even

recreational

established at the initiative of the

African

population were rare in Mozambique. Even these instances, no more than 10
or so and mainly located in Lourenco Marques and Beira and a few other urban areas,
became the target of various acts of repression, particularly in the mid-sixties, just as
religious confessions other than the
Catholic Church were openly or surreptitiously repressed.
Finally, the explanation of a single party
in Mozambique since 1962 and the party’s
role as a motive force in the appearance of

space

in which to

contest colonialism,

FRELIMO developed exclusively as an un-

confirmed in the 1974 Lusaka agreement
between FRELIMO and the colonial

government. The Rhodesian aggression
which followed and lasted until 1980, the

South African

war

of devastation launched

following the fall of the Salisbury regime,
curbed the natural process of diversification of options in society. Being with, and
identifying with, FRELIMO was the only
patriotic, viable and efficient way to oppose
Portuguese colonialism, Rhodesian aggression, or the devastation of apartheid. In
terms of opinion, FRELIMO and
patriotism, FRELIMO and
remained synonymous,
No matter how

contradictory the terms
since its creation, FRELIMO
has effectively affirmed in practice that it is
"the Party of the People", the broad front
responding to a project of national unity, independence, peace, development and social justice capable of responding to the
may appear,

desires ofa community with little suatification.
Lack of associative

experience and

so-

cial practice forced the political organisation to create a series of different bodies,
from trade unions

to

youth

or

women’s

movements.

Somewhat artificial creations, bom from
the top

down and sometimes administratively supervised by the political institution
which they frequently imitated, nevertheless these bodies

were

sector of society,

leading it to define and be-

come aware

of its

own

able to educate their

interests and thus to

question its situation and social role,
The

growing maturity, which led the

citizen to conceive of himself as the subject
and not the

object of destiny, as the actor
subject of power, is a process
been going on throughout the 28

and not the
that has
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of FRELIMO’s leading role in
society. A growing sense of responsibility

years

for the defence of their

own

creasingly evident, not only

interests is in-

the inespecially
among the poorer peasant strata, both subsistence family and cooperative, among the
working class. The greater social stratification introduced by the independence
process and by the war of devastation, has
among

tellectualised urban elites, but

led to

a

diversification of interests and ob-

jectives, to social conflicts which laid the
basis for a real pluralism of ideas, with social foundations and hence organisational
multiplicity.
The war has displaced and concentrated
populations, is introducing conflicts over
the ownership and use of fertile land beand absentee owners,
family, cooperative and commercial agriculture. The struggle for land is assorting itself. Simultaneously, the gap is
widening between those who live by wage
employment and those who live from busitween

poor peasants

between

less legal or savage. Strikes,
phenomenon to break out on the
Mozambican scene, express both discontent at the difficulties imposed by economic
adjustment and a revolt against the ostentaness, more or
a recent

tion—albeit modes in absolute terms — of

the

new

bureaucratic and

elites. The

entrepreneurial
appeal for the privatisation of

project in a situation of extreme misery and
war is likely to lead to the fragmentation of
society. Making pluralism viable, as
desired, requires an overall consensus on
national unity, the equality of citizens, the
basic configuration of society and of
economic and social relations.
Infrastructural Determinants and

economic and social sectors often stems
from accumulation

lage of the state sector, the traffic in influence and speculation in essential consumer goods. Thus, there are cleavages at
work that lead to real pluralism with a social basis which, in the dialectical game of
democracy, can become a factor for
progress and equilibrium in the distribution
of benefits.
This

pluralism is guaranteed in the new
incorporates dynamic
elements that open the way to eventual alConstitution which

tentative forces in the exercise of power.
The process

Means

resulting from the pil-

is obviously not complete
application of the

and the mechanical

The more primitive their economic foun-

dations, the

more

rigid and intolerant

are

societies. Rural societies cannot handle the
notion of democracy, even

when certain

elective and consultative forms govern
their management. Pauiarchs and chiefs do
not base their power on authority delegated
by the grassroots and the sovereignty of the
people; when the concept of delegation or
sovereignty exists, it is usually based on the
chief’s privileged links with the ancestors,
and a mono or polytheist supernatural. The
exercise of power thus forms part of what
could be termed a concept of divine right
absolute monarchy.

In

an

underdeveloped country, the ways

of

appropriating surplus value are considerably more cruel, brutal and humiliating than in more economically advanced
societies. The barefoot worker, without

gloves, masks and helmets, the child who,
instead of going to school, stays at home to
help out in the house, to herd cattle or work
in the fields, the wretched housing without

hygiene, the wages which only
deceive hunger and cover the
naked body with rags, are a daily fact of life
in Mozambique and other backward
countries. Admittedly, the rate of surplus
value is comparatively minimal. In Japan,
there are highly developed industrial sectors where each worker generates daily tlie
equivalent of USS50 000.
Urbanisation, the progressive socialisation of the productive process, with an increasingly complex division of labour in
the production unit, the country and internationally, and the expansion of social
space or

manage to

communication have been determining
factors in the

triumph of the democratic
in the contemporary era.
Democracy has effectively appeared as the
superstructure of industrial society.

concept
Cruel ways
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of creating surplus value: barefoot workers uprade a road
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These

assumptions do not hold true in
as that of Mozambique,
characterised by agricultural, rural and preindustrial determinants. Nevertheless, it is
true that the country’s integration into the
world, the opening to progressive, contemporary thinking introduced into society by

and

the creation of FRELIMO, has meant that

schools

ideas and

murder and mutilation of teachers, has ag-

societies such

objectives are more advanced
than might be exjjected from a simplistic,
isolated analysis of the basic material. ''
The selection of leaders

through elec-

tions has been defended since the I Con-

in 1962 and started to become reality
during the formation of the liberated areas
gress

in the second

half of the sixties. Efforts to

guide the individual and the community to
discuss their interests collectively and asthem, even in the face of hierarchies of

sert

notables, permitted a popular and
democratic solution to the

destroyed, their cattle slaughtered,

their fields mined. Terrorist activities have
reduced to authentic

slavery the people forcibly detained by RENAMO, as confirmed
by the Gersony report, published by the
American Department of State. The
destruction of

more

than 60% of rural

through the burning of schools, the

gravated the negative effects of the rural

community’s backwardness.
If we

analyse the condition of an opinion
misery, we can
understand that in practical terms, its
capacity for options is extremely limited.
People are only facing up to their single,
prime challenge: getting the minimum for
physical survival on that day. This exercise
degrades the spiritual values of man and the
ethics of society, promotes animal-like
reduced to the extremes of

antagonisms of
1968. In 1974, the "dynamising groups"
spread these concepts throughout society

self-interest, makes violence and death
banal. Under such circumstances, it is easy

and enabled the establishment of

regiment opinion and in the process, falsify
the sense and objectives of the democratic
exercise. No matter how great the constitutional safeguards, to someone dying of
hunger real freedoms barely exist.
The profound, world-wide transformations in the objectives and methods of so-

more

ad-

vanced and democratic mechanisms to
orient

political, social and economic life.
experience gathered throughout 15
years of independence, the preparation of
the III, IV and V FRELIMO Congresses,
the two general elections, among others,
have widely popularised the democratic
concept and some of its essential practices.
To a certain extent, these ideas have already
become a material force, determining
parameters for the working and organisation of society.
The

The destructive activities introduced
since 1980

by the South African

of
devastation, have reversed the process substantially.
About one-third of the rural
has

war

population

be^n displaced, prevented from farm-

ing, compelled to seek refuge abroad or to
withdraw to protected areas. This population, estimated at about 5 million, is living
below survival level, frequently eating
roots and wild fruit, wearing bark cloth. To
international donations

for

a sector

with

some

material

means to

the democratic process, must
taken into account.
over

also be

Although originally the vehicle of infor-

eventually guarantee

Simultaneously, social communication
techniques have tended to depoliticise options and "sell" candidates
if it

ment.

were

sociations outside the normal power
and parliament, of which the

centres

"greens" at the beginning were an excellent
example, illustrate this assertion and indicate that a certain impasse has been reached
in developed societies.
In

a Third World country, in Mozambifor example, access to such methods
would falsify and pervert the profound
surge in favour of evolution towards the
consolidation of democracy. The best
publicity seduction would win, not the best
programme of a project for society.
Contrary to the physical sciences, social

que

science variables operate on data in constant evolution and which are inter-determinant.
The

displacement of populations has acof regrouping and ur-

celerated the process

banisation, although this too has, to a certain extent, brought the negative burden of
Conflicts

social movements, are

their informational and formative merits,

classes

regarded exclusively from the
perspective of sales promotion and the increased income from advertising. The
Third World tragedy is a common place
event, compared with a U'affic jam or
transport strike in London, Paris or New
York. It is not by chance that in social comare

munication,
on events

even

in the Third World,

in the North

news

and

and

over

practices to the towns.

land, just as the strikes and

making the worker
join together in class organisations
arc precipitating their consciousness
activity.

At the

same

time, state and private

entrepreneurs will be pressured to be

economically more efficient and operational, the only way to achieve greater social
compensation for work and thus contain or
minimise conflicts.

predominates; it is

public opinion. When the South challenged
this order and demanded that it be changed,
the North immediately declared that this
jeopardised press freedom. And financial

the electorate,

The reduction in

rural customs and

but

to

just another soap advertiseprogrammatic options and profound debate have sterilised
the democratic process and made it virtually irrelevant to the key questions facing
society. The appearance of political asas

mainstay of commercial publicity. News
and comments are no longer assessed on

extremely serious
food and clothing problem. This sector of
the population has seen their homes burnt
down, their tools and storehouses pillaged

tempt to attenuate the

balanced and

mation, this has increasingly become the

commentary from the North which shapes

extent,

more

real information.

cial communication and their influence

at-

some

were enjployed to destroy the
project, not to make information flows

resources

It is also true that, confronted with social

intimations, the fragility of private nationcapital and its elites arou.scs the temptation of a repressive course, of so-called
strong government and the final adventure
of fascism. The experience of Latin
al
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America provides a good illustration of
such moves, as does European history after
the First World War. In Africa, unfortunate-

ly, dictatorial fascistic variants combine
with the despotic traditions of recent
feudalism and colonialism and degenerate
into the brutal and
power

bloody exercise of

exemplified by events under Idi

Amin, Jean Bedel Bokassa, Macias

Nguema, Numeiry and others still in power.
However, it is

to

shareholders. This fact, in the context of a
broader and consolidated democracy,
brings new dynamism to the socialist idea,
Conclusion

trcme

range

misery, which eventually narrow the
of options for thought and program-

mes to

sacres

The

relationship between the material
society and its superstructure is intimate, interdependent and dialectically

base of

inter-determinant
Social

man

fashions the individual and

the most elemental issues of im-

mediate physical
and food

survival; halting the masthe immediate require-

arc

ments.

However, the panorama needs to be

complemented by the

enormous potential
derived from almost 30 years of FRELIMO

activity in promoting popular

awareness

be hoped that the inter-

national correlation of forces

favouring
democracy, combined with the solid tradition of FRELIMO, forestall such pos-

sibilities.
In the dialectic of peace, restarting
production in the rural areas, the normalisation of energy supplies to industry, the

revitalisation of road and rail communica-

tions, although they enjoy little intemational support,

lead to economic and financial
improvements which pull the country out
of its misery in the short term.
The materialisation of this

perspective

will consolidate the democratic process.

This, in turn, because it generates innovative

spirit and provokes equilibria,

tolerance and civil consensus, will determine even greater initiative in productive

activity. The education of FRELIMO, mistakes and anomalies' notwithstanding, has
established

certain tradition of

involving
workers in preparing and implementing
company plans, democratising management processes and reducing alienatory
a

characteristics and forms in relations be-

management and the base. The need
motivate the worker to relate materially

tween
to

and

spiritually to the fate and results of
productive activity, leads in time to the
democratisation and socialisation of

com-

pany management.
It is evident to any

analyst that in the
developed capitalist countries, economic
decision-making is increasingly moving
from the sphere of ownership to that of
management The transnational is a pertinent symbol of this. The gross of its capital is no longer under individual or family
control; social bodies such

as churches,
unions, universities, pension funds, savings

banks
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are

becoming

significant

International donations attempt to reduce serious food and

displaced children show off footwear donated by
collective

destiny by assuming his civic
qualities. Marginalising citizens from the
choice of options, the management of
society and of its economic, social and
political institutions necessarily lead to dissatisfaction

rej^tion and to the exercise
by forces which eventually cease
to represent the aspirations of the real
country. Events in Eastern Europe, as in
many other developed countries and in the
Third World, abundantly testify to this.
Churchill said that democracy is the
worst system with the exception of all
others. We must improve this "worst systern", ensuring that the mechanisms and inor

of power

terests of the

bureaucracies, technocrats
do not end up empty-

and financial powers

ing it of content.
Developments in Mozambique are being
hampered by the war situation and the ex-

an

clothing shortages:
American relief organisation

and sentiment that the power belongs to

the

people and that they are the masters of the
country and their destiny. To a certain extent, this progress in the superstructuifc
generates individual and collective initiative in various spheres of society.
The new Constitution contains the essential parameters which promote the development and consolidation of the democratic
process. The danger lies essentially in the
determinants occasioned by extreme un-

derdevelopment, ignorance and misery,
which can easily reduce democracy to formal, ritualistic exercises, thus maintaining
the gulf between the centres of power and
the popular working masses.O
Sergio Vieira is

a retired colonel. He is
currently the Director, Centre for
African Studies, Eduardo Mondlane
University, Maputo.
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ECONOMIC
AFFAIRS

Theory and Practice of
Structural Adjustment
Programmes
Allast Mwanza

S

INCE the early 1980s, almost all
countries in Sub-Saharan Africa

(SSA) have implemented Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs).
Initially, SAPs were implemented in only
a

few countries. However, the Interna-

tional

impact of SAPs on Southern Africa
Development Coordination Conference

(or inadequacy oO entrepreneurs and supply rigidity. The main structural factors then

(SADCC) member states. This article

associated with inflation

analyses the theory, practice or impact of
structural adjustment and suggests ways
of

implementing adjustment

•

In the rush to im-

Nations Economic Commission for Latin

plement these programmes, not enough
attention was paid to understanding of
the meaning, impact or implications of

Prebisch and at the Institute of Economics,

has

developed a lot of interest in studying the impact of these programmes on

the

economies

of implementing
project at SAPES — Debt
and Structural Adjustment — is part of
the effort to understand the design and
countries. The
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•

mulated

became

plemented S.APs because that was the
only way of qualifying for foreign assistance. However, in recent years, there

stagnant food supply in the face of expanding demand;
bottlenecks in the supply of goods and

Theory of Structuralism

was

SAPs. More often than not, countries im-

of exports. This weak openness resulted
in high imported inflation;

mes.

Although structural theories were forduring the 1950s by a number of
economists, structuralism was initially
used with reference to Latin American in-

nation. The structural

theory of inflation
developed in Santiago at the United

America under the

leadership of Raul

University of Chile. The main argument
was that inflationary pressure was caused
by structural limitations, such as rigidity or
inflexibility of the economic system and
immobility of the factors of production.
Under such conditions, it was argued,
market forces would give wrong signals
due

mainly to distortion by monopoly or
oligopoly structures of production. The
economic world

was

wherein change was
bottlenecks

or

viewed

as

inflexible,

inhibited by obstacles,

constraints, such

as

lack of

were:

export concentration and inability to increase the amount and purchasing power

program-

Monetary Fund (IMF) and the
World Rank (IBRD) soon made their aid
conditional upon adoption of SAPs.
From then on, implementation of SAPs
more common.

•

services
•

the low

•

structural deficiencies in the tax system.

rate

of capital

formation; and

The

interplay of these factors resulted in
inflationary spiral, hence attempts to fight inflation had to include

a

stubborn

measures

to eliminate these structural

rigidities. At this stage, there was a thcorctisplit, with some economists arguing that
the public sector was best suited to fight

cal

structural deformities while others

for the expanded role

argued
of market forces.

Structural Adjustment

Every country has to undergo structural
change, for this is the essence of development. However, structural change in
developed counU'ies occurred over time
and thus did not lead to disruption of the so
cial, political or economic fabric of society.
23

V

In the present

world, adjustment is

ceived to be crucial to the economic

con-

vival and

development of countries. Adjustment often refers to attempts to adapt to
sudden, unpredictable, large and unfavourable changes. In most poor
countries, this often implies having to adapt
to the deteriorating trade terms mainly
brought about by declining prices of exports and increasing prices of imports. This
often leads to payments difficulties and the
rising foreign debt burden. The aim of adjustment, then, is to reduce the vulnerability of such an economy to future
shocks by increasing flexibility and adaplability through promoting or strengthening
the role of market forces.

However, structural factors have longon the economy. Thus, the
eradication of structural rigidities is a
term

and will, therefore, lead the economic

and development of any given
country. In actual fact, SAPs are "privatisation programmes"! The belief in the efficiency of the private sector is so great that
the liberalisation of the economy is carried
out even where the necessary conditions for
the efficient operation of market forces do
recovery

exist. As

a

result, implementation of

SAPs has tended to worsen the living conditions of the vulnerable sections of the

society, such as the landless, the
employed and the lowly paid.
Policies and

There

un-

Objectives

three main

objectives of adpromotion or resumption of economic growth, elimination of
budget and balance of payments deficits
are

justment. These

are

and achievement of structural

change that
allows future growth and prevents future
budget and balance of payments deficits.
Policies to achieve these objectives inelude:
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reform of the

exchange rate and uade

system;
•

financial sector reform;

•

public enterprise restructuring;
reform of the tax system and public expenditure;
liberalisation of domestic pricing and
marketing policies and institutions; and
reduction of labour market rigidities.
In general, such policies are instituted to
counteract external unfavourable develop•

•

•

ments, such as unfavourable trade terms
and domestic rigidities such as price distor-

tions. The "Dutch Disease" is a major structural imbalance.

Generally,

a country ex-

periencing this "disease" has the following
characteristics:
•

impact

dynamic, long-term prospect while the impact of the adjustment programme is felt
immediately. Moreover, the practice of
structural adjustment does not have enough
theoretical or intellectual basis. Rather, it is
largely an ideological project. Almost all
structural adjustment programmes (SAPs)
are aimed at reducing state
participation in
the economy and thus to allow market forces to operate more freely. The underlying
assumption is that the private sector is more
efficient and flexible than the public sector

not

•

sur-

•

•

high inflation and low or declining formal sector employment;
unequal income distribution;
declining exports and increasing imports due to appreciating exchange rate;
and

•

concentration of resources in the leading

export sector. This often is accompanied
by strong interest groups whose aim is
to defend their relative positions.
Policies to counteract this should include

promoting non-traditional exports, creating
productive activities so as UJ reduce
the role of the leading sector and controlling domestic inflation and imports.

other

However, the "Dutch Disease" represents a

major structural deformity that is not easy
to eliminate with conventional policies. In
many cases, this disease roughly corresponds to the economic structure inherited from the colonial

era.

Around such

erosion of public support. However, the impact will also depend on the source of the

original shock. Thus, expansionary
monetary and fiscal policies may lead to innation while deteriorating trade terms or
appreciating exchange rates may deplete
foreign exchange reserves, resulting in the
emergence of a parallel market. The combined effects of inflation and parallel
markets will lead to

more

erosion of pur-

chasing
more.

power which will hurt the poor
These costs will be higher the longer

it takes to

implement

an

adjustment

programme.
One frequently debated

issue is the quesadjust. For instance,
should a counU'y adjust its policies or its institutions? Although policies and institutions are adjusted, there is a strong tendency by governments to rely on policy refonn.
For instance, governments tend to opt for
price decontrol as a way of reducing the
budget deficit, managing demand or creating supply side incentives. In this regard, it
is often argued that higher agricultural or
industrial prices will stimulate production
and thus help producers operate profitably.
The ideology of urban bias has it that higher
agricultural prices will stimulate production and this helps overall producers at the
expense of the urban middle class.
However, this argument is also based on
fallacy.
In many countries, both rural and urban
areas have many poor buyers of food who
need protection from hunger and starvation
due to high prices. This is more so in situation of what

or

how

to

tions where many
but also

people are not only poor
landless, where large numbers of

arrayed interest groups, such
settler commercial farmers, industrialists and strong trade unions and in-

people depend for their livelihood on wage
employment as opposed to producing own

temational interest groups. Thus, there is
bound to be a high degree of resistance to
structural change on the part of those

dominate food

a structure are
as

benefiting from the existing structure. This
partly explains why very few countries
have managed to break away from the inherited economic structures.
Who Benefits and Who Loses?
It is often said that if

adjustment is
delayed, the movement of macro-economic
indicators will be

more

volatile, thus

re-

quiring more sacrifice on the part of the
people. One must also add that hasty implementation of SAPs will result in mote
economic instability, thus leading to

food and where commercial farmers

production and sale. This
applies to countries with large urban
populations such as Zambia, Algeria, Egypt
and South Africa. In such situations, higher
agricultural prices may lead to starvation or
malnutrition even when food is produced in
large quantities. On the supply side, higher
prices may lead to higher production costs
(through higher input prices) and thus only
benefit the big producers such as commeralso

ciäl farmers and multinationals, while

squeezing

our

the small-scale producers.

Moreover, such prices may be counter-

productive or ineffective and may not help
improve the rural-urban trade terms. In
Sapem February, 1991

many cases, higher agricultural prices have
failed to induce an adequate supply

Rather, high prices have led to
higher money wages and higher profit
mark-ups on industrial output, resulting in
generalized inflation.

response.

On the other hand, institutional reform
also carries

a

number of risks. In some

countries, reduction of government par-

ticipation in agricultural marketing (by
reducing the role of marketing parastatals)
has led to more produce wastage, late
delivery of agricultural inputs and late payment to farmers. This is mainly due to the
fact that a private sector marketing suncture was either too insignificant or did not
develop fast enough to replace the state
structure.

In most cases,

the small-scale farmer lost

than the

big commercial farmer due
to limited access to inputs and to distances
from the major lines of transport or major
markets. Furthermore, the restructuring of
industrial parastatals, most of which are
urban-based and enjoy monopoly status,
has also contributed to an inflationary
spiral due to rising prices of their output and
worker agitation for compensatory wage

more

increases. On the other hand, the industrialists and merchants

arc

able to shift

the cost of

adjustment to the less powerful
groups. In general, their incomes tend to
rise at a relatively fast rates during the adjustment period. Thus, the cost of adjustment falls mainly on the poor, such as the
lowly paid, the urban (and rural) unemployed and the landless. Adjustment affects income distribution as its purpose is
to

shift income from sector to sector, main-

ly from the weak to the strong. It is, therefore, important that governments monitor
the impact of adjustment of the poor since
their number is normally large and their
average incomes so low.
We now have more knowledge about the
impact of SAPs on different strata of
society. In many countries, adjustment
programmes have resulted in overall
economic hardship. In particular, social expcnditurcs on health, education and food
subsidies decline. Non-wage incomes increase while real wages decline, indicating
shifts in incomes in favour of the non-wage

(commercial or indusU'ial) sector. There is
a tendency for income distribution to

also

shift from the domestic to the external
tor as more rc.sourccs arc set

Sapem February, 1991

sec-

aside for

ex-

"Dutch disease":

unemployed youths while away time in Harare, Zimbabwe

servicing. Unemployment and
during the first
phase of adjustment and further exacerbate
economic instability. As a result, social indicators such as infant mortality and calorie
or protein intake worsen. In order to

generally characterised by wide policy
swings, especially in countries with strong

this trend, households adopt surstrategies. The commonest strategy is
to adopt multiple modes of social
livelihood. This includes seeking additional income generating activities, working
more hours in the same job or involving
more family members in work. Such a
strategy leads to less per capita productivity
and job specialisation of the working
population. Finally, in a number of
countries, ill-conceived or badly implemented adjustment programmes have
resulted in social and political upheavals as
large sections of the populace resist the adverse impacts of such programmes.

of Africa, the major cause is usually
deterioration of trade terms caused by

temal debt

inflation increase, at least,

counteract

vival

Suggested Ways of Implementing SAPs
Given that poor countries

have no option
implement adjustment programmes,
the search for ways of minimising their adverse impact must begin in earnest. Experience accumulated since the early 1980s
indicates that most adjustment programmes
are either ill-conceived or poorly implemented. More specifically SAPs do not always address the main course of the crisis,
they often lack domestic support and arc
hastily implemented. Implementation is
but to

interest groups.
It is suggested,

therefore, that any adjust-

programme be tailored to the major
cause of the crisis. In most poor counties
ment

the
the
inter-play of declining export prices and
rising import prices. Thus, the crisis is essentially a foreign exchange crisis as
foreign exchange is in short supply. A
strategy to counteract this problem would
consist of measures to mobilise intemational support or to develop additional exports.
If that failed, or as a stop gap measures,
moves

would have to be taken to reduce the

need for

foreign exchange.

Second, any adjustment programme
should seek to maximise social benefits and

minimise social costs. In this regard,

if ex-

penditure reduction

or switching is to be
undertaken, care must be taken to minimise
that action’s impact on the poor. One way
of

achieving this would be to maintain a
floor for minimum nutrition, health and

educational levels and not

permit expendisupply side,
production structures can be restructured in
such a way that producers in small-scale or
ture cuts to

affect these. On the

informal sectors

against but

are

are

not

discriminated

made to complement the
Meanwhile, there will be

formal

sector.

need

closely monitor changes in income

to
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dislribulion

so as to

identify the gainers and

the losers. The latter have to be compen-

sated, either through specially targeted ex-

penditure or redeploying them to other sectors which arc not hard hit by the crisis or
the sectors to be developed. Thus, government must quickly develop a policy for
dealing with the adverse side effects of adjustment, especially increased income inequality, inflation and unemployment.
One other

lack of
mes,

a

cause

of failure of S APs is the

popular base for such

program-

either within the government or

among

the citizenry. Governments act as if

they

arc all-knowing and as if they know
what their people want. Anecdotal
evidence indicates that a lot of secrecy and

power-play characterises the design and
implementation of adjustment programmes. Only a few key ministries or institutions arc involved in the SAP design stage.
Indeed, most officials are merely informed
after the decision to implement a
programme has been taken. As a result,
such programmes do not have enough sup-

identify the medicine to be employed in
tackling it. Arc there any alternatives to
structural adjustment? Are there different
solutions, perhaps less painful, of achieving the same result? What should be the
speed and extent of adjustment? For instance, would a more gradualist or sector
specific approach be preferable to the
speedy all-embracing shock treatment?
Can the government machinery and social
fabric not crack under the impact of the
programme? When should the programme
be implemented and why? Although
postponement of action is often thought to
be costly, some crises may turn out to be
only transitory and thus only warning signals that change may be required in future.
In that case, government will have enough
planning horizon. However, once a course
of action has been chosen, programme implementation must not be too hasty and
must avoid wide swings since this can be
destabilizing and send wrong signals to the
populace. There is need to constantly
monitor the performance of the economy,

port within the

to learn from

ments.

prove

ruling parties or governThere is also evidence that foreign

donors

impose SAPs on states that are
desperate for assistance. Lack of domestic
support may imply unsuccessful implcmcniation due to domestic resistance to
such programmes. What is required is a national debate on the need for adopting an
adjustment programme. This will help
government inform the populace or get to
know what the people feel and/or help build
alliances to support the SAP. In countries
with large urban populations, winning
people’s hearts and minds is crucial for effectivc programme implementation. In the

mistakes and hence to im-

the implementation

process.

If, for

instance, certain sections of the population

resisting the programme, it is necessary
identify the reasons for such resistance
and rectify the mistakes before too long.
Important groups in social resistance to
are

ventional wisdom

based on developthrough planning and import substitution and industrialisation. The onslaught of
monetarism has changed all that and now
the wisdom is centred around

development
through structural adjustment. The 60s and
early 70s were a period of boom for poor
countries due to high world raw material
export prices. The latter part of the 70s gave
way to economic crisis brought about by
rising import prices and declining export
prices. Thus structural adjustment is merely a response to the international economic
crisis. But is it the right response? Can adjustment be possible in the poor countries
without adjustment in the developed
world? Can poor countries benefit from
SAPs without improvement in their export
prices and, therefore, in their terms of
trade? Will structural adjustment not result
in losses of the gains attained under import
substitution? The poor countries must be
careful in choosing development strategics.
The world still has to have a good example
of successful adjustment. As of now, adjusting countries are still in crisis, symbolised
by stubborn inflation and unemployment,
increasing poverty and the rising debt
crisis.

to

SAPs include commercial farmers, industrialists

or

merchants, organised labour

student groups.

was

ment

Economists like to talk in

terms

of the

short-term and/or

long-term perspectives.
change is regarded as a longterm prospect, involving long-term shifts in
Structural

structural variables. Thus, J. M.

Keynes

In this regard, implementation of SAPs is actually a social

remarked that "in the

engineering

process by which government
seeks to build alliances around the

in the short-run we may not all be alive! In
other words, there will be victims of any

programme. The larger the population that
benefits from the programme, the more the

programmes

least, this will also alert the government to

support and the higher the chance of sue-

to

the

cess

likely response of the people to the implementation of SAPs. However, internal
support alone is not enough. Since the crisis
manifests itself in a foreign exchange
shortage, there is need to mobilise international donor support. However, while doing
so, care must be

taken to ease or reduce debt

service commitments since these tend to increase during the process of structural adjustment and present a net drain on foreign
exchange.

Process of Implementation
The

implementation process itself needs
improved. Governments must initially analyse the severity of the crisis and then

to

be
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or

of

implementation.

Conventional

Prescriptions

It is clear that the issue at hand is whether
economy with structural
outlined above can actually

deformities
be adjusted
using conventional neo-classical prescriptions. In general, market forces tend to be
more flexible and adaptable to changing
circumstances. However, to say that market
an

forces

can

be used to achieve structural

change is another project that is imbued
with ideological convictions. There is a
historical tendency for society to live according to the conventional wisdom of the
day. During the 60s and early 70s, the con¬

long

run, we arc all
dead!" What he should also have said is that

in the short-run, since the im-

pact is felt immediately. What is required is

design

benefits

programmes

in such

a way that
in the

accrue or are seen to accrue

short-run! The

long-run is so full of uncertainty, it is too distant, whereas mankind

lives in the short-run! At the other extreme,
in

spite of all the costs, society must bear
immediately, there may be no sU-uctural adjustment or it may turn out to be the wrong
kind of adjustment, either because the
programme was ill-conceived or it was not
required at all. Then all the years of
economic austerity will have been wasted.
Whereas change is required, it must also be
positive and beneficial. Thus, a word of
caution should be: "embark
course

of action if there

arc

on a

certain

short-term and

long-term benefits to show for it!"D
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DEBATES

—

LESOTHO

—

Aid is

essentially another
country's savings, theoretically supposed to
supplement those of the
recipient country.

Donor Aid in Lesotho
Value for

Money?

Deborah Johnston and Anne

I

T has

long been recognised that

reverse

a

benefit exists from existence

in the shadow of

apartheid. The

Spencer

Basotho males leave the rural

areas

and

families behind to seek work in South
African mines. They return on brief home

ready
even

an economy that is highly monetised,
in the rural areas. Lesotho is bic.s.scd

they retire. This creates a
problem in itself since traditionally, the

States to receive external funds due to its

with a relatively high literacy rale, with
62% of males literate in 1985 and 84%
females. As a result, it possesses a high per-

male is the head of the household and his

centage of skilled labour. With such a large

geo-political situation. Aid is quite considerable and is expected to amount in
financial year 1990/91 to R127 million

decisions

what crops to

percentage of literate females, women oc-

plant and when to

and harvest. These

worth of loans and R160 million of

relative

grants for Lesotho alone. The debate

municate from South Africa. The social

about the

decay is evident.

high proportion of middle managepositions in the urban areas. So we
find women arc the engines of growth in the
rural areas, due to the migrant labour systern; and the engine of growth in the urban
areas due to their high literacy level.
Though fru.stration of women’s development still exist in Lesotho, the underlying
condition of Lesotho results in a high number of women in development.

‘benefit’ is that of
Lesotho is

one

of

foreign aid and
the many Frontline

advocacy of foreign aid has

raged for many years and Lesotho may
shed some light on these issues. The sheer
volume of its aid will help lay bare the effects of aid concealed and

mitigated in

other countries.

Large Quantity
There

obvious

why Lesotho
large quantity of aid. One of the
most important reasons is undeniably the
vulnerable economic position of Lesotho.
Lesotho is completely surrounded by South
are

reasons

gets such a

Africa, to whom she lost a lot of her fertile
lands in the 1966

independence settlement.

The poor resource base results in a high
reliance on South Africa; South African

goods fill the shops and many young
Sapem February, 1991

visits

or

decisions

when

are

arc

can

required
sow

often

be found

on

delayed until
or

the male

a

male

can com-

An additional

problem of the reliance on
employment income is
its vulnerability to political change.
Recently, this has been evident in the apparent policy of restricting new mine
South African mine

recruitment to workers from the
homelands. As migrants remittances make
up half of the Gross National Product

(GNP), this leaves Lesotho extremely vulnerable to outside developments.
Moreover, Lesotho was ranked 43rd out of
131 countries for the worst under-five

mor-

tality GJnicef, 1990).
The need for Lesotho to

develop has,

therefore, been identified, and there is also
a high potential for
development. It is al¬

cupy a
ment

Project Documents
The country
in

has also shown its

success

developing project documents that

arc

acceptable to the donor community and a
system of reporting to donors is in place.
Finally, the presence of the Structural Adjustment Policy (SAP) brings with it aid-related benefits. In

an

effort to counteract the

effects of the economic reforms
nerable and the poor,

on

the vul-

the World Bank, in

conjunction with the International
27

[
Monetary Fund (IMF), has developed

policy packages.
The
Government’s willingness to try to impose
a programme of structural change is seen as
a positive move by the donor community
various

and also

serves to attract

further aid.

It is often overlooked what

important
to develop-

aid financing opens
ing countries. Aid is essentially another
country’s savings, theoretically supposed
to supplement those of the recipient
country. This is beneficial to Third World
countries as they typically have a low level
of saving, arising from poor standards of
living — most domestic income is used for
consumption. Also of importance are the
lack of appropriate financial institutions to
channel money from savers to borrowers
and the high risk involved in lending.
External aid allows a counuy to make
use of investment opportunities. Typically,
one would expect these to be large-scale investments, where heavy initial outlays are
required. In other cases, investments may
be in areas lacking necessary infrastructure, where there is a high degree of risk
(i.e. infant industries). These investment
opportunities will differ according to the
type of aid received. Non-concessional
loans should be used for projects with a
strong future income stream, in order that
the costs (i.e. interest) do not outweigh the
benefits while concessional loans may be
used for projects where the income stream
is smaller or the expected benefits are
medium- to long-term. One expects that
grant projects and highly concessional
resources

loans will be devoted to invesunent in so-

cial infrastructure with

no

direct financial

example is the World Bank’s
IDA loans, which are paid back over 50
years and carry only a 0,75% charge. In
return.

An

such areas, extensive

benefits do exist, but

difficult to capture in financial terms.
Such tertiary investments arc increasingly

are

necessary to support
of the economy.
seen as

development

The financial benefit can be measured by

of financing that comes from
In the 1990/91 development budget, 84% of projects were externally financed, either by loan or grant.
the proportion

external

sources.

Misconception
However, there is a basic misconception

cally as possible on the countries own objeetives, but more of a gift by a third party,
The gift is welcomed, but like all such offerings, is not astutely scrutinised by the
recipient country. If we look at aid as the
recipient country’s own money, money it
has to decide how to use effectively, we can
begin to see the importance of determining
what effect aid has on the economy and
what value we are getting from the resources it lays at our feet
An important effect of aid is on the
Balance of Payments. Aid can prevent the
least cost alternative from being chosen by
forcing imports to be purchased from particular

areas.

For instance, with bilateral

import of particular overseas
equipment adds costs in terms of transport
and ties the developing country to maintaining equipment from abroad. In
Lesotho’s case, most aid stipulates the purchase of goods outside its nearest industrialised neighbour. South Africa.
Whatever the political rationale, this usually penalises Lesotho by making her pay
more for the goods.
In the short run, this import of foreign
capital represents a deficit on the Balance
grants, the

of Payments current account

With the pos-

sibility of further maintenance commitments

long term. This could lead to an overPayments deficit. The
mitigating factor in all these flows is anticipated to be the development of a
stronger production base, with the potential
for export and import substituting opportunilies. However, most of the aid is channelled into social infrastructure, health and

all Balance of

agricultural
production. In countries like Lesotho, with
few resources apart from its people, the investments attempt to improve the wellbeing and productive capabilities of the
populatioru Though there are returns to be

education and low return

had from these

as

mentioned above, they

lake at least a
generation to work through the system.
Repayment must then be met from other
sources, until there is sufficient developare more

subtle and may

of the

industrial/agricultural base.

If the outflow continues this could have
a

serious effect

on

In Le.sotho’s case,

the country s currency,
these adverse effects on

that donor money

mitigated by its membership of SACCU. The export earnings of the

country’s

whole of the Southern African
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money,

is not the recipient
to be spent as cconomi-

Influence

However, in Lesotho, donors influence
is not limited to the financial
interference is also

the currency are

region

a

sphere. Policy

problem. Donors’

for several
working outside the system altogether, allowing indcpendent operating decisions. These
aims become paramount
reasons. The first way is by

decisions will be consistent with donor

unrelated to
An example
of this are the attempts by donors to push
for the commercial advertising of contraceptives and the preference to build new
hospitals or clinics rather than help maintain existing care facilities.
This operational independence comes
about for grant projects, because there arc
no statutory requirements that projects arc
agreed, signed or administered by a central
ministry. Thus, grants can be organised on
an ad hoc basis, with agreement being solely between a single ministry and the donor.
A donor-funded project officer may also be
appointed, removing even the reigns of
control from the "recipient" minisU'y.
aims and may be completely
those of the recipient country.

Monitoring

and debt service, this flow can be

more

ment

bolster Lesotho’s earnings and protect her
foreign exchange reserves. But in other
countries, external crisis could arise,

There is no monitoring of these "direct"
projects. The ministry itself may see no advantage from reporting on the project and

may even be worried that if it docs not
report this expenditure, it may face spend-

ing restrictions in other areas. If a donor-

project manager has been appointed, s/he often feels that reporting to.
Government is not important because it is
"donor" money. This lack of either physical
or financial monitoring is compounded by
the weakness of the Ministry of Planning,
This financial year it was decided to place
"direct" projects within the development
budget for the first time to improve government control. However, the problems mentioned earlier are likely to lead to subslantial difficulties in the budgeting and
monitoring of these. Donors have many
reasons why they prefer to operate outside
funded

the government system. Often expressed is
the worry that low administrative capacity

physical implcmcnlalion of
project. By carrying out the work themsclves, a donor-financed project coordinator
will hold up

quicken the project cycle. They will
also be able to avoid government rcgulalions in certain areas and so avoid
can
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(

bureaucratic

delays. In addition, by avoiding the official tendering system, they will
be able to directly control which goo^ arc
purchased. It is also recognised that financial monitoring will be improved by the use
of a separate bank account. By operating
outside of the accounting system, donor
monitoring of the financial situation will
not be held up by delays in the production
of the government accounts. It is debatable

implcment the project, or whether it comes in
the form of capital. Indeed it may be essential to the success or failure of a project that

whether donors

the recurrent

arc

also concerned with

corruption within the system and thus
chose to employ their own project staff.
Not

not

arc made beyond the project
the time. Such a long time

at

frame
arc

can create the very reliance donors
afraid of without careful planning. With

such planning, it seems of little importance
in the medium tenn whether the aid comes
in the form of recurrent expenditures to

expenditures

in the
suitable

are met

short term. In either case, a

development path and phasing out period
Short Term

improved

where donors work within the government

operational and accounting system. Looking first at the operational side, the administrativc burden of the planning offices
of the different ministries often leads them
to work as secretariats for the donor,

producing the requisite paper work and
reptorts. The planning function then has
secondary importance and the Ministry’s
planning becomes "donor driven". This can
be compounded where, as in Lesotho, an
effective economic strategy is not compiled
at national level. The 3- and 5-year plans
become little more than "Wish Lists" with
little attention paid to the overall direction
or available government resources to sup-

port donor plans. Two attempts have been
made to

bring together donors and governdevelop a general rural developstrategy consistent with government

ment to
ment

pledges

has to be found.

Improved

The situation is often

no

document

This

problem reveals the short term naplanning, despite lip-service to long-term objectives of development. Far too often, the planned expansion
of a country is not taken into consideration
ture

of donor aid

and we find instead piece-meal policy

planning. The donor transfers its own problems
to the developing world and there is the assumption that the solutions to problems can
be applied universally. For instance, when
the calls for privatisation in the West to .unfetter the government sector' were applied
to the developing world, little concern was
made of the poor competitive environment
backing.
Foreign aid personnel continue to be part
of the Lesotho aid package and vary from
in-line ministry positions, iong-term consultants, project personnel and short-term
consultancies. These have received much
criticism in the past, as a result of the large
salaries that tend to go straight back to the

tal-intensive aid. Little attention is

must

the

fulfil

is that it will create reliance on donors
in tlie medium term. However, this gives a
tures

rather naive view of reliance.
remain in

Many donors

for 10

years, through
various extension of basic projects or
a

counuy

redirection of

project documents, though

nel

developed counuy through recruiunent of
their own personnel. However, a distinction
be made between aid workers who

key role which no local person is as
yet able to fill and those job roles which
could just as effectively be filled by a local
person. The counterpart system may be
questioned since in the first place there may
be no counterpart assigned due to local skill
shortages and the SAP constraints at creating new positions. Secondly, when assigned, very little time is spent by expauiates on ‘on-the-job training’, as they
themselves fight through the bureaucracy
to get the job done. Some schemes have associated training courses for local personnel, ensuring the local person gets the same
training as a so-called expert. Experience in
Lesotho suggest also that local U'aining
workshops have worked well.
a

out-turn

of the above for

spending. In Lesotho’s

case,

this af-

fected the government’s attempt to

implc-

the SAP, by frustrating attempts to
reduce capital as well as recurrent spendment

ing. One of the reasons for failure to reduce
capital is the long-term nature of these
commitments. The other is that

most

of the

capital is aid-financed. The only way the
government met agreed targets was, therefore, to severely cut recurrent spending, to
make up for the deficiencies in conU'olling
the capital budget. The price was high and
was felt in terms of staff shortages and
neglect of equipment maintenance.
The attitude of

some

donors and many

project staff is that the government of
Lesotho need have no interest in externally
financed expenditure. Certainly, it is evident that some donor-funding, systems do
not operate in a user friendly way. Their
complexity leads to difficulty in operating
loans and grants where they run through the
system and in 1989, it was estimated in a
formal meeting of the donors that some S12
million remains unclaimed on existing
projects.
Negative

in small markets with insufficient financial

aims. These have received a cool response
from donors.
The result of the heavy weight of donor
wishes leads to an over-capitalisation, as
donors prefer conspicuous, modem or capi-

given to
high maintenance costs. In this light, the
ensuing criticism by the donor community
for the government’s failing to maintain existing infrastructure seems rather unjustified. Some donors are now beginning to
realise the problems government has at
meeting the recurrent implications of
projects and as a result, some projects from
the outset provide funding for the maintcnance of vehicles and salaried positions.
An often repeated argument for donors’
lack of involvement in recurrent expendi-

What is the

government control? The government finds
it increasingly difficult to cut back or chan-

The general effect on the country thus
be severely negative in terms of
government control and the overall
strategy. This can be particularly serious if
aid leads the country along an ill-defined
can

development path, which has not been systcmatically planned by donor or government. The result in Lesotho is an unplanned
over-capitalisation of projects and difficulty in implementing Structural Adjustment
Policies. There is also a need now for
Le.sotho to develop a complementary in-

digenous productive sector along the social
infrastructure building, to ensure it is able
the loan repayments in the future.
However, it is increasingly argued in local
to meet

independent magazines that aid has
reduced the possibility of indigenous
entrepreneurship by encouraging a reliance
on others. Because of an increasing concern
for this issue, donors are removing such assistance

as

food aid and food-for-work. It

goes without saying that Lesotho would
have many more problems than she is in
now if she was without aid. However, the

above discussions help show she could also
be getting a lot more value of money from
this aid.fl
Deborah Johnston and Anne
are

Overseas

Spencer
Development Institute

Fellows in Lesotho.
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Beginning of the End of

Monarchist Domination?
Joyce Abena
HE

T

question of ancient civilisa‘kingship’ in Africa has

tion and

tended to be

one

which is uncriti-

cally and often romantically touted as
evidence of Africa’s great past. And, of
course, the African past is posed essentially as a male past — kings, warriors,
kingdoms, wars, wealth, glory etc — all
the trappings of the male experience in
history. When women are mentioned,
they are usually ‘queens’, or very outstanding ‘commoners’, who are quickly
married by kings/princes and transformed into queens. Only royalty can
achieve spectacular feats in African history!

Reclaiming the Past
Whilst I agree

that we must reclaim our
past and insist that the rest of the world and
Africa for that matter, know abo.ut our ex-

pcricnces as a people and whilst I am not
completely against a bit of romanticism (I
too have my sheroins in the African past—
Nzinga of Angola, Thandile of the Swazi
and Nonquase of the Xhosa), I am still unconvinced that the only great women in the
African past were queens. Neither am I
about to accept the classist definition of significant contributions to any peoples’ culture and socio-historical experience. Yet it
is this very attitude that has not only made
women ‘invisible’ in the African past and
present, it has also marginalised the reality
of poor people (workers and peasants in
particular) who are still living under repressive regimes. Swaziland is one such case in
Africa. The pre-occupation with the
decadence of the so-called monarchies of

countries like Swaziland and Morocco,
creates a

30

silence about the

daily lived

realities of the bulk of the

people in those

countries, and hides the undemocratic
character of such

regimes.

Culture of Fear
Within Swaziland, there

reigns a culture

of fear. A culture of silence, bred by decades
of

repression, of intimidation, of ideologipolitical manipulation. Swaziland
remains one of only three monarchies in
Africa today and like its ‘brother’ MorocCO, it is beginning to feel the consequences
of keeping its people under virtual imprisonment. When the British occupied that
cal and

little
one

comer

of south-eastern Africa

hundred years or so ago,

create

Following in his father’s footsteps:
Mswati III

some

they set out to

and entrench structures and systems

economically and culturally oppressed. All
one

has to do is turn off the main tarred road

the interests of im-

between Manzini and Mbabane, onto the

perialism for as long as possible. One of the
things they maintained and restructured
was the ‘kingship’ in Swaziland and both

dirt roads which lead to the slums and shan-

which would

serve

Sobhuza II and now his son Mswati III

were

trained
tion.

Ijy the British in the art of dominaMswati spent the last five years, since

the death of his father ia 1982, in aa elite

British school in
be

a

England, learning how to

king.
Paradise?

these towns and
of the most appalling living conditions in the sub-region:
squatter communities without even the
ty towns which surround

one

will

most

come

upon some

basic amenities, where diseases arc

life means very little if anything at all. The rural areas arc no better and
when there is a drought, the peasants suffer
even more from the hunger which plagues
rampant and

them most of their lives.

people in Africa do not know
what is going on in that little so-called
‘peaceful kingdom’. They see the beautiful
green hills and valleys, the gorgeous sunsets, the smiling Swazi women and they
buy the lie that Swaziland is a paradise.
Those who come for a good time, or who
But most

If

one

compares

Swaziland with the
(so-

other two former British colonics

called

protectorates), the inequalities in

society .become even more glaring.
This is not to say that cither Lesotho or
Botswana arc kinder to their people and as
that

Lesotho

do not bother to ask where the other 90%

the articles

on

(besides those who live in

December

1990/January 1991 issue of

of Swazis

are

published in the

militarisation of that

Manzini and N'lbabane), will not have seen

SAPEM show', the

starvation and extreme
degradation of a people who arc socially.

society, regardless of whether the king of

the poverty,

Lesotho still calls himself thus, has inten-
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children in that country,

many

with less than

is

so

a

million

a country

people and which

richly endowed agriculturally and in
of minerals, are

terms

starving to death.

Foreign Capital
Economically, of course, Swaziland has

paradise for foreign capital,
especially British and South African capialways been
lal and

a

lately, multi-national corporations

from Taiwan and Hong Kong have been cn-

joying the benefits of making huge profits
through sanctions busting, using Swaziland
Swaziland

as a cover.

petty

Not only

Swazi

women

perform

a

"traditional" dance

to

suffering and struggles of the

Basotho people.

Botswana has very serious

problems of social, political and economic

inequality, as was clearly shown in the May

counties, with 50 years; Botswana has 56
and Lesotho has

years.

a

life expectancy

of 51

Ironically, Swaziland had a GNPper

capita of US$670, whilst Lesotho had only
according to the World

1990 issue of SAPEM. Yet of the three, the

USS470 in 1985,

Swazi state is the least caring.

Bank Economic Review. 42% of children

one

For example,

of the barometers of how well

a state

is

in Swaziland below the age

of two

arc

executing its responsibilities to the citizen-

stunted and the

is the rate of child and infant mortality.
Swaziland, which has the smallest ptopula-

is malnutrition. In 1983, 51 000 children

ry

were

major cause of infant death

estimated to be underfed in that

Swaziland Na-

tion of the three countries, 0,7 million

country, according to the

people, compared with 1,1 million and 1,6

tional Nutrition Status

million in Botswana and Lesotho respcc-

only assume that this figure has risen, given

tively, has the highest infant mortality rate
per

1 OCX) births. 120 out of every 1 000

children die in Swaziland before

they com-

plcte the first year of life, whilst in Lc.sotho
102 die and in Botswana only 69 children
die in the first year
under-5

of life. If one looks at
mortality rates for the three

the

Survey. One

can

ever-rising inflation (14,0% in 1987)

and the social cuts which have been

ex-

Swaziland, especially when the political

have also turned

a

in Swaziland’. Feeble protests now

by the Minister of Trade about sanetions busting arc simply meant to pull the
wool

the eyes

over

want to sec

(IMF) gave

Swaziland a glowing

Aod

apartheid has been so good for them.
apartheid has been good for them in

more

ways

When

than

one.

looks at the labour scene,.

one

Swaziland has claimed to be
International Labour
on

arc

control- and

use

of

the land to make way

for

tations and the

and Botswana

having 140 and 96

rcspec-

tively.

payments would appear to be good, parLife

ticularly in view of the important number

Expectancy

In terms of life expectancy at

another

employment growth and the balance of

birth,
major indicator of the state’s dis-

charge of its responsibilities, Swaziland has
the lowest life expectancy

Sapem February, 1991

of the three

of investors that have

expressed interest in

opening operations in Swaziland" {New
African, Nov. 1987). Surely there is something fundamentally flawed with
that claims Swaziland is

a report

doing well when

as

peasants have been forcibly removed from

eluded that "Overall, near term prospects

1 (X)0 births, with Lesotho

con-

well

op-

by capital.
is under the
multi-national capital,
as

178 deaths per

and

exploited and

The best land in the country

report

year

observing the

Organisation (ILO)

the rights of workers, but in

countries, once again, Swaziland leads with

for the 1986 fiscal

anxious about the

cause

pressed by the state

typically, the International Monetary

But the fact is that the
arc

possible independence of South Africa be-

reality, workers

Yet

of those who do not

anyway.

rulers of Swaziland

regulations

(SAPs).

and

then

Structural

Fund

in South Africa, but they
blind eye to the re-labell-

ing of goods made in South Africa as ‘ma9e

pcricnccd due to the implementation of

Adjustment Programmes

in more ways than one.

have several companies relocated

situation heats up
sified the

that is the Swazi

bourgeoisie—has benefited from the

sanctions campaign

Culture of fear: young

—

latcd

on a

for

sugar cane

rights of workers

planvio-

arc

daily basis. Trade unionists

are

detained, harassed, fired indiscriminately
and haunted
dare to go on

ing in

a

by the police. Workers who

strike

arc

accused of bchav-

‘unSwazi way’, beaten up and
by the police and

sometimes murdered
army.

Workers do not have the right to
31

strike, which is not unusual in Africa. But

declared stateless,

in

bear ‘white’

Swaziland, to

consider the issue of

even

rights is treasonable,
recent treason

as

evidenced by the

Nations have

trials.

Women in the rural

areas

of Swaziland

When the US and other Western

serves to aggravate

countries insist that neo-colonial regimes

their situation,

Africa

laws and customs which define

women as

subordinates. The entrenchment

as

must

Swaziland and Morocco, there is no party,

of

pre-capitalist legal precepts in order to
preserve male privilege even for the
p)oorest peasant, has meant that the peasant
woman

in

‘democratise’ by

allowing
multi-parties to operate and they conveniently forget that in countries like

through the maintenance of patriarchal
minors,

anything

Farce

the heaviest burden and the monarchy

only

resulted in

not

worthwhile.

Aggravated

carry

simply because they
Appeals to the United

names.

let alone

‘parties’, their pontification about

democracy is clearly shown
that it is. For

in Swaziland bears the full burden

up

for the farce

example, while Herman

Cohen, the Assistant Secretary of State for

of traditionalism. And each year,

African Affairs

monarchy

party state may no longer be accepted in the

renews

the
its ideological

legitimisation through rituals and
ceremonies which

are

supposedly for the

world

Hypocrisy of tradition; the

young

king

in the national dress

benefit of all Swazis.

largely a politiregion. With British

which is

the nationalist

didates

made

lated

that any

sure

even a

elements who articu-

minimal radicalism would be

labelled enemies of the ‘Swazi nation’. In

effect, Swaziland has been
state’ since
1968 and

‘one-party
independence in September

over

a

mechanisms of the state have become

tion, there has been
gency

a

virtual state of emer-

in the country, with arbitrary deten-

tions without trial,

especially of anti-apart-

heid activists and Swazis who have sup-

ported the liberation struggle in South
Africa. In

constituent

place of the constitution and

a

assembly, has been put what is

called the Tinkhundla system, an

electoral

system based on so-called traditional forms
of

decision-making. According to Facts

and

Reports of September 7, 1990, "The
controversial aspect

of the present
system of government and elections is the

most

election of the 80-member electoral
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college

to

support bandit organisations and

public vote but from

can-

whether these

arc

inherently democratic or

not.

Swaziland, which has

any

form of democracy, enjoys favoured

never

practised

with the US in

college, in secret session, nominates and

particular. Yet this
regime continues to violate the most basic

elects members of Parliament

democratic

on

behalf of

the

status

people but without the people having a
direct say in the election." That is

other

democracy

not

a

la Swazi.

Since he succeeded his father in 1986,
Mswati III, has continued the
traditions of his father. For

policies it follows suit US and
imperialist interests in the region, it is

threatened with sanction like other

masters’

ac-

states

young

Mail of 5

basic

must be

issued under the late Sobhuza

{»»ehanged for new ones authorised

"by himself. This is just another way of further controlling the mobility of Swazis.
Getting a passport in Swaziland has become a privilege and the process is bound
with the whole system of corruption and
nepotism which characterises the state and
up

the bureaucracy
bers of

in that country. Large num-

people whose parents and grand-

as

reluctant

to

do the

few months, at least 17

people have been detained and tried

for treason,

May, 1989, Mswati decided that

arc

bidding.

cording to the South African Financial
all passports

which

Over the past

repressive

example,

rights of the Swazi people, but

because the

African

Repressive Traditions

more

suspended the British-inspired constitu-

a

arbiU'arily identified and put up for
voting by chiefs’ committees. The electoral

time, the repressive

vicious. Since 1972, when Sobhuza

composed of members elected by

head count in

military support, Sobhuza was able to crush
before

inherently democratic’, {Africa

repressive regimes in Africa, regardless of
a

opposition in the period
independence and in that way he

saying that ‘The single

News, 2 February, 1990), the US has continned

Swaziland has remained
cal backwater in the

as

was

simply because they demanded

political rights to organise as workers

teachers and

as

monarchy employed

professionals. The
of white racist

a team

prosecutors to try Swazis in their own

counu-y and His Majesty sacked the Minister

of Justice because he

what he told him
trialists
the

were

to

do i.c. to

was not
ensure

doing

that the

found

police and

demonstrators who

guilty. He unleashed
against the
came out in support of
army

the trialists and several students

were

parents were bom and lived in Swaziland,

reported killed when the military stomied

have been disenfranchised

the

by the regime.

university where students

were protest-

Sapem Fehruary, 1991

,

"D

C7-

ing the re-arrest of the former trialists. All
17

or so

former trialists have been detained

participated in the harassment, abduction,

blind eye to

detention and

Swaziland.

murder of

even

numerous

the

of MNR in

presence

again on new trumped-up charges and they

South African freedom

have gone on

past 20 years. As the Independent

hangers-on

Newspaper (British) of 17 April, 1989, put

political tide in South Africa. With Namibia

it:

free and the boers

two

hunger strike. Interestingly,

of the trialists

were

released and

suspecting that the police would re-arrest
them, sought refuge at the US embassy in
Mbabane.

They

were

happened to US
democracy?

concern

for

will

strengthened the tics with

regime. Swaziland

country in the region to

sign

was

the first

‘peace pact’
African regime and it has

with the South

a

collaborated with South Africa in the dcs-

At the crux of the matter is, of course, the

mean

tabilisation of

Mozambique, by turning

form

or

another, the

are aware

of what this

one

rulers of Swaziland

Like his father, Mswati III has maineven

anxious about the turning

having to face up to the
majority rule will have to come to

stem the

tained and

are

South Africa in

its ilk.

the racist

Consequently, the monarchy and its

fact that

African monarchy in a
changing world, Swaziland is firmly
in the pocket of South Africa and permits no nonsense from the ANC and

that

What

the

over

A tracUtional

prompUy informed

they were unwelcome there and after
being deprived of toilet and sleeping
facilities for two days, they were
‘persuaded’ to leave the embassy. Of
course, they were immediately picked up
by the police and put into custody, after
having tried to cross into South Africa.

fighters,

for their future.

They cannot

tide of change and

repression will
only help to speed up the process of change.
Whatever change comes to
will have

a

South Africa, it

significant impact on the situa-

tion in Swaziland. As

a

Siswati proverb

‘what docs not, change forebodes

goes

iir.n

a

South African connection. Swaziland has

—

AAPS

—

Scholars Review National and

Regional

Events
Ngoni Chanakira

T

HE African Association of Politi-

Structural

cal Scientists

as

(AAPS) Zimbabwe

Chapter held its annual forum on
December 17 last year at a local hotel.
Two speakers, SAPES Executive Director, Ibbo Mandaza and

University of

Zimbabwe lecturer Jonathan
reviewed the

Moyo,

regional and local develop-

well

which
wide

Moyo, often outspoken in his presen-

tation, reviewed the local events with
references to the
State of
tween

lifting of the 2.‘>-ycar-old

Emergency, the Unity Accord be-

the

ruling Zimbabwe African Na-

tional Union

(ZANU)PF and the Zim-

babwe African

People’s Union (PFZAPU), the planned introduction of the
Sapem February, 1991

the

and teachers’ strikes

nurses

disrupted various services nation-

during 1990.

teachers’ strikes. Dr
need

dealing Avith

a new

groups,

such

as nurses

area

identified

major

Moyo said that there

devise

to

strategy when

particularly

groups

which he said "represent an

by ZANU(PF)

concern as

as

being of

it affects the social

vices". He said when

ser-

dealing with such

su'ikes, the Government should not adopt
the

approach that (because) "we

elected

telling

without anyone

how to do it". He urged greater

us

cooperation between the strikers and the
overcome

the grievances

smoothly.

Commenting bn the nurses’ and
was a

shall make laws and govern

authority to

Strikes

ments of 1990.

Dr

as

Adjustment Programme (SAP),

were

by the people to make laws,

Dr Moyo

Emergency, thereby widening the
civil

society. He described the

welcome

measure

public to

engage

case

for

move as a

which would enable the

in meaningful debate. He

expressed fear, however, that despite the

lifting of the State of Emergency, there existed arms of the State machinery which
could re-introduce it. He cited the
moth

we

said 1990 saw the long-awaited

scratching of the 25-ycar-old State of

mam-

Ministry of Political Affairs with its

several

deputies and said that it

was

this
33

L

I

am one

who believes that

be better offin

under

we

" I-

would

this country if we were

a

leadership which publicly

commits

itself to democratic values

and admits that these

are

difficult to

attain, but perhaps it would do its
best

to

bothered

attain. But I’m

always

by the fact that for

reasons

which I still don’t understand, our

leadership
hostile

don’t

to

seems to

be inherently

democratic values.
the

want to use

They

language of

democracy. They associate it with
right-wing elements, capitalism, the

Mandaza

American people.

the process

Dr

government for scrapping the

State

of Emergency because

don’t

of creating a de facto one-party

state.

know

Moyo said the ruling ZANU(PF)

hindering the introduction of

Dr

a

legislate for

would be the first step

one-party state". He
tween

such

cited the

merger

ZANU(PF) and PF-ZAPU

be-

as one

Moyo said this

was a

bold

a one-party state

move

by the

implemented smoothly

as

chitect. Senior Minister Bernard Chidzero,
was

rumoured to be

the lucrative post

the
in

considering taking

up

of Secretary General of
we are reading

Angola, Kenya, Mozambique and South

Africa, ^e .said recent
were

events

"The oneparty state in Africa is a malaise," he said.
where the war-like Pretoria

ly considering giving
digenous people

Dr

there had
tural
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never

Pan Africanist

played out

Moyo also expressed concern that
been

a

adjustment issue:

debate on the struc-

—

the relationship be-

Congress (ANC) and the
was

being

interestingly. He said the

important question which now exists
that country is how to build nationalism.

It would not be very

He

current

process."

predicted that after independence.

South Africa would become

a

major

recipient of aid and it would begin to work
more closely with its regional colleagues.
He said that the Frontline States had taken
"back scat" when

that Nelson Mandela will deliver the

most

in

tions in the

the in-

Congress (RAC)

very

whereby brother is killing brother and
implica-

should not underestimate its

regime is final-

power to

—

the main liberation movements, the

African National

packed room.

we

dealing with the
prospects of a free South Africa: "We have
adopted a wait-and-see attitude and hope

Dr Mandaza said in South Africa

in the international press

structural adjustment," he told the

in those

beginning to illustrate the

tween

is true, then there

on

tion

struggles for freedom and human rights

the United Nations. "If what

goes

a

contribution, which dwelt with

demise of the one-party state.

would be
its main ar-

the

spreading in South Africa: "It is a sad situa-

"outdated socialist ideas". He
whether the programme

concern

sporadic outbreaks of violence presently

counu-ies

concern

Dr Mandaza noted with

political order unless, of course, it is
honestly implemented".

government which had tended to cling to

expressed

Violence

not

because this

towards

regional events, Ibbo Mandaza touched

Adjustment Programme (SAP), Dr

they did before Zimbabwe’s independence
demanded certain "guaranteed rights"
before handing over power to a black

—

sive

In his

Turning to the introduction of the Structural

like

"repres-

move.

Architect

—

government.

Moyo said the government must

tional mechanisms which

de facto

you

daza said, if the white government

Legislating

one-party state and had developed "institucreate a

Chidzero

why they did it.

party had managed to remove most
obstacles

...It sometimes be-

difficult to applaud the

comes

ministry which, in the end, would sjjeed up

Architect of the SAP in Zimbabwe:

surprising. Dr Man-

a

goods.," Dr Mandaza said.
The

following are the new office bearers

of the AAPS

(Zimbabwe Chapter): Dr

Lloyd Sachikonyc (Chairman), Dr Ibbo
Mandaza

(ex-officio). Dr Donald

Chimanikirc, Prof Masiphula Sithole, Mr
Andrew

Ganya, Mr Patrick Tigcrc and Mr

Mpandc.n

Sapem February, 1991
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Dynamics of Transition

Special Correspondent
multi-party
political era, there is

S Zambia enters

A

democratic
a

lot of discussion

a

on

the expec-

tations of the various interest groups
within the pressure group which has

agitating for a return to a plural
political system. The first group is composed of people who have held some of
the most senior positions in the political

been

arena

and in the civil service. Members

of this group

fell out of the ruling party

(UNI P) for a num ber of reasons. The earHer

ones

fell off because of ideological

differences, especially in as far as the

adoption of socialism and the introduction of a one-party state were concerned.
Others lost elections and were not ap-

pointed to any other position, while
dropped because of some internal
contradictions within the party itself.
The second group is composed of the
trade union movement. This power block
has behaved as a dc facto opposition party
during the whole era of one-party state
(1973-1990). They have always mainmined that they are not a political party but
that they will support any progressive
political party. Their main grievance seems
to be the deteriorating conditions of the
working and living conditions of their
members. In a country with very strong extended family relationships, this sphere of
influence could be quite extensive. The last
others

k

is the intelligentsia from the civil service, the business sector and the academia

group
f

and indeed the student population. The
main actors in this group were very active
in political agitation during their student

days at the University of Zambia and other
foreign campusses. Though they had been
rather dormant for quite a long time, the
latent political energy is now being
released. Their main concern is the restoration and sustenance of democratic processcs in the country so that they could also

of

pragmatism. Nonetheless, democratic
Not Democratic
principles demand that diversity of
The concern with the Trade Union
opinions and ideological differences, even
Movement is that it docs not seem to be
within a political party, should be expected,
very democratic itself. It demonstrates
recognised and respected.
some traits of perpetuating leadership. The
In general discussions, some reservaother worry relates to its low intellectual
tions are being expressed as to the possible
capacity. In most industries, with the
domination of power by each of the idennotable exception of the civil service, the
tified three groups. It is feared that the
managerial strata is precluded from involformer political leaders might be harbourvement in trade union activities. This tends
ing some personal and political vendettas
against the UNIP leadership. In this case, to limit the movement’s ability in articulating much broader issues. The other serious
their main objective might not be to restore
fear is that the pre-occupation with conr
democracy but rather to score some points
against the UNIP leadership. If this group stituency interests might be at the expense
of corporate enterprise development and
entrenches its political dominance, it might
the other interests of the general public. The
aim to perpetrate its hegemony. Thus, there
might be no qualitative change towards improvement in the salaries and conditions
of the public service, which were effected
democracy.
in the second half of 1990, attests to this
There are also other possible conuadictions between this group—which also hap^oncem.
The position of the intelligentsia seems
pens to be right-wing and comprador hourto be rather precarious. In the one-party era,
gcois in content — and the labour and the
intelligentsia on the other. The former they have not been very much involved in
mainsU'eam political activities. They have
would like to pose as champions of free
tended to remain merely in the research
market forces. Hence they would like to sec
bureaux, public secretariats, academia,
the size of the public service reduced with
parastatals and petty business. They have
the parastatals privatised and themselves
not as yet exerted themselves as a forbeing major beneficiaries. Experience else midable group in political processes. In the
where, especially Thatcherite United
past,
there have been attempts to involve
Kingdom, has shown tliat privatisation of
some people in this group in politics but
state-owned enterprises goes hand-in-hand
they remain very insignificant. The concern
with limiting and weakening of the powers
about the intelligentsia is that if they beof Trade Unions. The intellectual group, on
came dominant, they would place a lot of
the other hand, do not seem to be well-conemphasis on theoretical debates and
vinced about the efficacy of the private secideological perfections without being pragtor just as much as they arc not happy with
performance of the parastatals in
general. Experience in Zambia has shown
that because private enterprises are not accountable to the public, since most of them
arc family-run, there tends to be heavy underhand subsidisation through underground activities of the owners. Thus, it is
feared that overt privati.sation of stateowned enterprises might not be a panacea
the

decisions.

Zambia’s economic and corporate performance. It is suggested that efforts should
be aimed at improving the efficiency of the

Right through these diverse interest
lie some bidden ideological agendas
which arc being covered under the banner

parastatals by exposing them to competition through liberalisation of entry to virtually all economic sectors.

participate in the formulation of political

groups
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to

matic about the macro-economic situation.

Dynamics
It is in

light of this scenario that one can
appreciate the dynamics of the Zambian political process. In the transition
stage, which will certainly go beyond the
first multi-party government, the three
groups, former UNIP leaders, the U'adc
union movement and the intelligentsia, will
all have to play prominent roles to ensure
maintenance of democratic rule as they
su-ugglc to exert group interests.O
start to
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Jose Erduado dos Santos:

Discurso do III
Transcrevemos

seguir

a

na

(ntegra

Congresso do MPLA-PT

o texto

do discurso pronunciado na sessåo de abertura do III Congresso do
e da Republica Popular de Angola, José Eduardo dos Santos:

MPLA.-Partido do Trabalho pelo Presidents do Partido
O

que realizamos o III
Congresso do MPLA-Partido do Trabalho é
momento em

caractcrizado ä escala mundial por trans-

forma^öcs dc transccndente importåncia e
significado historico, que abrem perspectivas positivas para o estabclecimento de
uma nova era de paz, desenvolvimento e
coopera^äo entre pai'ses de diferente orienta^äo poli'lica, idcolögica e cultural.
A decisiva viragem que se operou nas
rela9öes intemacionais e na pröpria configura^äo geo-politica mundial é, em
primeiro lugar, o resultado directo do novo
clima de desnuviamento e dialogo instaurado entre as duas maiores potcncias do
planeta, a URSS e os EUA, que parece
terem finalmenie compreendido a inutilidade da corrida

aos armamcntos e

do

chamado

"equilibrio do terror".
Se esse é o factor dccisivo, importa näo
esquccer dc qualquer modo o papcl desempcnhado pcla ac9äo das mais amplas massas populäres, que tern vindo a ganhar uma
conscicncia cada
interesses

e

vez

direitos

mais ni'tida dos
e

dos

seus

pcrigos

amea^am a propria sobrcvivencia
mundo em que vivemos.

que

do

Uma verdadcira

revolugäo democrätica
domina o mundo de hoje. Essa revolu9äo
ultrapassa em muito os movimentos reformistas nos paises da antes designada "comunidade socialista" e corresponde a uma
aspira9äo comum da toda a humanidade
neste

final do século XX, que

democracia, entendida

como

vé na
poder do

exercido por seus repreunica forma legitima e
justa de organiza9äo da vida social, politica
e econömica dos povos e das na9öes.
A disten9äo das rela9öes intemacionais
levou ao fim da "guerra fria". No entanto,
seria ilusörjo pensar que este facto, sö por
povo para o povo,
sentantes
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eleitos,

a

si, traria dc imediato paz e prosperidade
todos, encerrando-se desse modo a

para

época das confronta9öes e dos conflitos armados que até hoje tem mareado de forma
inclutavel o panorama mundial.
Os avan9os e recuos nesse processo

gencralizado de democratiza9äo å cscala
planetaria säo inevitaveis. Os retrocessos
säo provocados pclas for9as conservadores
constituem, evidentamente, ainda

e

uma

heran9a das tensöes anificialmente fomentadas no passado ou correspondem a contradi9öes rcais, cuja solu9äo foi durante
muito tempo iludida através de politicas e
präticas erradas e repressivas.
Esta situa9äo é agravada pelo facto de,
nos paises como os EUA, certas for9as näo
terem completamente liberto, ainda, de
uma voca9äo iniervencionista herdada do
passado recente, mantendo uma postura
belicista e prolongando artificialmente as
crises e a dcsestabiliza9äo em muitas
regiöes ainda em conflito.
A for9a dos ideias democraticos, no entanto, é Jå uma constante em toda a parte e
eresee

tambem

vimento

a certcza

de que o desenvol-

econömico

capaz de os
implica uma articula9äo permanente das economias

materializar

mais

ägeis dc gestäo e de concorrcncia
pafs.
A legitimidade do poder e a maturidade
econömica dos povos passarn assim a estar,
mas

no

africanos.
Em

interior de cada

limiar do século XXI, cada vcz mais

ligadas ao scu nivel de organiza9äo,
educa9äo, mobilidade social, livre comunica9äo, participa9äo politica e Govemo
democrätico.
SÖ assim serå

possivel enfrentar e
ultrapassar as graves crises politicas e
econömicas que atingem em primeiro lugar

Africa, com efeito, o fragil equilibrio

existentc entre

as

vårias tribos

e

etnias

nos

paises recém-libcrtados do colonialismo,
cujas fronteiras haviam sido artificialmente
definidas pelas antigas poténcias
colonizadoras,

convenceram

muitos dos

dirigentes

que era mais fåcil copiar
modelos alheios de desenvolvimento do
seus

vias pröprias para dar
problemas coneretos que os
povos viviam.
Uns julgaram que poderiam garantir
maior estabilidade politica e econömica se
continuassem a gravitar na örbita do ocidente, optando por essa razäo pclo modclo
capitalista de desenvolvimento. Outros,
mais conscientes dos pcrigos que advinham
dessa dependéncia neo-colonial,
preferiram aereditar que o desenvolvimento näo capitalista e o modelo socialista dc
um estado forte e centralizado poderia ser
que encontrar

solu9äo

um

aos

elemento unificador das divisöes e con-

tradi9öes herdadas.
A

e sustentar

nacionaiscomosmcrcadosmundiaiseforno

paises de menos recursos c menor desenvolvimento, entre os quais se insereve,
naturalmente, a maioria dos paises
os

adop9äo

quase

natural desse modclo

era facilitada pelo facto dos pauses da entäo
chamada "comunidade socialista" terem

sido os principals aliados dos movimentos
de liberta9äo nacional contra o poder

colonial

e tambem pcla coincidcncia, pclo
menos em teoria, dos objectivos que tanto
uns como outros diziam pretender atingir

nofuturo.
Na

pråtica

a falcncia
cenu-alizados

foi

acabou por se vcrificar
dos métodos excessivamente

o que
e

administrativos dc gestäo

econömica e de controlo politico, que conduziram ä cria9äo de uma pesada e incficaz
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mäquina burocrdtica

e

ä passividade das

alguns dos nossos maiorcs problemas,

foi afcctado por uma inesperada

massas.

Näo houve da pane dos novos podcres o
cuidado de conservar aquelas regras dc fun-

cionamento

e estruturas

do aparelho ad-

ministrativo herdado que eram

funcionais.

O dcsmantclamcnto dcstc näo foi bem

receilas

no

redu9äo dc

valor de oitocenlos milhöes de

em consequencia da crise dos
do pctrolco.

dölares/ano,
pre90s

Isso provocou a diminui9äo drastica
acUvidade produtiva, o agravamento

do

programado, tendo sido destruidas muitas
vczes estruturas .scm que fossem criadas altemalivas validas.

desemprego, os atrasos salariais, etc.

dc forma clara
entre o

Estado

a

O rccrudcscimento nestc

foi feita nesses paises

agressäo militär da

dclimita9äo dc frontciras
Partido unico no podcr,

permitir que a
UNITA, seu principal instrumento descstabilizador, estendesse a sua ac9äo

camponesas.

As calamidadcs naturals e as guerras acen-

ainda mais

o caracter

tragico desse

quadro jä dc si täo alarmante.
O nosso Pais näo foge a esm dificil
rcalidade
1985

criminosa

sc

e o

relativo

a

praticamente todas as regiöes

do Pais, veio por outro

Apesar dos vårios programas de rcajusestrutural, muitos desses paises
vivcm hoje abaixo do nivcl da
autosuficicncia alimentar, absorvendo s6 o
servi9o das suas pesadas dividas externas
ccrca de metade das reccitas dc exporta9äo.

optimismo

que em

instalou, imediatemente apxjs a

realiza9äo do II Congresso do Partido,
quanto å evcntualidade da räpida supera9äo

que

territörio nacional para

marcado por uma idcologia
rigida e selectiva, o que
provocou o seu progressivo afastamcnio
das grandcs massas populäres, maioritaria-

tamcnio

periodo da

Africa do Sul,

chegou a ocupar importantes parcclas do

e o

demasiado

tuam

seu

males sociais como as

quase sempre

mentc

e

da
da

servi9o e ouU'os
paraliza9Öcs, o

divida externa

Por outro lado, näo
I

de

•

lado acentuar a

gravidadc da crise que jä entäo sc vivia.
Foi indispcnsavcl adoptarmos uma
politica cconomica de apoio ä guerra e
fazer

a

economia,
seclorcs

defesa da nossa
Icvou å prioriza9äo dos

guerra para a
o que

mais rcntavcis da nossa economia,

diamentes, politica
essa que permitiu dc facto garantir a nos.sa
soberania e integridade territorial e determinou uma nova correla9äo de for9as no
como o

petröleo

e os

regional.
Em consequencia da nova situa9äo
criada, a Africa do Sul viu-se for9ada a
rccuar na sua op9äo militär e a sentar-sc ä
contexto

mesa

das conversa^öes, o que conduziu aos

lorque dc Dezembro dc
Angola, Cuba e a Africa do Sul,
sob media^äo dos EUA, os quais permitiram finalmente a implementa9äo da
resolu^äo 435/78 do Conselho de

acordos dc Nova

1988 entre

Seguran^a das Nagöes Unidas e a independcncia da Namibia.
A nova politica economica, cujas principais linhas de for^a haviam sido
aprovadas pclo II Congresso do Paru'do, c
que aponiavam jd para reformas que so
muito mais larde outros paises de op^äo
socialism viriam a adoptar, pode a.ssim
comc9ar a ser delincada a partir de 1987,
com o programa do SEE.
Tratava-se, fundamentalmcnte, dc
respeitar o caraclcr objcctivo das Icis
economicas no processo dc dircc9äo da
economia nacional, a todos os niveis, su-

perando-se, por urn lado, a falta sistcmalica
de intcrIiga9äo entre os seus principais
örgäos e, por outro, a incficäcia do sislcma

vigor.
aplica9äo do programa do
chegou mesmo a originar na

adminislrativo dc gestäo cm
O atraso

SEF, que

na

primeira metade do corrente ano uma semiparaliza9äo da actividadc governativa,
determinou

a

tomada de medidas dc

para a sua reactiva9äo, que sc
concretizaram de forma explicita no

emcrgcncia

Programa dc Ac9äo do Governo e na

►
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nomeafäo de novos titulares para as pastas

fun^äo do MPLA-Partido do Trabalho

ministeriais do Plano

sociedade angolana e a sua capacidade de
travar as batalhas politicas vindouras com

compatlvel

confian^a

idealizado.

das

Finan9as e de
um novo Governador para o Banco
Nacional de Angola.
Entretanto,

o

e

desmoronar do

muro

de

Berlim enquanto

simbolo maior da "guerra
fria" e o progressivo desmantelamento do
que foi a "comunidade socialista" do Leste
da Europa, vieram a confiimar a justeza das
teses que defendiam a necessidade de
amplas reformas politicas internas, para
adequar o nosso processo de desenvolvimento

ao novo contexto

econömico

em

gestagäo e ä radical altera^äo da conjuntura
intemacional.
Essas reformas, caracterizadas no inicio
ano como de "amplia9äo da

deste

,

nas massas

populäres

na

que

sempre acreditaram no seu programa.
No decorrer deste III Congresso seräo

apreciados

os

projectos de

programa e

de

linhas mestras
e da organiza^äo interna do Partido.
Os aspectos mais relevantes dessas
orienta^öes e a profunda revaloriza^äo do
papel social do Partido poderäo expressarse também no future, eventualmente,
através de urna nova designa^äo. Devo
dizer que contudo que isto näo é um requiestatutos que consagram as

da

nossa

sito

orientafäo politica

indispensåvel.

longa e rica heran9a
histörica. Esta heran9a deverå servir para
impedir que no future se repitam os erros

naturalmente desembocar na op^äo por um
sistema multipartidärio, no qual a

que cometemos.

legitimidade do poder é conferida directapelo eleitorado, nas umas.

mente

frontado

dirigida. Porém, viu-se

com urna

urna

Por isso mesmo, a
renova9äo programåtica do Paitido e a sua
modcmiza9äo näo significam urna rotura
ou a nega9äo do passado.

con-

realidade econömica in-

com o

modelo politico

Na verdade, o nlvel de desenvolvimento
da economia

angolana e das for9as
produtivas correspondentes, agravada nos
ultimos quinze anos pela guerra e pela crise
financeira intemacional, estå longe de
poder constituir a infraestrutura de um sistema politico baseado nos princlpios
ideolögicos da democracia popular e do
socialismo.
A

inadequa9äo do sistema come90u

manifestar-se

na

por
asfixia econömico resul-

do elevado Indice de

tante

dos meios de

democracia", visavam permitir urna mais
ampla, livre e consciente participaväo de
todos os cidadäos na vida da na^äo e foram

Temos

centralmente

colectiviza9äo

produ9äo e dos servi9os

falta de estlmulos materiais
econömico estatal. Em

no

consequcncia,

rede comercial desarticulou-se

sucumbir,
paralizaram e
por

a
as

e na

circuito

e

a
acabou

industria c a agricultura
finan9as do pals calram

crise permanente.
Neste ambiente sombrio, era inevitåvel

numa

Como é evidente, torna-se diffcil

Continuador dos ideais de liberta9äo e de

avan^ar nesse processo, enquanto a UNITA
mantiver a guerra contra o poder instituido,

progresso, que caracterizaram o movimento nacionalista anti-colonial, o MPLA-Par-

fenömenos de
paralelo, como resultado
espontåneo da incapacidade de resposta do

imptedindo a sociedade angolana de evoluir
de forma ordeira e paciTica para estigios

tido do Trabalho é

mercado oficial.

superiores de organiza^äo econömica

luta clandestina

e

de

convivio democrätico.
As con versa^öes de paz em curso, apesar

de terem

permitido jä alguns progressos

vista

urna

o produto histörico de
evolu9äo progressiva que passou pela
-

culminada

com a

heröica

fa9anha do "4 de Fevereiro" - e por diferenetapas de luta guerrilheira e de outras
fcÄTnas organizativas.
Surgido da fusäo de tres partidos
tes

ao

fim das hostilidades, con-

ser

afectadas p>or continuos
manobras dilatörias da

clandestinos formados em 1953, o
Movimento Popular de Liberta9äo de An-

UNITA, demasiado sensivel ås pressöes e
conselhos, tantas vezes desencontrados,
dos seus principals aliados e protectores -

gola, MPLA, constituiu-se em 1956 e afirmou-se como movimento aglutinador de
todas as for9as patriöticas da Na9äo na luta
contra colonialismo portugués e pela dignifica9äo dos angolanos, independentemente da sua condi9äo social, cultural, étnica ou religiösa e das suas ideias

com

tinuam

a

retrocessos e

os sectores

mais

retrögrados do regime
e da administia^äo

racista da Africa do Sul
Bush.

Acreditamos, no entanto, que, com bom
realismo e sentido patriötico, vai ser

senso,

possivel alcan^armos a paz, mas para que
tal objectivo seja alingido serå necessario
fazer urna combina^äo håbil da acgäo
militär, politica e diplomåtica.
Este serå talvez

ultimo congresso do
MPLA-Partido do Trabalho no sistema
o

ou
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o

A crise

polltico-militar dos

1975,
massivo
de nacionaliza9öes e confiscos que levou å
substitui9äo pelo Estado dos milhares de
agentes econömicos privados que haviam
1976

e

1977 favoreceu

o

abandonado

o Pals. No entanto, devemos
reconhecer que a base ideolögica do MPLA

constitulu

o

factor decisivo dessa colec-

tiviza9äo e do método de gestäo que Ihe
correspondeu. Näo havia outra escolha
possivel naquela conjuntura pölltica interna e

intemacional.

O tempo
näo

demonstrou,

no entanto, que

método mais

adequado para
a reconstru9äo econömica do Pals e para a
cdifica9äo do socialismo.
era este o

Insistir neste método agora e numa con-

do MPLA-Partido do

dedicados å

e outros

causa

do

trabalhadores

proletariado e passou

chamar-se MPLA-Partido do Trabalho.
O

objectivo principal do MPLA-Partido
era a constm9äo de um estado
democracia popular, rumo ao social is-

do Trabalho

mo, assente numa

economia socializada

anos

processo

revolucionårios

de

Central reconhece

entre outros

mercado

juntura diferente seria pois

Ao assumir

o Comité
caråcter evolutive da

forma or-

surgimento

um

ganizativa de conteudo politico-ideolögico
profundo e assumiu-se como Partido
de vanguarda da classe operåria. Neste
qualidade, procurou unir numa alian9a
operårios, camponeses, intelectuais

a

multipartidarismo,

urna

mais

politico de partido unico. O Comité Central
cessante pronunciou-se a favor da instituifäo do sistema politico multipartidårio em Angola e estou convencido que
este Congresso vai ratificar esta decisåo.
o

cren9as.
Em 1977 0 MPLAevoluiu

o

remar contra a

maré,

o mesmo que

com os

riscos que dal

adviriam para a economia e para o
a felicidade do Povo.
Por

em

essa

razäo

objectiva,

o

futuro e

II Congresso

Trabalho, realizado
Dezembro de 1985, recomendou a

decentrali7a9äo na gestäo econömica e o
aproveitamento de todas as for9as vivas no
desenvolvimento econömico do Pals, na-

quilo a que chamou a "politica de alian9as".

e
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Talvez näo tivéssemos apreendido imediatamente quäo determinante esta
mcdida do II Congresso era para a evolu?äo
I

polltica-idcolögica do nosso Partido. Ao
assumirmos a dcscentraliza^äo administrativa e a autonomia empresarial na
gestäo econömica e a polltica de alian9as,
tal

definimos, eståvamos

como a

a

dar

o

primeiro

passo na transforma^äo do
MPLA-Partido do Trabalho na forma

qualitativamente nova em que se vai tomar
a partir deste III Congres.so.
Na verdade, ao reconheccrmos a necessidade de ao Estado ser atribuido um papel
econömico que se

limitasse ä defini^äo da
polltica econömica e dos grandes objectivos söcio-econömicos através da

planirica93o, eståvamos a icconhecer a incapacidade do Estado na actua^äo
econömica directa e a atribuir o papel de
motor

do desenvolvimento econömico

aos

A

garantia da harmonia entre

desenvolcolectivo, a preserva9äo dos valöres nacionais e a defesa dos
vimento individual

o

e o

direitos, liberdades e interesses de todos os
cidadäos, constituem os tia90S fundamentais desta

orienta9äo polltica, cuja
realiza9äo passarä pela mobiliza9äo da
solidariedade de todos os angolanos para a
constru9äo da democracia polltica,
econömica, social e cultural e para a luta
contra as injusti9as sociais, a desigualdade
e o

dominio do homem sobre

o

homem.

De acordo com este objectivo e dentro da

disputa partidäria inerente ao sistema
politico em que o mesmo se realizarä, o
Partido respeitarä a vontade popular expressa através de elei9öes e exercerå o
direilo de influir politicamente no Estado e
na

criterios de selec9äo do quadro dirigente do

Partido

Partido,

principios.

a

identifica9äo com os ideais do
competéncia, a voca9äo para o

trabalho de

massas e a

vimento do Pals;
A

eleva9äo do nivel cultural

colaridade de todo

Nesta forma de luta, a garantia de vitöria
da causa de cada partido serä a justeza dos

idoneidade moral,

pois entramos numa era qualitativamente
superior de luta polltica, em que o trabalho
politico do Partido serå determinante na
realiza9äo com éxito das nossas tarefas imediatas, entre os quais se destacam:
A conquista e consolida9äo da paz como
base indispensåvel ä materiaIiza9äo com
éxito do actual processo de abertura e
dcmocratiza9äo da sociedade angolana;
A cria9äo de um clima de coneördia e
harmonia social, que possibilite a liberta9äo da criatividade e energia necessårias
ä reconstru9äo econömica e ao desenvol-

sociedade, transmitindo e defendendo os

seus

a

o

nosso

e

de

Povo

ese

a

privados, cooperatives ou publicos.
Com efeito, a teoria ensina que a urna
determinada estrutura econömica da

principios e da polltica que defendem. Essa
vitöria serå fortemente condicionada pelo

sociedade,

tidårios junto da sociedade.
Como Partido politico que optou pelo
socialismo democråtico, que levou o Pals å

generaliza9äo, sem descurar a vaIoriza9äo
das linguas nacionais, do ensino do portugués como lingua veieular c de comunica9äo, para que as massas populäres
possam participar de forma cada vez mais
activa e consciente na condu9äo do seu
pröprio destino;
O fomento e o refor90 da coopera9äo

independéncia

com

agentes econömicos autönomos, fossem
eles

ou

perestrutura
conceitos

e

base, corresponde urna su-

iniegrada pclo conjunio dos
no^öes politicos, juridicos,

filosöficos, etc.

Assim,

altera^äo da estrutura da
economia angolana recomendada pelo II
Congresso do Partido teve naturalmente o
seu reflexo na superestrutura em vigor na
sociedade e toma imperativa a mudan9a do
nosso sistema politico.
Este processo de transforma9äo de fundo
encontrou

a

obståeulos

ao

nivel da

men-

talidade reinante, acomodada ao häbito de

trabalho dos militantes

levaräo å

e

activistas par-

e conduz as

reformas

que

edifica9äo da democracia multi-

partidåria e da economia mista baseaaa nas
leis de mereado, o MPLA-Partido do
o dever histörico e moral de

Trabalho tem

velar para que seja estabelecido e
respeitado o estado de direito democråtico,
edificado na base do plebiscito e da iniciativa popular, dentro de um sistema
politico aberto e controlåvel pelos

delegar no Estado e no Partido a solu9äo de
todos os nossos problemas econömicos e
sociais e do preconceito relativo a
capacidade e criatividade individuais dos

cidadäos.

cidadäos

consolida9äo da democracia e das institui9öes democråticas näo se traduzam
em sacrificios desnecessårios para o Povo
ou em logros politicos que bencficiem a
demagogia, o oportunismo e a manipuIa9äo

na solu9ao desses problemas e na
produ9äo de riqueza.
Podemos, contudo, orgulhar-nos de termos iniciado as reformas pollticas e
econömicas na sociedade angolana de
modo pröprio e na base das nossas pröprias
constata9öcs, assentes no estudo da nossa
pröpria realidade social, polltica,

Ao repto histörico que nos é lan9ado
deveremos responder com competéncia,
criatividade e audåcia, cuidando para que a

intencional.
Talvez tenhamos de realizar

um

Con-

socialismo democråtico como
objectivo estratégico e a transforma9äo do
caråeter do Partido

avizinha, definindo

e

cultural.

Dentro desta linha de evolu9äo, a ultima
reuniäo extraordinåria do Comité Cenu^
aprovou o

em

Partido das Massas.
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os

povos

do mundo, na base dos

principios universalmente accites,
especial

cm

aqueles que connosco se integram em estruturas econömicas
regionais, como por exemplo a SADCC;
A articula9äo de esfor90s a nivel da
diplomacia e da polltica externa para a
solu9äo paclfica e negociada de todos os
com

conflitos ainda existentes

no

mundo.

Como jå é do conhecimento de todo o
povo, e de acordo com urna resolu9äo
do Comité Central do Partido, em sintese,
nosso

Extraordinårio para definir a
inser9äo do Partido na disputa partidåria e
tra9ar as vias e os métodos da nossa
actua9äo nesse contexto. No entanto,
deverlamos desde jå preparar as condi9öes
para enfrentar a nova realidade que se

econömica

todos

gresso

como

o nosso

de

urna

objectivo imediato é a Edifica9äo
Sociedade Justa, Democråtica, de

Trabalho, Paz, Progresso, Justi9a Social,
Liberdade e Solidariedade. O nosso objectivo estratégico é a constru9äo do Socialismo

Democråtico.

Exorto assim todos os angolanos, sem
qualquer distin9äo de origem, cor, sexo, ou
credo religioso ou politico, a engajarcm-sc
de forma activa,

organizada e responsåvel
profundas transforma9öes que vi.sam
superar a grave crise polltica, econömica e

nas

social

em que nos encontramos e criar um
futuro de paz, bem-estar e prosperidade

paratodos.O

principais
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The

Cooperative Movement in Zimbabwe

Has the state been

supportive enough?

Lloyd Sachikonye discusses the experiences of the cooperative movement
Organisation of Collective Cooperatives in Zimbabwe (OCCZIM)

since independence with Albert Vingwe of the

heavily entrenched capitalist system.
Through the mobilisation of peasants
and those constituting the ‘informal
sector’ into

cooperative projects, the

movement would

simultaneously reduce

unemployment and instil a socialist
orientation amongst the ‘cooperators’. It
was, therefore, fashionable for

‘lip service’ to the
would
provide substantive support for this
politicians to

pay

movement; many had hoped they
socialist-oriented movement.
More than 10 years

later, the Zimbabwe

cooperative movement has not received the
State-backing it sought and deserved.
There have been

no

substantive infusions

of resources such as credit, grant,

skills and

land. Yet it is admitted that the advent of in-

Vingwe

Sachikonye

dependence did create space for the growth
of the movement. But subsequent

N the

I

early 1980s, much of the politi-

lukewarm State support

and bureaucratic

related to

inertia, if not obstruction, have not con-

envisaged
socialist transition. One of the potential
agents of that transition was often cited
as the collective cooperative movement.
The movement was expected to be a
major instrument of laying an alternative production and distribution system
(or socio-economic model) vis-a-vis the

tributed to the realisation of the initial hope

40

cal discourse in Zimbabwe
the modalities of an

cooperatives would be a major instruin a socialist transition process. Some
analysts doubt whether socialism is indeed
still on the agenda of the Zimbabwe
that

ment

identified
contradictory tendon-

Government One doctoral thesis
the existence of two

cies, ‘socialist transformationist’ and
‘modernisation’ in the government’s

cooperative policy. It argued that the latter
tendency was likely to overcome the
simply
unexpected result caused

former and that this was not to be

understood

as an

by the colonial legacy the government had
to inherit and the Lancaster House constitutional consu-aints. "It seems to

derive from

Sapem February, 1991

the essential

qualities of the ZANU-PF
government," the study asserted.
The

cooperative movement has not been

completely abandoned. In fact, it has
steadily expanded on the basis of its largely autonomous efforts and the attractiveness and viability of the cooperative concept to its membership. The struggles for
greater infusions of resources and space by
the movement continue. In spite of for-

ests

membership within these cooperatives
adds up to 100 000 members. This figure
and that of dependants comes to a half million people. In spite of the enormous
obstacles they face, cooperatives have met

deed,

of collective coops.

Leaders should be
spokes-persons instead of assuming that
the coops ‘do not know’ their interests. Insome

of those leaders

were not even

members of coops. It was not surprising the
leaders of the OCCZIM executive in ques-

the basic needs of members: food, health

fion became alienated from the grassroots

and education. This is

membership.
pendence create

babwe

encouraging in the
light of the legacy of negative colonial
structures which suppressed cooperatives
(remember Cold Comfort Farm and
Nyafaru amongst others) and continued

broaden its scope

lack of access to credit and skills.

government. This was shown in its facilitat-

midable structural constraints, the Zim-

cooperative movement continues to
of operations and to sink
deeper roots in Zimbabwean society. I
raised some of these themes, recently (in
January 1991) with Albert Vingwe, the
chairperson of the Organisation of Collective Cooperatives of Zimbabwe (OCeziM).

Sachikonye: When was the Organisaof Collective Cooperatives in Zimbabwe (OCCZIM) founded and could you
spell out its objectives and achievements to
tion

date?

Vingwe: OCCZIM

>

finues to increase. In fact, the individual

founded in September 1983 with an initial membership of
77 cooperatives. The overall objective of
OCCZIM is to represent the interests of collective cooperatives. These cooperatives
are disadvantaged in many ways. OCCZIM
assists in getting new cooperatives properly registered by the Ministry of Community
and Cooperatives Development. It also assists in the identification of their training
and planning needs. We also disseminate
information regularly on the struggles,
problems and achievements of cooperafives. For this purpose, we publish a bimonthly magazine called Vanguard which
contains up-to-date material on developments in the cooperative sector.
was

We should put our

discussion of the
achievements of the cooperative movement in a context. It is important to bear in
mind that collective cooperatives are still
basically marginalised in our economy and
society. We cooperators are ‘poor’ but in an
organised way. Even^so, our membership
has increased substantially in the past eight
years. From 77 member cooperatives in
1983, they jumped to 420 in 1984 and then
onto 650 in 1988. The membership conSapem February, 1991

What is the
tween

nature

of the relationship be-

OCCZIM and individual coopera-

tives?

OCCZIM is the national umbrella

body
which individual coops affiliate. Its role is to bolster
their lobbying capacity and political
weight. In doing so, we seek to solve the
common problems which they experience:
for example, under-capitalisation, market
monopoly by private sector firms and lack
of adequate skills.
of collective coot)eratives to

We have

sought to modify the structures

of the eooperative movement to make them
more efficient. We introduced a threetiered structure of

primary

coop

societies,

district societies and then OCCZIM at the

This structure facilitates communicaproblem-solving) between primary and district societies. There

top.

fion (and therefore

develops closer cooperation between them
on such aspects as the purchase or sharing
of tractor services, warehouse facilities and
bulk

purchase of inputs such as fertilisers

and seed.

To what extent did the advent
space for

of indethe cooperative

movement?
There existed

sympathy

ing of the registration of

on

the part of

new coops.

The

for self-help
projects. However, it must be pointed out
that the existing eooperative law which had

government created space

become outdated remained

on

statute

books until 1990. Even after the amendments, the new

Cooperative Act still conproblems from our point of view. Although cooperatives were involved in the
initial drafting stages of the Aet, most of
their recommendations were ignored in the
tains

final version. First, to restrict individual

cooperatives to one economic sector and to
organise them along apex lines sectorally
will ‘bureaucratise’ the eooperative movement. Second, according to the Act, the
Registrar’s permission will have to be
sought before any cooperative disposes of
its assets. This interferes with the autonomy
of coops. These are some of the problems
which will ensure that the formulations of
coop

by-laws will be

a

contentious affair.

What structural constraints has the

cooperative movement come up against?
There have been limitations in

state

sup-

allegations that within OC-

port for the cooperative movement.

C'ZJM, at least during the tenure of office of

Government bureaucrats lack a progressive

its

first executive committee, there had
developed a "bureaucratic tendency"

ideology and commitment to the

which resulted in the

Ministry of Cooperatives is too high perhaps because the salaries are low. In addifion, most recent graduates who staff the
Ministry have no experience of the condifions in cooperatives. The skills training
programme in the Ministry has, therefore,
had a very limited impact. It took a long
time to agree with the MinisU7 on a standard aecounfing system due to these factors.

There

arose

leadership being cut
off from the grassroots membership. In
other words, the leadership had become
self-serving. However, there was also a
contending "democra'ic tendency" which
ultimately prevailed over the former tendency. Are these valid allegations?
I agree with the substance of this critique
of the "bureaucratic tendency". The role of

OCCZIM should be to represent

ment.

move-

Often, the rate of stalT turnover in the

the inter¬
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Other constraints relate
and credit As far

as

to access to

land

resettlement coopera-

What is the
movement on

position of the cooperative

movements

economic liberalisation

movements?

tive schemes

structural

ment

babwe? How will

were concerned, the governdid not contribute the requisite equip-

ment

where
ces to

(including irrigation equipment
necessary), skills and other resour-

enable them to "take off. In

some

in-

stances, resources were removed from

adjustment

measures

they affect the

There is

doubt in

no

our

view that these

will favour and

strengthen
private firms. These will have favourable
measures

much of the land allocated for resettlement

firms will, therefore, increase to

Access to credit has been

Achilles

an

Peel of

cooperatives. A positive development has been the setting up of a credit
facility by Zimbank to cater specifically for
coops. Other Zimbabwean financial institutions are still dragging their feet on the
question of lending to coops. I must also
sness that non-government organisations
(NGOs), both local and foreign, have
played a key role since independence in
subsidising the coops especially in drought
years.

To

provide a sffonger credit base for
coops, OCeZIM and other apex organisations such

as

the Central Association of

Cooperative Unions (CACU) and the Collective Self-Finance Scheme (CSFS) are
currently discussing the modalities of establishing a Cooperative Bank. The clientele of tlie bank will be mainly the coops
and small business enterprises although it
will also serve as a deposit bank for individual account-holders.
Given that the

majority of coops are
engaged in agricultural operations, what is
your position on the land question?
We in the

cooperative movement feel

that the government has been too lenient
towards large-scale commercial farmers

(who comprise mainly of white-settler
farmers). Much of the land they own is
grossly under-utilised. We, therefore, support the amended Land Act which penalises
land under-utilisation. We wish to be

fully
policy.
Government support for a black agrarian
bourgeois is welcome but we say they, too,
should fully utilise the land they will own.
catered for under the

At the

land

land

^e, we believe that the new

pxrlicy should have catered
than it did.

coops
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same

new

more

for

move-

forex and

lion between

us

technology. Competihighly sophisticated

and

our

disad-

vantage. Take one example of the ex-

pericnce of

in
the outskirts of
Harare). The setting up of supermarkets by
such chains as OK Bazaars recently has led
to price cutting which has adversely affected our coops. Their customers now
prefer to buy from.^ose big chain superour consumer coops

Chitungwiza (a suburb

on

markets.
In

addition, falling wages and the

depreciation of the Zimbabwean dollar
mean that workers have very little to spend
on consumer goods. Finally, the intended
restructuring of the public service might
mean the down-grading of the Ministry of
Coops. There is talk that it may transfer as
a department to the Ministry of Agriculture.
This may mean its shrinking in size in terms
of staff.
It would appear

that there has been

a

shift in state policy towards indigenous
business interests. There
readiness

seems to

be

a

provide more assistance
towards them if the setting up of the
Development Trust of Zimbabwe (DTZ)
and the Indigenous Business Development
Centre (IBDC) is anything to go by. Do you
see this shift in favour of the growth of indigenous capitalist enterprises diverting
emphasis on, and resources from, the
cooperative movement?
to

We would insist that
state resources be

equal amounts of

channelled

movement At the same

time,

to

the coop

we

welcome

competition from indigenous capitalist
enterprises. Our confidence stems from that
we have performed reasonably well. Take
the 1990 Zimbabwe International Trade
Fair:

our

farmer

such

labour and peasant

as

have.close ties with labour and
organisations. For example, OC-

eZIM is an affiliate of the Zimbabwe Con-

access to

So was the initial planning.

We

in Zim-

ment?

government-bought farms paralysing
cooperative operations. Furthermore,
coops was poor.

or

sold goods worth over Z$2
flowing in.
the relationship between the

co<^s

gress of Trade Unions (ZCTU); together we
seek to increase our lobbying power in the

pursuit of material interests of our membership. Our interests converge on many issues. Our agricultural coops are affiliated
to

the National Farmers’ Association of

Zimbabwe

(NFAZ) and the Zimbabwe Na(ZNFU).

tional Farmers’ Union

OCeZIM has collaborated with the
labour movement

on

housing. One of

our

the issue of urban

housing schemes,
housing
project of its kind, is in Bulawayo. Together
with the ZCTU, we had an input into this
successful housing scheme. We hope to encourage workers to pool their resources and
come up with more cooperative housing
projects. We have assisted the Mabvuku
which is the most successful coop

housing cooperative in Harare to organi.se
better and register with the Ministry. The
basis has been laid:

we

look forward to

successful

examples of housing, industrial and consumer cooperatives.
What is the basic philosophy or ideology of the Zimbabwe cooperative movemore

ment?
The movement is against capitalist exploitation of labour. Firms cream off profits
and capitalist farmers lead ostentatious lifestyles. Yet workers complain of low wages,

lack of social benefits and facilities for

oc-

cupational health and safety. Housing,
health and educational facilities

are

generally poor. We struggle for a system in
which such exploitation does not exist and
in which people fully participate in providing labour (and not just money) in running
enterprises. In the cooperative I belong, we
share "a

common

kitchen" where coop

members take meals

together. When the

auditor came, he thought we were wasting
resources. He lost the meaning of the

cooperative philosophy. It will take some
time before the cooperative concept of
"working together" and "living together" is
fully understood and disseminated
throughout the country. But we have made
an encouraging start.0

million. Orders are still
What is

cooperative movement and other social
Sapem February, 1991

FROM THE

Fighting for

a

New "Defence" Policy in the

United States
Ron Daniels

G

EORGE Bush has increased the

while

United States

education.

expeditionary

force in the desert sands of

only USS0,02

There

are

Saudi Arabia to 450 000 troops. What

initially supposed to be a force of
has now grown
to a force nearly as large as the U.S.
deployment in Vietnam. In explaining
this huge increase in U.S. forces in the
Persian Gulf region, Secretary of State

people who

was

100 000-150 000 troops

James Baker reiterated the need to
defend

of life in the United
States. The original cost of the U.S.
deployment was pegged at US$1,2 billion
per month or US$15 billion a year.
our

way

Neither President Bush

Secretary
Baker have floated the figures for these
massive additions to an already costly
and unaffordable force, but estimates
nor

put the war at US$500 000 000 a day.
In the

meantime, entire American cities
like New York, Philadelphia and East St.
Louis, Missouri are on the verge of col-

lapse. David Dinkins, Mayor of New York,
appearing on NBC’s Today Show, reeled
off statistics which go to the source of the
problem. For every US$1,00 New Yorkers
send to Washington, they getUS$0,77 back
in revenues. Federal aid used to account for

19% of New York city’s
critical
out

area

budget And in the

of housing, Mr Dinkins pointed

that for every

government use

US$7,00

was

USS1,00 the federal
to spend on housing,

allocated for defence. Now,

for every

US$1,00 the federal government
housing, US$46,00 goes for the
military budget. In 1988, Jesse Jackson

spends

on

revealed that aid to education

was

reduced

by 20% under the Reagan-Bush administration. Jackson noted that US$0,55
was going to defence/military spending

30 million

allocated to

people in America

illiterate and another 30 million

who

are

was

functionally illiterate.
Some 31 million people, or nearly 13% of
the U.S. population, is officially listed as
poor. But according to Representative Tony
are

Gulf

war are the real enemy. It is clear that
the United States need a new definition of

"defence
What

policy".

need in America is a defence
against human misery and suffering; a
defence against poverty and hunger;
defence against unemployment and underwe

mittee

employment; defence against homelessness, slums and urban and rural blight;
defence against illiteracy and inferior

lion

education and mis-education; defence

Hall, Chairman of the House Select Comon Hunger, there are another 13 milpeople who make up the "hidden poor"
who live in desperate conditions but are not

defined

by current official criteria.
Including the hidden poor, one out of every
five Americans lives in poverty. 37 million
as

poor

people have no health insurance. Three to
six million people are homeless. And millions of people have jobs with incomes so
inadequate that they are joining the ränks
of a rapidly growing category of people
who comprise the "working poor".
Billions of dollars

needed

just to
repair public school facilities in the U.S.
that have fallen into disrepair. The infrastructure of federal highways, bridges,
state, county and municipal roads and
bridges is crumbling. This crumbling infrastructure is responsible for a growing
toll of mishaps and fatal accidents. In addition, America’s aging and neglected infrastructure is becoming a major drag on
are

business, commercial and industrial

development and expansion. The list of ailments which afflict "our way of life" is virtually without end.
All of this raises the question as to whose
way of life is the U.S. expeditionary force
defending in the Persian Gulf. Certainly not
the way of life of the vast number of
Americans who are afflicted by the

against infant mortality; defence against
AIDS and drugs; defence against poison
air, poison water and toxic waste; defence
against racism, sexism, cultural
chauvinism, anti-semitism, homophobia
and all forms of prejudice and discrimination; defence against the rich and super rich
who control the American political
economy and manipulate it (and us) to
protect and enhance their wealth and to
maintain their power and privileges.
Progressives must fight for a new
defence policy which translates into the
development of a socially responsible
economy which fosters and promotes
human development and fulfilment over
property and profit. And a political
economy which promotes and pursues
peace over war. Our real enemies are not in
the Persian Gulf or on some far-flung
foreign shores. Our enemies are the
maladies which plague the U.S. from
within. The U.S. will either find the ap-

propriate "defences" against these enemies
or no amount of military spending or wars
against make-believe enemies from abroad
can prevent the total devastation, demise
and collapse of these United Siaies.O

maladies cited above. For them, the bloated

Ron Danies is

military budget and foreign mis-adventures

the Institute for

like the invasion of Panama and the curent

tion and

currently the President of
Community OrganisaDevelopment in Youngstown,

Ohio.
Sapem February, 1991
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LIBERATION FILE

PAC

Congress Resolutions
cultural

On de Klerk’s Invitation to Talks
THIS

develop the cultural aspects of the

Congress of the P.A.C., after receiv-

ing feed-back from internal and external
as well as having had consultsupporting

ses.

Aware of the

our

•

that there is

sociations;-

principle, tactic or policy
barring us from seeking a democratic
solution to the country’s problems:
the P.A.C. will not negotiate with the de

•

•

condemns those

•

calls

•

unitary state:
regime has failed to create
conducive conditions for negotiations as
demanded by the United Nations and the
international community:

•

Clarence Makwethu

—

President

•

free

the P.A.C. is prepared to pre-negotiate
only the modalities of creating the Constituent Assembly i.e. the date, age of
voters, voters’ role, supervision etc. Any
such talks should take place in a neutral

The crisis that has disturbed the entire

ing the African
taneous

policy

on

the return of land

toiling and

—

Vice-President

racist

minority regime and to ensure the

dispossessed African masses: and
the P.A.C. will inform Mr F. W, de Klerk

tural activities,

of these decisions in

cal, sports, entertainment, arts, etc; perturbed that the

On the Cultural Boycott

Considering the cultural boycott

including academic, musi-

regime and some sections of

the national liberation movement

are

as an

important form of struggle to isolate the

in general and the

particular, is not a spon-

goal-less development. It is a

illegitimate regime’s
pre-mcditated attempts to marginalise the
African’s role in his socio-economic and

early demise of apartheid; convinced that
the cultural boycott must embrace all cul-

writing.

and

thus negatively affect-

masses

direct result of the

Johnson Mlambo

the P.A.C. remains committed to the Pan

and all other resources to the

44

strengthen tics with
organisations
and to participate in all attempts to unify
sports bodies in this country.

education process,

con-

tinning the struggle for liberation on all
fronts, including the armed struggle:

•

instructs the NEC to

On the Education Crisis

venue:

Africanist

urges Azanian cultural and sports organisations to unite and intensify the

African students in

the P.A.C. remains committed to

organisations:

these cultural and sports

only be drawn up by a
democratically elected Constituent Assembly;

•

by non-racial, non-sectarian cul-

boycott; and
•

Azania

•

community to

intensify the cultural

tural and sports

pressed and dispossessed people to

•

the international

supports the principled positions pursued

the P.A.C. has the mandate from the op-

a

on

boycott:

a

demand that the Constitution for

boycott must

engaged in undermining the international cultural boycott:

maintain and

person-one-vote on a common voters
the de Klerk

resolves that the Cultural

continue and be intensified:

regime unless negotiations are
preceded by an election for a Constituent Assembly on the basis of onerole in

as-

no

Klerk

•

important role played by

non-racial and non-sectarian cultural

Party, resolves:•

op-

pressed and the dispossessed Azanian mas-

branches

ations with governments

boycott: cognisant of the need to

engaged in undermining the international

political milieu.
This congress,
•

therefore, resolves that:

the PAC should produce a detailed, well-

thought and clearly defined education
policy that takes into account the
African philosophy of life, which is the
essence

When

of the education of

our

nation.

formulating this policy, the PAC
expertise and contributions

will seek the
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of educationists,

planners;
•

a

and

harbouring, projecting

•

perpetuating the Africanist image
tendencies be started immediately.

Such

forum must coordinate the

a

campaign to free the
Upington 14 and the Sharpeville 6;
a

rally the international community on
the issue of justice; and
to further campaign for the release of
African patriots detained and jailed by
the regime.

•

the authorities; and must inculcate a

of duty and

responsibility in the

This congress,

the

noting that the PAC lacks

are

tional donors, therefore, resolves that every

has been forced down the throats of the

working Africanist donate at least 3,3% of

African and must, therefore, be eradi-

his

cated in its

her

or

Convinced that economic, military and

The PAC demands, as an
measure,

cultural sanctions are

interim

the

that the present illegitimate

of the

meaningful material resources for the
improvement of the education of our
African students; do away with the
matric

calls for the
sive

rates.

The PAC establishes

a

national parents

education committee to address the

•

rent

education crisis,

working hand-in-

hand with the teachers’ forum, the Pan
Africanist Students’
,

other

Organisation and
organisations interested in the
On the

Upington 14

Noting that on May 26, 1989, the apartheld
to

regime’s court sentenced 14 Africans

death

on

the doctrine of "common pur-

pose" after a three-year trial. This followed
a

similar sentence
And further

on

the

Sharpeville 6.

noting that they are the

largest group of people ever to be sentenced
to

death in

apartheid South Africa for an al-
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of the important

fronts;

appoint, by January 31, 1991, a Campaigns Committee whose primary task
will be to decide on and implement
strategies for mass mobilisation on the
political, economic, educational and
other arenas, with particular attention on
campaigns for a Constituent Assembly
and for the unconditional release of

political prisoners and return of exiles.
On Violence

intensify the campaign for
imposition of comprehensive mandatory sanctions.
a

violence

and
to

tance

of a United Front

who have

a

this congress
that

involving all forces

resolves:

United Front of

organisations of
oppressed should be formed, with
the PAC guided by the following principles: that it is only the African masses
who are the vehicle for change and not
the regime; that apartheid cannot be
reformed but must be totally eradicated;
the

a

,

contfadiction with the enemy,

•

after debating the

sweeping the African townships

noting the many factors that contribute

it.
calls

United Front

Realising and convinced of the impor-

•

one

mobilisation, this congress instructs

This congress,

undertakes to

On

education of the African.

noting that

condemns all efforts aimed at undermin-

the

'

Programme of Action

* intensify the struggle for liberation on all

imposition of comprehenmandatory sanctions;

ing sanctions; and

cur-

from

the NEC to:

resolves that

•

•
•

mass

This congress:

existing sanctions in the
economic, military and cultural fields
must remain and be strengthened;

comes

weapons in the struggle for our liberation is

the desired effect.

repeat the classes they

failure

After

apartheid system.

•

forum

organisations that have a conregime; and
that the PAC will not only lead its own
members to the realisation of this goal,
but will also influence other political
tendencies among the oppressed and exploited to achieve the United Front.
On

posed thus far l\ave and continue to have

failed; stop the
teacher-training institutions from condensing the curriculum because the condensed curriculum promotes high
to

•

Further convinced that sanctions im-

drop-out students be taken back

a

tradiction with the

•

supplementary examination and

that the

important weapons in

just struggle to isolate the illegal

minority racist regime and the eradication

regime provide African schools with

initiative for such
other

On Sanctions

African in orientation.

oppressed will consult with
of finding areas of common
interest and common strategics;
that the PAC will also participate if the

monthly salary to the PAC.

entirety and be replaced by a

non-racial, uniform system that is
•

*

the vehicles for change and not interna-

racist, illegitimate, discriminatory and

forum in which all organisa-

the purpose

funds; and that it is the African masses who

existing system of education is

to initiate a

lions of the

On Funds

minds of both the teachers and students;
•

*

to

ac-

sound
parent-teacher-student relationships;
protect teachers against victimisation by

launch

to

•

tivities of teachers; promote

sense

with the armed
struggle as the principal one, must be encouraged.

resolves:

teachers’ forum

and

that all forms of struggle,

leged single murder. Congress, therefore

especially education

African in our country to
oppose and expose all the elements in
our society that promote the violence;
calls on the NEC to engage other political groups in the process of curbing
violence in our townships;
calls on the NEC to hold regular seminars, workshops and peace rallies for all
Africans, whatever their political persuasion, to spread the message of "Peace
among the Africans, war against the
on

every

enemy".D
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SOUTH AFRICA FILE

The

Killings in South Africa

Africa Watch
N

I

report released last month,
Killings in South ^rica — The

a new

The

tims

gas and bullets to disperse township
residents attempting to defend themsel-

Transvaal.

tear

Role

of the Security Forces and the
Response of the State, Africa Watch charges that the police have enhanced the
violence in South Africa by favouring the
Inkatha side of Chief Mangosuthu
Buthelezi in its struggle with the African
National Congress (ANC) and its allies,

also in the Transvaal, the SAP have used

from the Inkatha attacks and have
refused requests by township residents
ves

to

disperse Inkatha attackers.

Africa Watch maintains that an obvious
reason for the authorities’ pm-Inkatha bias
is frequently overlooked. The Inkatha

of violence in Natal and

The report

acknowledges that the ANC

has, for several years, also engaged in
violent attacks on its political opponents
and provides some accounts of ANC
abuses. However, as the aim of the report is
to expose abuses by government forces, we

movement, led

discuss ANC violence only briefly because
the security forces, who are the focus of this

(UDF) and

by Chief Mangosuthu
Buthelezi, holds government power in the

the Council of South African Trade

KwaZulu "homeland" and has, at its direct

report, are not known to intervene on behalf
oftheANC/UDF.

the United Democratic Front

Unions (COSATU). Africa Watch calls
the government of South Africa to

on

restrain its

security forces from fanning

the so-called "black-on-black" violence
that claimed

more

than 3 000 lives in

1990 alone.
The report provides the testimonies of40
South Afiicans from various areas of Natal
and the Transvaal caught up in the conflict.

They describe a wide range of abuses committed by the South African Police (SAP),
the KwaZulu Police (ZP) and the South
African Defence Forces (SADF). The
report includes accounts from black members of the SAP who live in the affected

townships and have been victims of indiscriminate attacks by the ZP. Africa Watch’s
findings, based on these testimonies, inelude the following:
in Natal, the SAP and ZP have repeatedly joined with Inkatha in their attacks on
UDF supporters by fransporting Inkatha
vigilantes in police vehicles, shooting
and killing unarmed residents, burning
and looting homes and using tear gas and
bullets to prevent residents from defending themselves against Inkatha as•

sailants;
•

Natal, the SAP have refused requests
intervention to disarm Inkatha
groups to prevent and halt Inkatha atIn

for police

•

•

•
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tacks;
the ZP have been particularly
incidents of wild shooting and
in the Transvaal

guilty of
killing;

townships, the SAP
have repeatedly transported and accompanied armed Inkatha members and
vigilantes and stood idle during attacks;

disposal, an arm of the South African state,
namely, the KwaZulu police. The ANC,
on the odier hand, was only legalised in
February 1990, following three decades of
underground opposition and severe state
repression.
Members of the government and the
security forces opposed to negotiations
with the black majority of course have an
interest in promoting violence: certainly a
divided African population is less threatening to white domination than a united one.
Black conflict also encourages white conservatives to pressure the government to
halt apartheid reform, justifying a cautious
and limited approach.
The report also criticises the South
African government’s response to the
mounting evidence of security force involvement in the violence. After repeatedly
denying any responsibility for the bloodshed, the government recently promised to
investigate reports of manipulation by a

—

"third force" or a "hidden hand", which is
understood to mean white extremists.
Africa Watch is concerned that the government,

tions

in turning the focus of its investigaon

right-wing elements, will thereby

"^attempt to evade its responsibility to investigate abuses by its own forces.
As the report states:
Until [South African

State President!

de Klerk orders thorough and impartial

investigations of all reported

abuses and conducts

a

wholesale

purge of human rights violators from
the security apparatus, he cannot
claim to have

discharged his responsibility to protect the rights of the vie-

The Transvaal township violence, which
began in late July 1990, and as of the end
of the year had claimed over 1 000 lives is,
according to ANC and Inkatha leaders, "a

replica" of the conflict in Natal. It is
probably not coincidental that it began the
month

same

katha from

the transformation of InKwaZulu-based "cultural

as
a

movement" to a national political party.
While the police and the press have been

quick to attribute the fighting between Inkatha hostel dwellers and non-Inkatha

township residents to rivalry between the
Zulu and Xhosa tribes, Africa Watch
believes that ethnic differences have been

over-emphasised by both the government
and by press reports. At the same time,
Africa Watch recognises that, at other times
and places, conflicts which have been instigated or exacerbated by governments or
political forces for their own purposes have
»evolved into ethnic conflicts that have
taken

on a

life of thefr own. The possibility

long-lasting ethnic conflict will
develop out of the current situation in South
that

a

Africa cannot be ruled out and is

one

of the

disturbing aspects of the violence.
Africa Wa^ch criticises the U.S. government for failing to raise the issue of security
force violations in discussions with South
African officials, especially during the visit

by South African State President Willem de
Klerk to Washington in September 1990,
when the township violence was at a peak.
The silence of the U.S. on this issue, combined with the Bush administration’s high

praise for de Klerk’s reforms, presents an
unfortunately unbalanced view of the
human rights situation in South Africa.O
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FROM OUR SCHOLARS

On "Nationalist

Betrayal"
and 'Imperialist
Conspiracies"
Thandika Mkandawire
by Andre Astrow (1983). The author’s
sense

of outrage at

by the

the loss

no

doubt as to who

was

T

prompted by
a

conference

a

discussion during

gesting

constitutionalism

The other

as a comment

were

oral-

during one of

the sessions. They were a response to cer-

tain historical

interpretations of the
process of decolonisation and the suhsequent behaviour of African political

was

was

plied to

any

against

master and

were

who

striking

the promptness

one was

was

rendered, sugsummary

trial.

that from the way the

described, it could have

abstract revolutionary

that the author had concocted.
Alarm

More

recently, the

same

syndrome is

alarm has been

masters.

For the Left, the

bourgeoisie programmes is a
betrayal of the socialist agenda of these

especially where armed struggle was central to the process of liberation.
movements

The Roots of
In the

there

two streams

and their

agenda

about the impending

cursed with

lowed

by independence and euphoria.

The third and final act
ment of the drama

—

—

is

one

of

betrayal

ments

is replete

either the

move-

with accounts of "betrayal"

cases

Right

or

which may

be dear to

Left To the Right, the

leftist orientation of certain movements is

proximate stimulus for

them down in

my

putting

writing is the current debate

talks in South Africa and the

"disappoinunent" already being expressed on the
non-revolutionary nature of the transition
in Namibia.

Soon after the

independence of Zim-

babwe. Zed Press published a book entitled
Zimbabwe: A Revolution that Lost Its
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Way

as to

render them fatally

right from the beginning
some

or at

least

original sin that ineluc-

tably led to their defeat or betrayal of their
agenda. The "flaw" may have lain in

own

historiography of nationalist

of all kinds of
Stimulus

on

The

the denounce-

and disillusion.

The

South Africa.

from which the

betrayal is drawn. One stream reconsfructs
the history of the nationalist movements

ready

betrayal by the nationalist movement in

"Betrayal"

historiography of decolonisation,

are

three acts: there is first the heroic

phase

adoption by (the

national

flawed

for independence. This is fol-

of liberals, had

nationalist movements) of neo-colonial or

Namibia and there al-

of struggle

move-

squeezed out of their erstwhile colonial

raised with respect to
are murmurs

betrayal of the democratic

ments, with the support

According to the interpretations, the drama almost invariably has
movements.

a

constitution that the nationalist

ap-

nationalist movement judged

some

programme

the

abrupt and

a very

betrayal

embrace that left

things

with which the verdict

on

held in Zimbabwe in 1989 and

ly presented

were

an

was

the traitor. Two

about the book:
HE remarks in this article

underlined

photograph showing Lord

cover

Soames’ and Nkala in
Mkandawire

was

the

"petty bourgeois character" of its
leadership or its all-encompassing class

character.
The second stream portrays
of decolonisation

the

process

succumbing by the
nationalists to "foreign ideologies" alien to

having been virtually
planned by the imperial power. The whole
process of decolonisation, with its aiten-

the nationalist

bettayal of the
developmental aspirations of the

dant

nationalist movement because it abandons

is then

"pragmatism" in favour of "dogmatism".

of liberation

To the liberals, the authoritarian turn of the

outcome was

an

unconscionable

once

cause.

It is

a

popular movements and the drift

towards the “one-man-one-vote election"

as

riots, armed struggle sin some places,

detentions, the states of emergency, deaths,

basically a staged parody or charade

struggles. Consequently, the
contrived

to ensure neo-

colonial domination of the erstwhile

colonies. On both the Left and

Right, the
47

Studéhts

demonstrating in Harare, Zimbabwe

willed

various social groups to the nationalist appeal. The struggles by the colonised people
would merely constitute an "artificial

fulfilment ofthe colonial mantimely shading of the white man’s

negativity" brought in by the imperialists,
This would not only go against the histori-

For the

"Right", which views colonial

of colonial archives is producing some evidence somehow supportive of

rule

this view.

tion shows that decolonisation

opening

up

clearly

reveals the machinations of the colonial
powers to

deradicalise the nationalist

movement or to

make most of its victories

inherently Pyrrhic. The process of
decolonisation and the timing of the granting of independence are construed as being
so

designed as to ensure the assumption of

power by
elements

essentially benign, the documentawys a

and planned

Machinations
For the Left, the documentation

as

the petty bourgeois or comprador
which could only relate to im-

date;

a

for

cal record of surprises (pleasant and un-

seen as

pleasant) that the colonial powers run into

benevolently preparing the orderly transfer

but would also grossly underestimate the

of power to

Black but "responsible hands",

agency

Errors

have been made he.■ and there

and trivialise the enormous personal

but these dc not detract from the fact that

sacrifices by some of the most outstanding

burden when the natives

were mature

self-rule. The colonialists

max

the essential process was

"Artificial

arc

thus

enlighu-;: d.

Negativity"

To sustain the view that

pcrialism in a supine position. The assumption of power by these well-groomed social

planned the decolonisation process and got

groups would also pre-empt the adoption of

impcRialism was so omnisticrU as to
have even designed the various forms of
protest and the different responses of

more

radical solutions.

Africans of the
too

what it wanted, one would have to assume

ture

epoch. This perspective is

deterministic to account for

which

imperialism

of the colonised people themselves

was

a

process

dialectical and conflictual in

na-

and whose outcomes have not been

uniform

across

the continent.
b'lawed

that

The claim that the nationalist movement
was

fatally flawed is in reference to other
SAPE.M February, 1991
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(

agenda (socialism

liberalism) that

or

have been central to its

not

may

agenda.

own

Nationalist agenda never emerges
blown. It
the list

develops

new

issues

over

time adding

ests.

more

on to

social groups are

as new

recruited to the movement
become

full

or as

old

ones

articulate about their inter-

Nationalist movements have managed

this accretion and removal of issues and
items on the agenda on a

"Last in First Out"

Those items that

were

added

on to

the

first last, were the first ones to go or, at least,
be contested. How

long an item remains

the

post-independence national agenda
has depended on the balance of social forces, the combatativc strength of groups that
on

defended the

the communists.

batde of the old man Hougheit-

Boigny against the speculative gnomes of
commodity markets was typical. Suddenly,
this most

capitalist of African leaders and

often the very
was

with

epitome of neo-colonial rule

uttering things that were identified
the Left. The collapse in commodity

prices, the unrestrained intervention of intemational financial institutions in Ivorian
affairs and the calls for "denationalisation"

principle.

to

is often in reference to these items. The
recent futile

were

attacked with

an

anti-imperialist

vehemence that has not been heard from
those quarters

since the fifties.

disappearance from the agenda of
such things as the "Bill of Rights", "equity"
socialism is

or

a

reflection of the

mar-

would benefit or suffer from the removal of

ginalisation of certain social groups and not

the item etc.

a

Most nationalist movements started out
as

groups expressing

cated "natives"

under colonial rule. As
tance to these

they faced resis-

elementary demands, they

sought to put pressure

on

the colonial sys-

by broadening the social base of their

tern

This could only be achieved by

movement.

with the nationalist movements’

post-inde-

pendence posture is due to a reading of both
the

agenda and the structure of the
nationalist movement that was essentially
self-deceptive. It tended to underestimate
the historical

import of national inde-

broadening the agenda to accommodate the
interests of new groups. And so what

pendence and national unity in the eyes of.

started off

to

as a

for the elite

was

quest for the

voting rights

broadened to include first,

"majority rule" and then "one-man-onevote" and in

some cases

land reform and

"socialism", depending on the articulation
of peasantry

in the

and working class grievances

the nationalist

the Left

on

the

—

agenda

national

sovereignty and national unity. To these
be added strong anti-racist positions

(witness the rather impressive stand by
African states

Africa
for

over

a more

uncertain

on

quite consciously and
manipulatively used for mobilisational purgrounds and
poses.
to

—

may

always

were

insistence of

were

On the other hand, the commitment

national

independence

was

quite deep

enormous

personal
leaders

sacrifices made by some nationalist

Impressive Stand
long after independence

—

accounting for the

movement.

Two items tend to remain

leadership. Other additions

the agenda — usually at the

against apartheid South

the

year) and, sometimes, calls
"just" international economic

order. For the nationalist movement, defeat

long imprisonment or detention and in a

large number
ahistorical
sacrifice

to

cases

say:

leaders

a

way

were not

in the West, the

not a

key positions held by

progressive intellectuals in the nationalist

(especially in the dissemina-

movements

tion of information and elaboration of party

documents) and the demonstrated
mobilisational

capacity of Marxist-

practice (e.g. in the form of

Maoism) do declare themselves MarxistLeninist

when

everything spoke
against that self-characterisation.
even

Despondency
lainment of
tons event

independence

And for most nationalists, the attainment of

independence

the goal for which they

was

willing to stake their lives. This fact

were

cannot

be

gain-said by the current mood of

despondency (what the French call

"afropesimism") that has replaced the
euphoria of independence.
The

point here is that if other items that

were once on

back

on

are to

the

that

agenda are to be placed

agenda or if entirely

be added to it, it will be

birth of

new

able to by jx)inting out that

Congress (ANC)

was

Marxist-Leninist movement but

a

new ones

through the

social movements based

on

coalitions. While it may be

polemically useful to harp on the "nationalist
bcuayal" and while, indeed, it may be
new

morally repugnant to

the emergence

succinctly stated the
that other nationalist

the at-

was a momen-

in the lives of the African people.

"Poor fellows, all that

the African National

imperatives of the

split), the
ideological thrust of solidarity movements

only yesterday, it is

merely for independence."

in

compelled by the

Cold War and the Sino-Soviet

dising pursuits of

broad based democratic movement which

Sapem February, 1991

of their arms (the

of death. It is silly and

Mandela has most
matter

including

In the historical scheme of things,

betrayal of its "programme".

The frustration of the liberal and the left

the grievances of edu-

seeking fair treatment

Most other leaders felt
source

defeat of the nationalist movement per se

or a

everyone

Compelled

Leninist

The

right of

see

some

the self-aggran-

of the militants of

more

fruitful to study

of new social groups whose

agenda transcends that of the nationalist
movements.

It is for this

reason

that the

study of social movements, their class content and

stitutes
course

their ideological perspectives, cona

central

point in mapping out the

of evcnts.D
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CONFERENCE REPORT

International

Symposium
of Global Changes

on

I

the Impact

Karim Essack

D

ments

URING the two

mankind should strive for.

ference

crucial lesson that no socialist state could
survive without the direct participation of
the masses. They called upon these and

on

days of conGlobal Changes and its

Impact on the Liberation Moveand Progressive Forces last Decern-

number of current important matters were raised.
her,

a

The

symposium was attended by 150
leading academics as well as intellectuals
who had distinguished themselves in their
fields. The meeting was different from
other such gatherings due to the presence
of many liberation movements from the
National Democratic Front (NDF) and the
Moro National Liberation Movement of

Philippines to

an opposition group in exile
from Honduras. T^ree liberation movements from South Africa, the ANC, PAC
and BCM presented papers. Participants
heard of the new stage of the struggle in
Palestine. The attendance and participation
of the freedom fighters gave the sym-

posium new dimensions for it linked theory
with practice. It was not just a question of
understanding imperialist strategy but how
this was being combatted from Asia,
Africa, the Caribbean and Latin America.
The

meeting was opened by Dr Nuri
Libya. He gave the historical
background to the Green World Institute.
One of its functions was to offer schooling
in politics, economics and liberation to all
irrespective of race, colour, creed, sex and
ideology.
Swidan of

Dr Michael Peristcrakis from the National Peace Bureau based in Geneva set the
tone for tte gathering when he said that the
failure of the existing socialism in Eastern

Europe and Soviet Union was not true
socialism as it neglected the interests of the
masses.

One cardinal issue dealt was the nature
of East European societies — whether they
were

socialist, workers’

states or state

capitalist formations.
Participants stressed that the change of
the system in Eastern Europe did not mean
the collapse of socialism as an ideal system
50

They drew the

•

tion and
forms of
•

others to strive for

genuine socialism and
direct, open democracy. Conference noted
with concern the rapproachment between
the US and USSR and that this posed new
dangers to the peoples of the Third World
as it would intensify neo-colonialism and

would bring

war to

•

a new

after the second Mathaba Conference and
up

against Iraq and the

Arab nation.
Both capitalism as well as neo-liberalism
is in a state of crises and the recent Stock

Exchange haemorrhage and the junk-bond
fiasco in the US and Tokyo is an indication
of its severity. The global crises has also affectedsome liberation movements engaged
in armed struggle to transform themselves
into civil rights movements using nonviolent methods of struggle which is acceptable to imperialism. Speakers rejected
such reformist methods and solutions as
this reflected capitulation and a call was
made for the freedom fighters to hold on to
their guns even while they negotiate.
Conference observed the rise of one
super-power namely the United States.
Weak economically, it has arrogated itself
the role of an international policeman and
is geUing paid for it
Conference participants gave suggestions as to how to meet these challenges

posed by the change in the balance of forces. Among them:
•

Liberation

movements must

reliant and not depend on

against a common enemy,
irrespective of ideology;
To fight new collective internationalism

European peace movements and altemative movements, the 100 million Indians
in America, women’s movements, as
well

the

as

movement

of persecuted

minorities; and

imperialist nations behind which
stood international monopoly capitalism—
states without national bouncLuies. They
acted collectively against Libya in 1986

ganging

national liberation moveunite on a common political

on

of the cartel of rich states, it called for a
wide international solidarity to include

the smaller

cartel of

now are

It called

programme

j^ations and smaller peoples.
Conference observed the rise of

against North-South cooperadialogue as these led to new
slavery;

ments to

further division of the already divided
Africaif continent.
The militarisation of the world capitalist
economy

Warned

be self-

foreign forces;

•

It called

on

the Green World Institute

to

take the initiative of extending the hand
of friendship and solidarity to genuine

socialists in Eastern bloc countries and
to aid them intellectually to find a true

socialist ideology.
It

was not

possible for all participants to

present their papers. It was decided to publish all papers whether presented in summary form or not as soon as possible.
Conference saw the need to revive PanAfricanism by holding of the seventh Pan
African Congress and thus continue the
work left unfinished

by Nasser and

NTcrumah. It called for

a

world alliance of

all anti-colonialist and

anti-imperialist

movements.

Many speakers and participants called
for the formation of

an

International

People’s Front

to promote collective combat and resistance to imperialism. Many

participants

saw

the universal theory as the

ideology of the international revolu-

new

tionary movement.
Participants called for more conferences
to deal with deeper analysis of the current
economic and social processes at work as
well as the struggle of the people.

Conference

was

marked with a wealth of

ideas

evoking lively discussion and participatipn from the floor. It ended on a high
note

of

optimism.n
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ANC’s Draft Bill of Rights
The African National Congress hasproduced a working draft, for consultation, of a Bill ofRights for a future democratic
South

Africa. Following are its salient features.

All South Africans

are

born free and

equal in dignity and rights
No individual

shall receive
privileges or be subjected to discrimination, domination or abuse on the grounds of
race, colour, language, gender, creed,
political or other opinion, birth or other
or

group

status.

All

men

and

women

shall have equal

protection under the law.
Personal

through torture should be admissible.
Any person adversely affected by the
abuse of authority should have access to a
judicial review.
The privacy of the home shall be
respected and no-one should be deprived of
or removed from his or her home. Marriage
on

free consent and

parmers should enjoy equal rights.
There should be the right to privacy,
movement

and conscience.
Political

Elections should be regular,
There should be

making

no

a common

distinction

on

ac-

voters’ roll,

grounds of race,

colour, language, gender or creed. All

people should have rights on an equal basis.
Anyone entitled to vote should be able to
stand for office at any level.
Freedom of

Speech, Assembly and

Rights

South Africa should be

multi-party
democracy and all citizens should have the
right to form and join political parties.
Sapem February, 1991
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There should be freedom of

thought,
speech, expression and opinion. The press
should be free but should respect the right
to reply.
All people should have the right to assemble peacefully, without arms and are
entitled

to

information to enable them to

claim their

rights

as

citizens and

con-

sumers.

Rights of Association, Religion,
Language and Culture
Freedom,of association should be

guaranteed and should include the right to
form and join trade unions, religious, social, cultural and other non-governmental
organisations.
Religion should be separate from the
State. There should be no State religion; all
religions should be tolerated and worship
should be free.
Eleven languages are specified as "the
languages of South Africa". The State
should act to develop these languages, to
promote respect of them and to allow no

language to be used for division or domination.

National

or regional languages may be
"Subject to the availability of
public and private resources", schooling
should be available in the language
preferred by students and their parents.
Artistic and scientific activity should be
free from censorship. Sport, recreation and

defined.

culture should be encouraged on a non-racial basis.

free and fair.

Information

afford it No evidence obtained

should be based

should be

Rights

Every person has the right to life. Capital punishment should be abolished.
There should be a right to dignity; noone should be forced to work, except for
normal civil obligations. No-one should be
tortured, or subject to cruel, degrading or
inhumane treatment or punishment.
Everyone should have access to protection
by law against violence, harassment or
abuse, or the impairment of dignity.
The right to a fair trial includes the abolition of detention without trial and only
those charged criminally may be held. Arrest should be controlled by law. Accused
persons should be presumed innocent until
proven guilty and the State should pay for
competent legal defence if the accused person cannot

All levels of government
countable to the electorate.

Workers’

Rights

Workers ^ould be free to form, join and
control trade unions of their choice. The

right to organise and bargain collectively
around workers rights should be guaranteed.
Trade unions should be free

to

pursue

these

rights; to participate in legal political
activity; to form national federations and to
affiliate to international federations.
Workers should have the

right to peacepicketing and the right to strike under
law "subject to reasonable limitations" so
that the life, health or personal safety of the
community or section of the population is
not endangered.
Employers should provide a safe, clean
and dignified work environment; offer
reasonable pay and holidays; pay equally
for equal work and provide equal access to
employment.
ful

The State should

legislate to compensate
injured at work and provide
benefits for the unemployed and retired
workers

workers.

Gender

Rights

In all areas of public and private

life, men
equal rights, ineluding employment, education and in the
family.
Discrimination on grounds of gender,
single parenthood, legitimacy of birth or
sexual orientation should be illegal.
Positive action should take place to overand

women

come

should have

past discrimination.

The law should

provide remedies for

sexual harassment, abuse and violence.

Educational institutions, the media and
othér social institutions should be under

a

duty to discourage discrimination.
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The Slate should establish

Disabled Persons

sive national health
There should be

no

discrimination

against disabled people and obstacles to
their integration into all areas of life should

achieve the full realisation

of each child’s

right to a name, health,
security, education and equality of treatment.

No child should suffer discrimination
and where children

are

involved, the best

interests of the child should be of

prime

concern.

Children should be

protected from
exploitation and should not be
permitted to do work harmful to their
education, health and moral well-being.
economic

SociaU Educational, Economic and
Welfare
All

people should have the right to basic

social, educational, economic and welfare
rights and the State should act to achieve
these. The State should guarantee, by law,
"a progressively expanding floor of enforceable minimum

rights" especially in terms
of nutrition, shelter, health care, education
and income.
Resources should be diverted from
richer

"a common
floor of rights for the whole country".
The State "may impose appropriate
responsibilities on all social and economic
bodies" to achieve these goals.
to

poorer areas to ensure

Minimum standards of nutrition should
be set to guarantee

Tö "guarantee increasing enjoyment of

right to work", the State should provide
training, remove
barriers "which keep large sections of the
population out of technical, professional
and managerial positions" and promote
public works to reduce unemployment.
To "guarantee the achievement of a mintechnical and vocational

imum income for all", the State should
finance family benefits and old age pen-

freedom from hunger

throughout the country.
In terms of housing, the State should dismantle accommodation associated with

migrant labour, such as single-sex hostels
compounds, and build houses. Energy,
clean water, sewage and waste disposal
should be available to every home. No eviction should take place except by court
and

order, which should take into account the

availability of alternative accommodation.
Primary education should be free and
compulsory, with a school-leaving age of
sixteen. The right of access to pre-schools,
secondary schools, vocational, higher
education, adult literacy training and further education should expand progressively.

Environmental

general revenue. In collaboration with private bodies, the State should
set up national insurance to provide for unemployment benefits, compensation for inJury, superannuation or retirement benefits.
The

Economy, Land and Property

policy should aim to reduce
inequality, promote growth and provide
goods and services for the whole population.

Everyone should have the right to "the
peaceful enjoyment of their possessions"
including the right to own property
anywhere in the country.
"
All natural resources, which

Rights

A

healthy environment is seen as the
right and responsibility of all South
Africans and all humanity. The State should
act to control pollution, minimise damage
to the environment, promote the rational
use of resources and develop and protect
the natural heritage.
The law should provide "appropriate
penalties and reparation" in the case of activities which unreasonably cause or
threaten damage to the environment.
Affirmative Action

sions from

Economic

Rights

acquisition of property in accordance with
the general interests."

all the

the

Apriority of the State should be to apply
resources to

comprehen-

medicine.

I

its

a

service to guaran-

delivery of health care,
hygiene, education and preventative
tee to

be removed.
Children

care

Nothing in the constitution

or

Bill of

Rights should "prevent the enactment of
legislation, or the adoption by any private
or public body of special measures of a
positive kind designed to procure the advancement and the opening up of opportunities, including access to education,
skills, employment and land, and the
general advancement in social, economic
and cultural spheres, of men and women
who, in the past, have been disadvantaged
by discriminatior^'.
Positive Action

"arc not

The State should observe and encourage

owned by any person at the time of coming
into force of this constitution" should

non-racism and non-sexism and should be

belong to the State, which has the right to
regulate the exploitation of natural resour¬

religious or linguistic hostility, and to do
away with all compulsory divisions on the
grounds of race, colour, language or creed.

ces.

The State may lake steps to overcome
"past statutory discrimination in relation to
the enjoyment of property rights", but there

should be
race,

no

forced removal

on

the basis of

colour, language, gender or creed. No

person or legal entity should be deprived
their possessions except on the grounds

of
of

public interest or public utility, including to
achieve the objectives of the constitution.
Compensation should be legal and take
into account the public interest as well as

under a duty to prevent incitement to racial,

The State should redress the consequenof past discrimination and create a

ces

genuine non-racial democracy. The
judiciary, public service, defence, police
and prison services should rapidly achieve
a "non-racial form". Special attention
should be paid to past discrimination
against women.
Legislation to require conduct in accordance with these principles should be
passed.

the interest of those affected. Controversial

compensation should be adjudicated by an
independent tribunal, with an appeal to the
courts.

"The preceding provisions shall not be
interpreted as in any way impeding the
right of the State to adopt such measures as
might be deemed necessary in any
democratic society for the control, use or

Limitations
Limitations of rights should be of
general application, should not negate the
spirit of the right and should specify the
exact

circumstances and extent of the

limitation.
Enforcement
The rights
Bill of

and freedoms contained in the
Rights should be guaranteed by the
S.'VPEM February, 1991
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These

rights and freedom should
apply to all people and all social institu-

Rights, and should establish a Human
Rights Commission to promote its obser-

tions.

vance.

courts.

Parliament should have the respon-

sibility to

ensure respect

for the Bill of

The office of Ombudsman should be

created, to

The Rome Peace

ensure

that all functions and

duties under the constitution are carried out
in a fair way. The ombudsman should be independent and should receive and investigate complaints from members of the

public concerning the abuse of power.D

Agreement between the

4.1The

Mozambican Government and the MNR
We

publish below the main clauses of the partial cease-fire agreement reached by the delegations of the Mozambican
Guebuza and Raul Domingos respectively, at the Santo Egidio Community’s
headquarters in Rome on 1 December last year. AsA.M. Zacarias points out in his article in this issue, this agreement
addresses only the first agenda item agreed on 9 November, namely the presence of Zimbabwean troops in Mozambique.
Government and the MNR, led by Armando

1. The Government of the

Republic of the signing of this agreement. The GovernMozambique will reach agreement with the ment of the Reoublic of Zimbabwe may
Government of the Republic of Zimbabwe ‘ also nominate three representatives to the
on the means for concentrating ZimbabJoint Verification Commission,
wean forces along the zones known as the
3.1. The mediators or their repreBeira Corridor and the Limpopo Corridor,
sentatives will also be members of the Joint
at a maximum distance of three kilometres
Verification Commission, which they will
outside the farthest edges of those corchair. Eight countries, to be agreed between
ridors. This limit can be changed at the
the assenting parties, will also be members.
proposal of the Joint Verification Commis3.2. The Joint Verification Commission
sion, referred to in paragraph 3, according
will be based in Maputo. It will submit
to criteria to guarantee more secure and efregular reports to the negotiating sessions,
ficient verification. The Zimbabwean troop
or at the request of one of the assenting parconcentration in the above-mentioned

cor-

ties.

begin at the latest fifteen days
signing of this agreement and will
be completed before a deadline of twenty
days after the date of beginning the con-

may

ridors will

after the

centration.
1.1. The Government of the Republic of
Mozambique will inform those negotiating
of the maximum number of Zimbabwean

3.3. The Joint Verification Commission
same

establish sub-committees with the
membership, to verify the implemen-

tation of the agreement on the ground.
3.4. The members of the Joint Verification Commission will

enjoy diplomatic
Republic of
Mo7.ambique and the MNR will guarantee
the safety and the free movement of mem-

status.

The Government of the

troops who will remain in the corridors.
1.2. Zimbabwean troops are not allowed

bers of the Commission and its sub-corn-

take part in offensive military operations
while the concentration is taking place.

area

to

2. To facilitate the peace process

in
Mozambique, the MNR will stop all offensive military operations and attacks along
the Beira and Limpopo corridors, within
the areas agreed in paragraph 1.
3. A Joint Verification Commission is established to

supervise the strict implementation of this agreement. It includes three
civilian and military representatives each
nominated by the Government of Mozambique and the MNR, whose names will be
given to the mediators within seven days of
Sapem February, 1991

mittees,

as

as its representives, in any
by this agreement.

well

covered

3.5. The Joint Verification Commission
will work out the
members in due

of the

security

course.

measures for its
The Government

Republic of Mozambique will fur-

nish offices for the Joint Verification Com-

mission,

as

well

as

the necessary supplies

for its work.

3.6. The Joint Verification Commission
sworn in within fifteen days of the
signing of this agreement and will begin
work at once. It will supervise the im¬

will be

plementation of the agreement for a six
month period, renewable if necessary by
agreement between the assenting parties.
3.7. The Joint Verification Commission

will submit the basic
to

the

principles of its work
negotiating session for approval as

soon as

it has been

sworn

in.

3.8. The delegations of the Republic of
Mozambique and the MNR ask the Italian
Government and other member countries

of the Joint Verification Commission to try,
at both the bilateral and multilateral levels,
to secure the necessary funding and technical support for the efficient operation of the
Joint Verification Commission set up by

this agreement.
4. The assenting

parties agree to avoid
activity which might direedy or indirectly violate the spirit or the letter of this
agreement. In case any unusual occurence
of a military nature is noted, which could
prejudice the implementation of this agreement, the mediators may, at the request of
one of the parties, take practical steps to
identify and resolve the problem.
Government of the Republic of
Mozambique and the MNR, believing that
the signing and implementation of this
agreement will make a significant contribution to the strengthening of the climate of
confidence necessary for dialogue, renew
their committment to the further analysis of
the remaining agenda points, aimed at
achieving peace in Mozambique.
5. This agreement comes into lorce on
any

the date of

signing.O
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The World Bank and the Environment
Ngoni Chanakira
N

major shift in policy, the World
now support only projects
which do not damage the environment and which contribute to alleviating

I

35

million-plus have been put at risk
of death due to the environmentdevelopment crisis in ^nca.

a

Bank will

poverty.
In its first annual report on

environmenprotection, the Bank says that during the
past decade, there has been growing
evidence that environmental degradation,
in its many forms, constitutes a threat of increasing significance to economic develq)ment. In addition, says the Bank, the rapid
evolution of the environmental agenda has
led to an increased understanding of the
inter-dependence between economic actal

The Bank admits that it has, at times,
worsened environmental protection in
some countries with projects it helped carry

did

to

The

relationship between the World
other financial institutions) and Africa is sordid and
detrimental to Africa.

Bank (and

The Bank

was

accused of capitalising on

Africa’s crisis.
crisis that is

currently an outof the widespread drought,
political turmoil and incorrect
economic strategies followed by
African governments. Not surprisingly, in the last 10 years, over one
million people have died and another
It is

a

come

54

or

in the

—

institution toward environmental

management

particular, Bank
decided to bring en-

vironmental

concerns more

management. In

has been blamed by
numerous Third World governments,
scholars and journalists who feel that, it has
been the main culprit in causing environ-

ber, 1988):

environmental matters

ly had negative environmental consequences — such as contributing to
the destruction of tropical rain
forests and posing threats to wildlife,
indigenous people and established
human settlements
prompted the

Bar^

international financiers
through the back door of finance”.
As pointed out in an earlier issue of this
magazine (SAPEM, Vol l,No. 12, Septem-

that our response
changing realities
the degree ofeffort devoted

sys-

tematically into the mainstream of its
operations.
The Bank has outlined what it terms "an

agenda for action" for the next three years:
•
Increase the emphasis on environmental
concerns in country economic work
which will include analysing the implicaticHis of environmental degradation
for sustainable economic development
and recommending economic policies to
imjTOve environmental management.
Strengthen research on the underlying
causes of environmental degradation;
the relations between population, poverty and the environment; and the
feasibility of appropriate policy inter•

ventions.
•

closely with borrowers to use the
environmental assessment methodology
Work

Develop a permanent programme to
train operational staff — especially
country

match the

—on

economists and task managers
of their

the environmental aspects

work.
•

Expand staff guidelines on several key
issues; this will include updating environmental guidelines for industry and
preparing guidelines on land and water

•

Continue

to

efforts

develop policies on emerging
topics, such as common

approaches actually used. This, combined with a few well publicised
cases in which Bank projects actual-

inter-dependence between nations is illustrated by the emergence of new
kinds of environmental problems,
such as the deterioration of the ozone
layer, the greenhouse effect, tropical
dfforestation and the trans-boundary movement of hazardous wastes.

of Africa by

not

either in

The economic and physical

mental damage. Some have even accused it
of being "a strategy for the re-colonisation

•

It became apparent

both within and between countries:

The World

•

out:

ti vities and their environmental consequences,

•

systematically in preparing and evaluating projects to be financed by the Bank.
Increase lending for free-standing environmental projects.
Increase lending for population projects.

management
to

be involved in international

environmental
•

global issues.
Improve and increase the flow of environmental information outside the
Bank

by making this an integral part of

the Bank’s

public awareness strategy.

The Bank has identified five priority environmental problems which require spe-

cial attention: destruction of natural

habitats; land degradation; degradation and

depletion of the atmosphere. These five
problems, says the Bank, have been addressed in operations through various
country-focussed environmental action
plans, through coverage of environmental
issues in country eccmomic and sector work
and through actual lending operations, consisting of both free-standing environmental
projects and environmental components of
other projects as well as adjustment lend¬
ing.
"Although much can be done to improve
environmental management in developing
countries," says the Bank, "the policies of
industrial nations are critical to sound environmental management in many areas,

example, the industrial countries are
primarily responsible for some of the major
global impacts, such as carbon dioxide
for

emissions."n
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ARTS AND CULTRE

This is

sculpture I don't know how to move on. Should I carry on or should / destroy it? It is a piece of wood and / make a hole in
and I put another stone and another one. / had afeeling of under water life. There are features offish hones,
featuresjofplants. It is not commercial." (early 1990)
a

the wood and I put a stone

"If I finish

it, there will be nothing to see!"

A chat with Zimbabwean

sculptor Arthur Fata

Hannie Koch
NE

day I

was at

Chapungu Gal-

O

lery to show a friend good Zim-

at the

entrance, many new pieces had

been

babwean

placed. We fell from one surprise to

another. There
other

Sa

sculpture. Immediately

were

queer

animals and

enigmatic forms. But there

:m

February, 1991

were

also charming pieces with lovely use of

iron. It all belonged to a one-day
exhibition of Arthur Fata (1962).

scrap

Two

woiicing on one of the
sculptures. One of them was putting stone
men were

mushrooms in

a

find out if that

mouldy trunk of wood. To
man

could be the maker I

watched more closely. The man moved
around with tension as a hunter in a game
area.

He told

us

he

was

leaving in

a

few

days time for Bulgaria, where he was studying art. Months later, Arthur Fata again
spent his holiday in Zimbabwe. I asked him
about his career as an artist, hoping to un55

derstand

more

of his

lege in England. She referred

mushrooming

Wade in

creativity.
When Fata

was a

around with mud,

"At the

child, he liked to play

clay

or

workshop I felt I could draw, that
anything. The teacher said forget that you can draw, forget that you can
do anything good. You must bear in mind
I could do

wire to mould

things. His grandfather used to say that he
should go into the plane business. He would

that you

"I want to help you to become an en-

say:

But the child’s interest

was

playing with art I wasn’t very happy at the
B.A.T. school. There you look into books

drawn in

another direction; he liked to look for funny

At

have come to learn. You are not an

artist, you are just learning art But I was

gineer."

creatures

Paul

me lo

charge of the B.A.T. art workshop.

and you start

like insects.

looking into other peoples’

work and the teacher tells you to copy

Primary school in Mount Darwin, a

teacher in Grade Two made her class to

the books. You

draw a lion. While everybody was drawing,

when you

are

from

embarrassed sometimes

wonderful. She said he was talented and she

have finished a drawing and you
something exactly like you did in the
library. Some might accuse you of trying to

showed the lion to everyone

copy

she

had

came to

him and said his lion

find

was

in the class. It

"The other problem

encouraging effect on the young
boy. "I was very thrilled. From that time, I
was growing stronger."
an

But at

I couldn’t get

are

with his teachers. He

levels.
A Bird

After

high school, he knew what he

"I had a feeling of doing a cobra and
doing it in three pieces. Maybe I could do
better than that. Maybe I am not putting my
whole feeling in it. But each and every time
I do a thing, in orderfor it to come right I

have

must

a

feeling." (early 1990)

insects,

Tapfuma Gutsa. Gutsa made sculptures in

only

He mentioned another

called Portland, the cement
cut the stones

what

big

one,

and made a

time. They were not good

friends any more.

His father, director of a transport company
and

owner

of

a

butchery, told him to do

"When I made these

prints, I used to

show them to

Some of the figures were

education in art before I could enrol at a col¬

blade. Then with

a

w.ay to say you
material.
and the
not

can’t get anything to use as

Imagine you are closed in a prison

only thing there is leaves. Are you

going to do art?’ I felt sponger and

grandfather’s farm, there

were

heaps and heaps of metal, nails, plenty of
things together.”

When he finished the B.A.T.
won a

prize with

workshop

The
Bulgarian ambassador offered him a place
at a college. The Zimbabwean Government
paid the fees for his study.
(1986), Fata

a torso.

Bulgaria
"I did not have any

terested in visual art.

roller and paint or

printing with rubber
picked up ‘from the bush’. "I drew the picture on the rubber and gouged it out with a

"Why? He said: ‘There are leaves in the
trees, there is sand, there is grass. So it is no

food. And I started to put

living with his father at that

Tapfuma. He encouraged me
to keep on. He told me that I could go to the
British Council. By that time, he had a
scholarship to go to England. The woman
at the British Council in charge of the cultural department said I had to have a formal

Then he started

ink I made a print.

was not

didn’t like it He became more and more in-

bird.

razor

He

print."

factory. They

in blocks and throw away

up a stone, a

one

human. I usually made

something with his A Levels. He wanted
him to go to a technical college. But Fata

a

they can’t use. Fata went there and

picked

some were

place

place,

foolish!’."

about my

who to talk to. In 1978, he came to know

interesting to Fata. I said:
"Where can I get stone? Gutsa said: ‘You
can find any stone anywhere. You can go in
the bush and pick any stone and do any
sketch you like’."

material. When I said this to

stronger and I realised that when I walked

wanted but didn’t know where to start or

stone, very

I was facing was that

Tapfuma, he said: ‘You are not serious, you

high school. Fata had problems

preferred to draw the
teacher or a fellow pupil instead of doing
his work. Yet he went on to pass his ‘A’

that thing.

imagination of Bui-

garia. When I got there, I was not all that
welcome. I

was

hating everything. I felt

that communism

never

allowed these

people to mix with other people. They have
this kind of

segregation, based on other

criteria than race.
can

hate white

They can hate black, they
as long as you are a for-

—

eigner.
"At school, the teachers and students
never

56

expected anything. You just come to
S APEM February, 1991

Icam. The first

day I went into school the

lecturer asked

me

how long I have

been

doing this kind of thing. I said since I was
able to do art. What do you

mean? I said: A

long time ago. He said: I am not expecting
be like a master, but to be a student.

you to

You have to follow all the rules. I

lowing
Fata

my own
was

fol-

style."

told to work in

He didn’t like this

it would not

sure

was

a

classical style.

foreign style, he wasn’t
own way of

destroy his

doing things. As time went on, he got
friends in the class.
"I
and

was

improving. I could ask questions

they would help me, but nobody asked

question and I

me a

them uninvited.
on me.

Then

I could do

a

never

wanted to tell

Maybe they looked down

they started to appreciate me.
sketch, just for play, and they

wanted to take it. Sometimes I felt embar-

rassed, because it

was

rubbish

—

not

refined, not in the right material. But they
said: No, no, it is

‘What

was

the standard of art in Bui-

learn is the technique. Not the way of doing.

identify myself as a Zimbabwean artist or
Shona sculpture. I have to identify myself
first as a sculptor and nothing else,
"I wouldn’t say my art is African or

Somehow, it is true. But for

European,

do your

things like Western people. Why

are

wasting

"When I arrived, socialism was

maybe at

its

peak. They were doing socialist realism.
When I walked through the streets I never

anything. I felt it heavy and threaten-

ing. It did not show any movement. Huge
things holding a gun or people fighting. I

expecting something interesting
animals, natural things.
was

"Once you

did something better

or

westernised. However, there is a
‘What did you

art

a

dif-

change."

western

society,

you

it is art, but

you

live in

tend to adopt

a

"I

me,

American art. Some people say you

mustn’t

piece in

good piece anywhere. You

am not

against finishing

polishing.
appreciate polishing up.

finish this piece? 1 said: Why .should I
finish it, I did it! He said: But you didn’t

nothing to sec!"

‘Do you

influence

your

style

what kind of

"Yah, I like iL It sometimes gives another
effect. It makes something that

mythology.

Maybe if we continue working in this field,

maybe we can come up with something that
purely Shona and purely African type of

art. But

I don’t feel it is very

is heavy

looklighterorsomeihingthatislighicrlook
am working with plaster I

heavy. When I
hate the

lightness ofplaster so I try to make

heavy by using wire and steel. Plastcr is

fragile. I prefer metal, because metal is

you can
in any

draw it in

other shape

a

wire,

you

you can

important to

draw it

like. It corrodes, it

rusts. Sometimes I don’t like

influence would that be?

is

your

brittle, you can polish it. And it is adaptable,

on

"I feel there is influence:

like mixing media in

work?’

too

Wire and Steel
an

is just art. If I would try

ing and I would be pushing myself."

finish it. Well, I said, if I finish it there will
be

my art

to make it look African, I would be copy-

or

you

■

African, this is European or this is

I feel that

My teacher said tomeonetime: Why don’t

or ap-

maybe you can tell this is
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a

on

maybe have to

from your Zimbabwean roots,

lost?’

originality. When

you

should be international. A good

maybe I have also lost

preciate. I feel it shouldn’t be different, because

here? All

"If there is

"The

time here? Why

gain by visiting other places, but if you are
not very clever you lose something.

lot."
‘What have you

your

But I don’t usually

learn? Was it worth

lot and

you

India could be

going?’
"I learnt

are

—

ferent, they would say you were becoming

a

you

earth

garia?’

liked

I think it is one of myfavourite pieces.
hope to further it, to do it again and again hut differently. I mean, at Chapungu it is like
I could do it the rest of my life. It matters how you do it." (1989)

alright, why do you want

push it further?"

to

"I love horses. I wanted to do them in fragments.

I

things that

could be forever and forever. I like it when
I

sec

it

dying down slowly.

"I like volume. When you
stone

I like

to move

have

a

big

into the stone and

form out of the stone.

bring
Working from inside
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out

is very

interesting

as

well. I have been

woricing with stone for many
I

years.

of consultation.

I think

getting too used to stone, that I need
change. It is time I should apply some

teach in a

different material into stone, but still keep-

be able to

am

to

ing stone

as

the centre of my work. The

other material I have

ceramic

because

"I think when

in her

you

from

leave the

you can

to

Bui-

impor-

proportions and to learn colour and then igit after school and start creating. It is
important to know how to draw, because

the

do, be it abstract

sketching whatever
you

need to handle

pencil."

Although Fata emphasises the need for
formal

training in art, he would rather learn

Literatura
Aldino

alvores da In-

aos

dependéncia Nacional a polémica
sobre

a

questäo da Nacionalidade

variegadas e multifacetadas a Republica
de Mozambique tern buscado através de
um programa de Unidade Nacional, facaglutinadores

que tornem as suas

manifestagöes culturais unicas
especlficas. Numa altura

Constituigäo define jå
sobre

a

cidadania

e

a

e

em que a nova

os

parämetros

nacionalidade

achamos oportuno trazer a estas
o

paginas

problema da Nacionalidade Literåria

que
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"I started doing

thefish though I though
in
doing this fish. That maybe if I do it in
bronze, which is quite heavy material,
maybe it would look better." (1989)
it loo commercial. But I had the feeling

under

a

master.

It allows the artist

never

big thing, they don’t notice it. Then I start
thinking, why do they never talk about it
and I realise that for them it is
sec

it but

they can’t. At

nothing. 1 can

some stage

I

was

embarrassed and started hiding these
pieces. But it is maybe sclfishncss.'O
very

to

proceed on his own, while he has the choice

Moyambicanidade

Literåria. Mosaico de povos, de culturas

tores

people

Muianga

emonta

R

e

something I can tell
when some
look at it. Even when it is a

whether it is strong or not

know how to draw and to learn

nore

you

thing. If not, the artist ends
being polished.

"When I make

Beginning artists should

some

help that thing. It will
further this inborn feeling

do their own

up

with school. I think it is very

need to do

person to

people arc
pushed too much. They should be left free

garia. Is foreign study necessary?

you

prevented

talent.' But I hate it when

or

Gutsa went to England; you study in

tant to

be

not

coming out because they have gone to

help a

Art Education

start

somebody has something

his blood it will

or

school. School will

polish the

bronze."

"It is necessary.

training and

help each other.

\

just started using

unpolished and

foreign art schools could

workshop. ‘In that way we would

benefit from those with such

bronze. In combination with ceramics it is
very strong,

Experienced artists and

those educated on

polarizou

grupos

de opiniäo

e que,

quanto a nös, esta ainda longe de ter atin-

1975

gido

produzida ncstc espago manteve

0 seu

final.

No presente

trabalho procuramos recor-

dar

um

territörio colonizado. A literatura

limites

circunscritos

ä

os scus

rclagäo

opiniöes de alguns autorcs a U'tulo comparativo. Numa segunda e final abordagem

colonizadorZ-colonizado, relagäo que sc

sumarizaremos

sociedade

emitiremos

aquelcs pontos de vista

as nossas

pröprias

que,

e

obvia-

mente, mais näo seräo do que

mais

achega ao tao momentoso
problema.

candente

e

uma

Mogambicanidade e Luta Armada
Para Fatima de

Mendonga, professora de

Literatura Mocambicana

Eduardo Mondlanc

na

Universidadc

"Mogambique foi, até

manifestava
e

em

da

todos

sua

facto que determina a
esse

factor que

para que sc

mos,

ni'vcis da

É

esse

hetcrogeneidade. E

decisivamente conlribui

definam

da literatura

os

organizagäo.

os

eixos fundamentals

mogambicana

de tendencias

ou, se

ou correntes.

quiscr-

É

esse

facto que torna o caso

mogambicano

original relativamcntc näo

a outras

litcraturas nascidas da mesma

jovens

situagäo par-
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ticular que
mas e

foi

colonialismo portugués,
as literaturas formadas

o

apenas

através de

longo processo de gesta^äo.

um

lados

no

nossa

cultura

da

e

literatura escrita

sideramos detcrminante para urna

raizes? A

aproxima^äo

ao

bicanidade

Literatura: é

de

em

conceilo de mogam-

Liberta^äo Nacional

Movimento

o

forjador,

o

por

nossa

literatura. Fomos

cortados! E quando' avan^amos para a

Destacaremos agora o elemento que con-

efectiva

do desenvolvimento da

processo

nossa

raizes

nossas

Historia,

quais

cultura

vem

com o

de

eram as nossas

vem

longe,
nossa

exceléncia, do conceito de mo^am-

come^ou com a ocupagäo

bicanidade porque é através dele que a

tinuou

problcmatizar
forma

a

os irafos que

literatura

urna

poderäo dar
caräctcr

com

nacional, difcrenciada das outras que se

partir do

estruturam a

mesmo,

material

linguistico, é näo ter ainda entendido o
caräcter complexo, contraditörio e
dramåtico da forma^äo das novas nagöes
africanas

bicana. E
mente

da nagäo mogam-

e neste caso

nos

escritores que

reflectem

mais forte-

concepgäo do mundo

a

produzida pelo universo ideolögico determinado

pela oposiacäo colonizado/

coloniz^dor que este

conceito

de forma mais marcada ou,
se

dilui

ou se ausenta.

näo foi dificil

escritores

no

como

se

manifesta

pelo contrårio,

(...) Por essa razäo,

passado, identificar

Noémia de Sousa, José

Craveirinha, Kalungano como autorcs perdessa

defini^äo
bora

a

nos

literatura estruturada jä em

obra

sua

surgido

num

colonial. E

con-

depois da ocupa9äo."

literatura nacional responde neccssaria-

lingua

e a

condi^öes minimas:

do imaginärio. Näo
que

as

a

da

se

pode

literaturas

säo

endogämicas. E talvez sejam até
etnocéntricas. Reproduzem-se nos redutos

ecolögicos e sociolögicos que conseguiram
criar. E.

exprimem-se

na

lingua

que

elaboraram, gra9as å qual podem ser reconhecidas. Tal

de resto

acontece

com

qualquer forma de cria9äo. Jacques Derrida
confirma

urna

mar

que näo

mas

apenas

das minhas

intui9öcs, ao afir-

hä fdosofias U'ansnacionais,

fdosofias nacionais. Basla de

resto, pensar na dificuldade de traduzir, seja
a

filosofia, seja a literatura, para nos dannos

conta

do Movimento
Liberta^äo Nacional, ela capta-lhc as
possibilidadcs, anuncia-o, profctiza-o, däde

Ihe corpo no espa^o de um

imaginärio que
condi^öcs objectivas viriam a tornar real.
As Nossas Raizes Vem de

Longe

O escritor Marcelino dos Santos afirmou

Confercncia Constitutiva da AEMO

dade, quando näo

Nestas

que se tem

bicanos

e

contrariamentc

afirmado, näo säo

os autorcs

ao

a

sendo

säo, social izados

nos

grupos

fundo sobre

cultura, sobre a literatura em

onde

sobre

social, impöc as regras que impedem a con-

e

as

consequcncias do

colonialismo no nosso pais. Nös
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fomos cor-

se, neste caso,
a

de

pclos
um

curopeus. Trata"gueto" invertido,

minorita étnica, que é urna

stitui9äo de

urna

maioria

sociedade equånime.

o

do colonizado.

recorrer

å

Quando se com-

li9äo de Frantz Fanon

para mostrar que cssa
ser

coincidcncia sö pode

obtida ä custa da

aliena9äo do

colonizado?"
As

opiniöes de A. Margarido äcerca da
mo9ambicanidade literäria suscitaramviva
controvérsia

e

vozes

proclamar protestos

Aquele
de

mesmo autor

comportamentos"

levantarama-se

a

e a expor razöes.

propös
ou

urna "grelha
"situa9öes" para

caracterizar a produ9äo literäria respeitante
a
•

Mo9ambiquc. Assim:
primeiro lugar os
instalados temporariamente em Mo9ambique, näo se referem
nem ao territörio, nem ås suas
popula9öes. Podem considerarse como
exemplos desta desenvoltura literäria,
seja Luis de Camöes, seja Diogo do
encontramos em

escritores que,

Couto.
•

escritores
do

a

näo-mo9ambicanos eserevenrespeito dos mo9ambicanos, recor-

rendo continuamente aos argumentos ou

ås formulas que
sua

•

permitem demonstrar a

pretensa inferioridade racial ou

civilizacional

näo-africanos näo podem entender

como

todavia,

imaginärio do colonizado näo pode coin-

necessärio

pocsia portugucsa. Os
mo9ambicano,

e

solidariedade, näo pode aceitar-se

preenderä esta coisa simples? Scrä ainda

näo-africanos nascidos

rcalidadc total do pais

e

solidariedade? Nem isso

cidir com

mo9am-

(Associa^äo dos Escritores Mo^amque "Pusemos aqui problemas de

bicanos)

particular,

O

Mo9ambiquc, e ainda o säo mcnos
aquclcs que chegaram adultos a Mo9ambiautorcs

a

qualquer forma de reivindica9äo deste tipo.

em

que para escrevcr

nostalgia do passado traduz

nostalgia da
exige hoje e sempre contas
mo9ambicanos, em nome de qué? De

domina9äo,

a

condi9öcs,

"excessos" dos mo9am-

de maneira caricatural

da auscncia de sinonimia. A dificul-

restritos formados

a

oficiais. Esta

sem essa

Alfredo Margarido opina que "... a

esquecer

amargos contra os

bicanos, que os afastariam das literaturas

urna

Mocambicano?

mente a duas

ouvir, certas afirma9öes de autores exmo9ambicanos, protestando em termos
ou

aos

Quem é Afinal o Escritor

perfodo

anterior å ac9äo organizada

na

cultura näo

poden elcs afirmar-se

mo9ambicanos? (...) É por isso penoso ver,

impossibilidade da
tradu9äo, confirmam largamente a
mo^ambicanidade cuja ‘
condi9äo particular da autonomia das
preocupa agora. Tendo emcscritas nacionais.

tencentes a urna
torno

longe! As

vem com a

Povo. Muito antes da

ocupa^äo colonial. A

pröpria na^äo se come^a a construir.
Pretender isolä-lo, ignorä-lo quando se
tenta caracterizar, ou pelo menos

de

Neste caso, como

escritores

como

do Matos

ou

e que pode abarcar
Brito Camacho, Eduar-

Rodrigues Junior.
näo-mo9ambicanos interrogando-se a respeito da maneira como
podem tomar-se auténticos escritores
mo9ambicanos, como pode ser o caso de
Fonseca Amaral ou de Rui Knopfli. O
escritores

mundo de
urna

um e

de

acultura9äo

outro

para

deve passar por

poder tomar-se
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realmente

".

perder a

escritas

mogambicano, sem todavia
assonåncia europeia.
escritores näo-mogambicanos aderindo,
durante um pen'odo mais ou menos
longo da sua vida, aos valöres mo^ambicanos, sem por isso perderem o cordäo

•

sua

umbilical que os alimenta culturalmente
reconduz inelutavetmente å sua cul-

e os

tura de

origem,

como

foi

de

o caso

Antönio Quadros.

escritores

•

educados

"mo^ambicanos" que,
parämetros portugueses,
ås estéticas europeias, como

nos

väo aderir

volta enferma de

uma

série

de

cqui'vocos que naturalmente näo podem
o scu pröprio desenvolvimento.
E, quando chega a hora de defmir quem é
quem, é a velha escola historicista que ressurge, mas desta vez com a questäo
ideolögica servindo de suporte e de factor
de legilima^äo.
favorecer

No

caso

de

Mozambique criou-se

deixou-se desenvolver

um

e

equivoco que

do processo

da literatura do pais.

.

.

.

mas

sobretudo dc-Noémia

de Sousa.

escritores

mo^ambicanos que passaram
da denuncia, da incita^äo ä revolta, å
poesia de combate, como aconteceu nos
casos de José Craveirinha c dc Sérgio
Vieira.

escritores

mo^ambicanos que, for^ados

exflio, acabaram por se calar, como
foi e continua a ser o caso de Gualter

ao

Spares.
•

sua

numa

Noronha

•

reflexäo ä

das literaturas africanas

Portugues verificamos que a

Macedo, etc.

Héldcr

mo^ambicanos colocados
siluagäo intermédia, do ponto de
vista histörico, e procurando assumir a
conscicncia da aliena^äo, sem por isso
conseguirem assumir as vestes da revolta, como foi o caso de Ruy de Noronha.
escritores mo^ambicanos que passaram
do inventario da domina^äo å denuncia,
passando para a revolta, como é jä o caso
dc uma frac9äo da poesia dc Ruy de

•

em

escritores

de Alberto Lacerda, Salette

o caso

Tavares Men'cia de Lemos,

•

no caso

.

gerado ciclicas polémicas. Tal
baseia-se na facto de se accitar
como inseparäveis os pereursos histöricos

é

•

.

e

equivoco

politico e do desenvolvimento
Assim, a literatura
mozambicana teria etapas organicamente
artieuladas com a evoluzäo politica da
historia contemporånea de Mozambique,
podendo ser coincidentemente classifieada
como tendo u-ilhado as mesmas etapas, tais
consciencializazäo, revolta, luta e
perspectiva, sö
pode ser considerado autor mozambicano,
quem dc uma forma ou de outra esteve
ligado ao processo da luta de Libcrtazäo. E
daqui surge um equivoco: o das excepcöcs
conjuturais que foram sendo introduzidas e
que, naturalmente, geram polémica. Como
igualmente gera polémica e reivindicazäo
da exelusividade do patrimönio cultural de
como:

com o caso

dos escritores

ex-

estä-lo, mesmo
apos a indepcndéncia, e que continuam
a redigir uma obra cuja apreciagäo é
ilados que

continuam

a

dificil, dado continuar inédita, sendo

importante redigida em
francés (caso de Virgflio de Lemos).
É provävel que esta grelha de Icitura e de
interpreta^äo possa ser refmada mas fornece ela jä uma demonsua^äo suficiente da
complexidade da situa^äo e do cuidado que
deve ser observado na apreciacäo das obras
parte

uma

nazäo mozambicana, sem se ter cm

conta

a

maneira

como

essa mesma

sociocultural.
Os escritores
uma

mozambicanos herdaram

realidade sociocultural de tal forma

complexa, que hoje, 15 anos depois da independéncia, ainda é pertinente o motivo
de diseussäo a cor da pele de quem escreve.
Esta é uma realidade que näo pode ser ignorada. Para a uluapassar é necessario
comezar desde jä a construir uma base
cientiTica para a teoria da literatura mozambicana."
Num trabalho que

na

Universidade de

intitulou "Contribuizäo Para o Estudo do Conceito de
Mozambicanidade" Ana Mafalda Leite,
professora de Literatura e poetisa
problematiza o conceito de "mozam-

Nova Lisboa recolhemos

alguns extraetos.

bicanidade" tentando delimitar

e

das situacöes.
Dc

um

U'abalho recentementc publieado

revista Tempo, de Maputo, de autoria

de
Louren^o do Rosario, professor de
na

Literaturas Africanas
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aplica^äo. Socorrendo-se dc
bibliografia conclui que:
o
estudo, de cariz sociolögico, tern a sua importancia pelo facto de ser um dos poucos
e

uma vasta

.

trabalhos onde se analisa a questäo do surgimento de uma literatura mo5ambicana, e
baseia-se numa classifica^ao do sociedade
mogambicana por elites... europeia, intermedia e tradicional. Diz-nos C-A-Lanfa
que a elite tradicional, estruturada oralmente, näo é propi'cia å eclosäo de uma
literatura escrita; por outro lado a elite intermédia (que engloba "assimilados", islamizados"

e

"evoluidos"),

embrionario, näo é tamben,

em
num

estado
future

proximo, lugar de "realiza^öesponderäveis
de uma literatura mo^ambicana com caracten'sticas originais". A elite europeia, na altura por näo ser culturalmente estruturada
e pouco esclarecida em rela?äo ås
realidades sociais e humanas de Mo^ambique, seria por vezes marcada por um certo
"nefelibatismo de importa^äo europeia".
Para Luis Bernardo Honwana, autor de

identidade nacional. Nesta

sociedade foi sedimentando o scu subsfrato

acabarci

uma

tem

validade

"Nös Matamos O Cäo Tinhoso", "... a
Literatura
pressao
nosso

Mo^ambicana

surge como ex-

mais alta da "cultura aculturada" no
pals, ela nasce como forma de

reerea^äo, protesto, rei indicafäo e, finalmente.

conscientiza9äo, naquele segmenlo
mo^ambicana cuja insergäo

da sociedade
na

economia colonial conferiu

acesso

å

es-

colarizagäo. Os produtores da Literatura
Mogambicana säo, por isso, expressäo
numérica bem modesta porque, de algum
modo, proporcional ao desenvolvimento da
economia colonial. Os
säo pequenos

säo filhos de
certos

nossos

escritores

funcionårios, säo operärios,

cantineiros, säo moradores dc

bairros da

periferia das grandes

cidades. Racicamente säo pretos, ou
mulatos

e

brancos

pobres, filhos da terra."

limita^öes de espaco destas paginas
näo nos permitem alongar na aprcscntazäo
de depoimentos de outros autores cujo
valor é indicutivcl. Contudo, julgamos sufiAs

cientes

aqui expostos com vista a tcr-sc
permita proceder a
uma anälise do que é — ou se pretenda que
a
Mozambicanidade na
seja
um

os

horizonte que nos

Literatura.O

a sua
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Foreign Policy Outside Diplomatic
Norms: A Saga of Deceit and Aggression
South Africa’s

Foreign Policy: The Search for Status and Security,
1945-1988, by James Barber and John Barratt, Johannesburg: Southern
Book Publishers, 1990.
Reviewed

T

by Colin Darch

he behaviour of the South African
state towards the rest of the

world, and most specifically

towards its immediate

neighbours in
southern Africa, falls only awkwardly
under the dignified academic rubric of
"foreign policy". Through its stubborn
defence of the system of racial exploitation now known universally as apartheld, Pretoria has brought upon itself the
status of a pariah state. It continues to
maintain formal diplomatic relations
only with those industrialised Northern
states for whom economic self-interest

takes

priority over any other kind of international obligation. Within Africa, it
has exchanged ambassadors only with

Malawi.
Until very recently,
to

its self-inflicted

the regime’s reaction

diplomatic seclusion

in

peace-time. This is not the
place to discuss the legitimacy of the apart-

cial

heid state, or to

have

tween states

point out the impossibility

of reform. The present

"post-February
1990" process has only been initiated as a
result of prolonged mass struggle and intermittent international pressure.

policies the white minority regime has

seen as a

direct threat. South African agents

kidnapped refugees from

conserva-

tive African states; have shot down liberation movement cadres in

Europe and got
with it; have spied on Western armaments companies; and have penetrated and
destroyed progressive educational organisations. Whether this conduct conaway

Beginning in 1975, with the direct South
military intervention in the Angolan civil war, and continuing up to the
present, the regime has resorted, almost
with impunity, to large-scale invasion of its
neighbours; the financing, training and arming of various proxy or bandit armies;

relations with other countries has been, for

economic pressure and sabotage; corrup-

the last fifteen years,

tion and bribery;

ter

African

assassination

espionage and infiltration;

by sharp-shooter, poison and

stitutes

"policy" in the legitimising sense of

the word, seems doubtful at best.

For the Frontline States

a correct

under-

standing of South African objectives in its
quite literally

of survival. South African

a mat-

military and

economic power has inflicted a heavy cost

solution,

letter-bomb; all the way down to rumour

on

through the reform of domestic policy, but

mongering aimed at spreading alarm and

nation of racism went past mere

despondency. Nor have these bully-boy
tactics been restricted to those majorityruled neighbours whose economic and so¬

Recent estimates arc that direct and indirect

was not to

look inwards for

increasingly to use its isolation
to

ignore accepted

norms

a

as a

licence

of conduct be¬

those of its

costs to

neighbours whose condemrhetoric.

the Frontline States,

South African
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resulting from
aggression since 1980 have
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J

reached USS60 billion, of which

billion has been borne

US$45

by the two least

developed countries in the region, Angola
Mozambique.

tabilisation
moral and
real life

—

political responsibility for the

facts

not new

are

however. Such writers

as

or

insights,

Joseph Hanlon,

Robert Davies, and Johnson and Martin

have

published lengthy and carefully-

documented studies of South African

regional and international relations, which
stand

as

powerful indictments of the

regime’s brutal search for

a way to

keep

apartheid both safe and profitable. Can
now

we

expect a frank and honest appraisal

along these lines from the South African
academic establishment?
Pressure

Whatever

illegal policy known

as

the authors’ liberalism
of

campaign which followed.

and

These

and then disclaimed all

the Total Strategy,

now

non-partisan objectivity. The fifth sectlie sign-

tion of the book, from 1978 up to

Pretentions
Barber and Barratt’s book must be taken

seriously, however, because it performs

a

subtly legitimising function for the Pretoria

regime’s activities throughout the 1970s
and 1980s. Barber is the Pro-Vice-Chaneel-

lor of the University of Durham

in England;

Barratt is director of the South African Institute of International Relations. The

book’s title and size, as well as its grave

style, reveal its pretentions to be considered
"definitive”
it is even published in the
North by the Cambridge University Press.
-

The book is divided into six

ing of the Nkomati Accord, is decorously
entitled "Domestic reform and

"the return of confidence" and the "assertion of

regional

power

these

anodyne phrases the stark realities of

domestic militarisation under the State

Security Council (SSC) and the National

Security Management System (NSMS), or
cynieal brutality of the pressures exerted on neighbouring eountries.
the

Cuitu Cuanavale

chronologiThe

final, and least developed section of

appraisal. Prepared under the

and Barratt’s somewhat conventional

to

auspices of the South African Institute of

periodisation of South African intemation-

"Renewed challenge and

International Affairs, which Barratt heads,

al relations after the Second World War.

and Barratt

is not such

an

the book "is

expectations, the

an account

new

of South Africa’s

section, entitled "The post-war

the book

covers

the

post-Nkomati pha.se up

1988, under the meaningless rubric

grasp

the unpalatable fact that a shift in the

during this period. They devote less than a

the immediate postwar

page to

its aims, its

period up to the
Sharpeville massacre and South Africa’s
hasty and undignified departure from the

how it employed those resour-

particular the executive

—

name

the battle for Cuilo Cuanavale (the

the index), and

selectively laconic

chapters devoted to the aftermath of Shar-

dishonest:

who made the decisions, on what basis [...]

peville. The third section, on the period
1965-1974, is entitled "The years of con-

continued in the

fidence", and is followed by a detailed ex-

around the

amination of the crucial years

but eventual

imposes are striking in South

Africa’s

because the black

no

case

say

majority

in government"

With its

narrow

self-imposed limita-

tions, and given its plodding narrative style

(one fact after another), the book is
theless the first

never-

from inside the country

come

since Deon

Geldenhuys’ The Diplomacy of Isolation
(Johannesburg, 1984). Geldenhuys was the
South African academic who gained a certain notoreity in the early 1980s after
publishing an article which detailed every
step in a hypothetical campaign of des¬
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defeat and

Security
All this is orthodox

immediate

the side

the hiswell told from
of the oppressed. Barber and Bar-

ratt face

serious difficulties, however, when

political

consequence:

they come to the late 1970s, with the advent
of P. W. Botha and Magnus Malan to power,
and the

lowed

as to

in
so

be downright

key town of Cuito Cuanavale,
military stalemate

was

fol-

by a new round of negotiations [...]"

After reading

such an evasive version of

this crucial event, one is reminded of Fidel
Castro’s advice in

May 1988:

"When you meet a

enough, and not of

tory of those years has been

appear

"Fighting in Cuando-Cubango province
early months of 1988

subsequent collapse of

Portugal’s African empire.

major study of South

African international relations to

from 1974 to

1978, the time of the Soweto revolt and the

even

their brief account is

Commonwealth. This is followed by two

The limits this

began to show itself

of the town does not

the pressures on it at home and abroad,

has

unwilling to

heid", consists of a brisk 30-page survey of

focuses attention on the government, and in

ces,

or

challenge and the foundations of apart-

[...] The Study of foreign policy

resources,

response." Barber

unable

seem

balance of power

foreign policy [which] sets out to describe
and examine critically the main developments

The first

and constructive

engagement". It is difficult to recognise in

review, by Barber and Barratt,

our

regional

power": chapter headings speak coyly of

cally-organised parts, consisting of two or
three chapters each, which reflect Barber

book under

sheds its mask

a

white South African,

racist, the only thing you have to ask him

is: What

happened in Cuito Cuanavale?

What happened
all you

in Cuito Cuanavale? That’s

have to ask him."

Barber and Barratt
even to

hear this

clearly do not want

particular question.D

implementation of the vicious and
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"Socialism after Stalinism"

the

subject of the
paper by Dr. Alex Callinicos, a Senior Lecturer in
Philosophy and Politics at the University of York
presented at the December SAPES montly seminars.
The paper focused on the political and economic
processes that saw the rise of "Social Bureaucrats",
centralised planning and state ownership. It outlined
the social and political forces that necessited the
demise of most of the bureaucratic regimes in Eastern
Europe. The paper also noted that the crises in Eastern
Europe and China were largely due to the fact that the
methods of production in use in these countries had
long since been rendered obsolete and inappropriate
to meeting the challenges of the 1980s and thereby
resulting in economic stagnation. Unless a substantive
was

break from the centralised methods of

resource

January 1991. Responsive Governance: The

answer

Africa’s Second Revolution

to

by Afred

Nhema, (UZ/Dalhouse University)

Forthcoming Events.
17

Febmary. Technology Development Policies in
by Hasa Mlawa (IDS, Dar es

SADCC countries

Salaam)

VISITING FELLOWS AND OTHER
VISITORS

distribution is made, these crises will not be easy to
resolve. Gorbachev whilst

appearing committed to
overhauling the command structures of the socialist
planned economy, has yet to translate his intentions
into reality. Attempts to move the Soviet Union
towards radical economic reform have plunged the
economy into a deeper crisis.

Some of the vistors who

came to

SAPES

to

futher

research and network collaboration in the Southern
African

region include: Dr. Moses Banda of the

Economics Association of Zambia who
prepare

came

to

the documentation for the SAPES project on
Enterprises. The overall aim of the

State-Owned

of

project is to analyse the interface between
State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs) and the private
sector and the type of relationship which exists

since the introduction of

between the

The paper concluded

by warning that the future and

survival of socialism did

not

lie with the introduction

capitalist free market models in Eastern Europe
capitalist methods of
production would bring into full play the rapacious
and fetish nature of capitalism such as mass
exploitation by a few.
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two.

Augustinho Zacarias, the Director of the
Mozambican Institute of Strategic Studies, was at
SAPES from 9-21 January 1991 to explore ways of''
increasing cooperation with SAPES.
63

Gender Issues in

DOCUMENTATION CENTRE

Five years
Sue Gott of the South African

(SAHA)

came to

History Archives
the SAFES Documentation Centre

work out the modalities for future

to

cooperation

between the Documentation Centre and SAHA. An

information

exchange agreement among other things
agreed upon, which effectively means SAFES
will have access to some of the key policy documents
emanating from South Africa via electronic mail.

was

The SAFES Documentation Centre is

on

the

Plenary and Ad Hoc Committee of the Harare
Thesaurus Group (HTG) tasked with convening a
regional conference of National Thesaurus Groups
Southern African countries scheduled for

from all

August 1990 in Harare.
Ms Selna
Studies in
attachment

Aligy Dalsuco of the Institute of Strategic
Maputo was on a six-week training
at

the SAFES Documentation Centre,

where she received basic

bibliographic instructions
and training in the organisation, management and
development of information and documentation
resources. This training was funded by the Ford
Foundation and was part of the SAFES
Documentation Centre’s initiative to share skills and
resources

with sister

organisations within the region.

As part

of its contribution to SAPEM, the
now begun playing an
active role in identifying, retrieving, translating and
repackaging key policy documents as well as
producing this newsletter.
Documentation Centre has

Development Project

after the United Nations Sponsored

"Women’s Decade" and almost two decades since the
birth of the movement for greater

integration^'of
development process, the
majority of Africans, i.e. women, are in an even worse
off position than they were when development became
the vogue. Although some effort has been made in
setting up supportive structures, especially in relation
into the African

women

to

economic and health-related needs, much remains

to

be done in terms of research

its translation into effective
There

by African women and
development programme.

few women’s

organisations such as
independent non-governmental structures those
attached to the State or as part of Universities on the
continent, but they have not been able to respond
effectively to the extensive intellectual and
developmental needs of African women, even at a
are

a

national/local level. The

reasons

for this

are

partly

related to socio-cultural and

political gender bias
by women, as well as a
heritage which has been exacerbated by the

which inhibits progress

colonial
current

economic crisis.

The

investigation and clarification of gender related
problems is a crucial element of any development
effort and the potential role of non-governmental
initiative in terms of the achievement

of wider

educational

goals is immense. The experience of the
last thity years of development in Africa clearly calls
for a radical re-definition of the concept of research,
to

incorporate issues of gender.
The Gender Unit in the Southern Africa Political

Economic Series (SAFES) Trust will be an additional

attempt to

respond to

needs of the

women

have

RESEARCH PROJECTS
This column will carry
areas

year

of policy research

(1991)

briefings on some of the key
SAFES will be engaged in this

some

of the developmental

in the region. The programme will

regional character because it is imperative that
on the establishment and strengthening
of regionally based organisations in situ, as a more
effective way of dealing with issues of development,
although a regional bias will not preclude networking
a

the focus be

at a

wider continental level.
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LONRHO
The associated
make Lonrho

Ace

Engineering (Private) Limited

Construction Associates

(Private) Limited
Corsyn Consolidated Mines Limited

companies of the Lonrho Group combine to
one

of Zimbabwe's most effective income

generators in the areas of mining,

W Dahmer &

Company (Private) Limited

manufacturing and

agriculture.

Crittall-Hope Limited
David Whitehead Textiles Limited
Eastern Districts Engineers

(Private) Limited

Engineering Research and
Manufacturing Industries Limited
Gramma Records Company

(Private) Limited
Homestake Mining and Technical
Services (Private) Limited

Independence Mining
(Private) Limited
Italian Coachbuilders

(Private) Limited
L C S Computer Software & Bureau Specialists
(Private) Limited

Lonrho Motor Industries Limited

Mobile Motors

(Private) Limited; Associate

National Blankets (Private) Limited

I

Savannah Wildlife Division
Simms Electrical and Diesel
Services (Private) Limited
Teal Record

Company (C.A.) Limited

Turnpan Zimbabwe Limited

Unity Woodworking Division
The Wattle

Company Limited

Willoughbys Consolidated PLC

f
'

AÅ
Part of the

LQNRHO

Zambesi Coachworks Limited
Zimoco Limited

Zimparts (Private) Limited

strength of Zimbabwe
LINTASrZIMBAB
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SAFES PUBLICATIONS

SOUTHERN AFRICA POLITICAL ECONOMY

awaited publication considering
recently engulfed Eastern Europe. In this concise publication Samir Amin

The Future of Socialism

O

events which have

tackles the

SERIES:

by Samir Amin has been a much

probiem by tracing the historiography of

socialism, liberai axioms and market

capitaiism.
under the banner of socialism has been its own grave

Bureaucratisation which has operated

digger. Popular mass uprisings have seen the
of the Eastern Bloc. Third World

demise of the ruling ciasses in many countries

countries have not been spectators in this historicai drama,

but have continued to face pressure

from the World Bank and International Monetary

Fund

(IMF) to adopt economic recovery and structural adjustment programmes.
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